Attachment: Rental Housing Survey Results

Were you aware the City of Eugene has a rental housing code that
addresses basic housing conditions such as heating, plumbing,
weatherproofing, security, mold, smoke detection, structural integrity?
Answer Options
Not aware at all
Somewhat aware
Very aware

Response
Percent
19.9%
33.6%
46.5%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
107
181
250
538
16

Very
aware,
46.5%

Not
aware
at all,
19.9%
Some
what
aware,
33.6%

Based on your knowledge of the Rental Housing Code program, how well does it support the following city goals:
Safe Community: A community where all people are safe, valued and
welcome.
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Don't know
20.4%
107
Not at all
19.1%
100
Somewhat
38.4%
201
A lot
22.1%
116
Comments
162
answered question
524
skipped question
30
Sustainable Development: A community that meets its present
environmental, economic and social needs without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Answer Options
Don't know
Not at all
Somewhat
A lot
Comments

Response
Percent
24.7%
26.6%
34.5%
14.3%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
128
138
179
74
107
519
35

Effective, Accountable Municipal Government: A government that works
openly, collaboratively, and fairly with the community to achieve
measurable and positive outcomes and provide effective, efficient services.
Answer Options
Don't know
Not at all
Somewhat
A lot
Comments

Response
Percent
21.4%
25.7%
33.8%
19.1%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
109
131
172
97
106
509
45

1

A lot,
22.1%

Somew
hat,
38.4%

A lot,
14.3%

Somew
hat,
34.5%

A lot,
19.1%

Some
what,
33.8%

Don't
know,
20.4%
Not at
all,
19.1%

Don't
know,
24.7%
Not at
all,
26.6%

Don't
know,
21.4%

Not at
all,
25.7%
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Fair, Stable, and Adequate Financial Resources: A government whose
ongoing financial resources are based on a fair and equitable system of
revenues and are adequate to maintain and deliver municipal services.
Answer Options
Don't know
Not at all
Somewhat
A lot
Comments

Response
Percent
22.2%
27.5%
32.8%
17.5%

answered question
skipped question

How well does the program support community livability?
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Don't know
20.0%
Not at all
20.2%
Somewhat
36.2%
A lot
23.6%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
113
140
167
89
110
509
45

Response
Count
99
100
179
117
495
59

How well does the program support better communication between
property owners/managers and renters?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Don't know
23.9%
118
Not at all
31.6%
156
Somewhat
28.8%
142
A lot
15.6%
77
answered question
493
skipped question
61

Is the current annual fee of $10 per unit reasonable?
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Yes
66.5%
No
33.5%
Other (please specify)

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
313
158
116
471
83
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A lot,
17.5%

Some
what,
32.8%

A lot,
23.6%

Some
what,
36.2%

A lot,
15.6%

Some
what,
28.8%

Don't
know,
22.2%

Not at
all,
27.5%

Don't
know,
20.0%
Not at
all,
20.2%

Don't
know,
23.9%

Not at
all,
31.6%

No,
33.5%

Yes,
66.5%
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Should the Rental Housing Code program offer more resources for renters
and property owners/managers to help resolve housing condition issues
such as mediation by city staff or another community organization?
Answer Options
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree or disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

Response
Percent
17.9%
10.8%
23.2%
30.3%
17.7%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
88
53
114
149
87
491
63

In the current code, it can take 20 days before a verified rental code issue
is required to be fixed. Should the 20 day response time provided to
owners/managers be reduced (for example to 10 days) in instances of cold
and wet weather for heating, weatherproofing, and plumbing standards in
circumstances where a leak or sewage is involved?
Answer Options
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree or disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

Response
Percent
14.5%
8.8%
12.4%
26.3%
38.1%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
71
43
61
129
187
491
63

Are there other housing condition standards the code should address?
(check all that apply)
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Window screens
21.1%
117
Functional appliances
39.9%
221
Pests and Vermin
49.3%
273
Energy efficiency
30.7%
170
Neighborhood impacts
27.4%
152
None selected
39.7%
220
Other (please specify)
132
answered question
334
skipped question
220
Are you currently a(n):
Answer Options
Owner
Property manager
Renter
Other

Response
Percent
40.8%
4.4%
42.3%
12.5%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
212
23
220
65
520
34
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Strongly
agree,
17.7%

Strongly
disagree,
17.9%
Disagree,
10.8%

Agree,
30.3%

Neither
agree or
disagree,
23.2%

Strongly
disagree,
14.5%

Strongly
agree,
38.1%

Disagree,
8.8%
Neither
agree or
disagree,
12.4%

Agree,
26.3%

39.7%

None selected
Neighborhood impacts
Energy efficiency

27.4%
30.7%
49.3%

Pests and Vermin

39.9%

Functional appliances
Window screens
0.0%

21.1%
10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

Other,
12.5%
Owner,
40.8%

Renter,
42.3%
Property
manager,
4.4%

40.0%

50.0%
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Property Manager & Owner Questions
How long have you been a property owner and/or manager?
Response
Answer Options
Average
Years
26.90
Months
3.78

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
204
45
208
27

Answer Options
1
2-4
5-20
21-50
More than 50

9.8%

More than 50

How many units do you own or manage?
Response
Percent
39.0%
28.3%
19.0%
3.9%
9.8%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
80
58
39
8
20
205
30

21-50

3.9%
19.0%

5-20

28.3%

2-4

39.0%

1
0.0%

Would there be value to marketing your rental units as meeting or
exceeding City of Eugene rental housing code standards?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Not at all
52.0%
106
Somewhat
33.3%
68
A lot
14.7%
30
answered question
204
skipped question
31

Did you know that the Eugene Water & Electric Board (EWEB) has
weatherization programs for rental properties?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Yes
77.9%
176
No
22.1%
50
answered question
226
skipped question
9
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10.0%

20.0%

A lot,
14.7%

Some
what,
33.3%

Not at
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No,
22.1%
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40.0%
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Renter Questions
Yes,
6.3%

The Rental Housing Code deals specifically with the physical condition of
rentals (plumbing, heating, weatherproofing, smoke detection, security,
and structural integrity). In the last three years, have you contacted the City
about this type of rental housing problem or question?
Response
Percent
6.3%
93.7%

Answer Options
Yes
No
Other (please specify)

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
13
192
24
205
15

No,
93.7%

If yes, was the problem resolved?
Response
Percent
34.5%
65.5%

Answer Options
Yes
No
Other (please specify)

Response
Count
10
19
17

answered question
skipped question

Yes,
34.5%
No,
65.5%

29
191

In the future, if you had a problem with your rental that is covered by the
code, would the requirement to communicate in writing to the
owner/manager before you can file a complaint with the City prevent you
from informing the owner/manager about your problem?
Response
Percent
25.4%
74.6%

Answer Options
Yes
No
Other (please specify)

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
49
144
23
193
27

Are there any reasons why you would not want to report a housing problem
to the owner/manager? (check all that apply)
Answer Options
Possible eviction
Possible increase in rent
Conflict with owner/manager
Language barrier
Would rather tolerate the problem than risk
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
50.7%
67.1%
69.9%
5.5%
28.8%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
74
98
102
8
42
34
146
74

5

Yes,
25.4%

No,
74.6%

Would rather tolerate the problem than
risk a change
Language barrier

28.8%
5.5%
69.9%

Conflict with owner/manager

67.1%

Possible increase in rent

Possible eviction

50.7%

0.0%10.0%20.0%30.0%40.0%50.0%60.0%70.0%
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What is the best way to inform renters about the Rental Housing Code
program? (check all that apply)
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Direct mail (postcards, brochures)
88.5%
162
At community events
42.1%
77
At neighborhood shopping locations
39.9%
73
Through other agencies
32.8%
60
Other (please specify)
67
answered question
183
skipped question
37

Through other agencies
At neighborhood shopping
locations

Yes
No
Don’t know
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
15.5%
69.5%
15.0%

answered question
skipped question

Answer Options
Yes
No
Don’t know
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
13.0%
78.0%
9.0%

answered question
skipped question

Answer Options
Yes
No
Don’t Know
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
7.7%
87.4%
4.9%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
11
125
7
22
143
77
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88.5%

0.0%

Don’t
know,
15.0%

20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% 10

Yes,
15.5%

No,
69.5%

Don’t
know,
9.0%

Response
Count
26
156
18
3
200
20

If you or a member of your household has a disability, has your landlord
refused to make a modification to make your rental unit more accessible?

42.1%

Direct mail (postcards, brochures)

Response
Count
31
139
30
13
200
20

Have you been discouraged from living in a particular apartment or
neighborhood or steered to another apartment or neighborhood based on
one of the above characteristics?

39.9%

At community events

Other rental housing issues, like housing discrimination, may be covered
by other local or federal regulations like the Fair Housing Act. Rental
housing discrimination occurs when landlords take actions based on a
person’s race, national origin, color, religion, sex, age, source of income,
sexual orientation, disability, or familial status. Have you been denied
rental housing or charged more for rental housing based on one of the
above characteristics?
Answer Options

32.8%

Yes,
13.0%

No,
78.0%

Don’t
Know,
4.9%

Yes,
7.7%

No,
87.4%
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Demographics
What zip code do you live in? (Optional)
Answer Options
97405
97401
97402
97404
97408
97403
97477
97478
97424
Other

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
116
88
73
26
20
19
7
4
3
12
369
185

Are you currently a university or college student? (Optional)
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Yes
17.6%
No
82.4%
Other (please specify)

answered question
skipped question

Yes,
17.6%

Response
Count
77
361
18
438
116

No,
82.4%

$500 or
less,
12.8%

If you are a renter, what is your monthly rent payment? (Optional)
Answer Options
$500 or less
$501 to $1,000
More than $1,000
I am not a renter

Response
Percent
12.8%
40.4%
10.0%
36.8%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
42
133
33
121
329
225

I am not
a
renter,
36.8%
$501 to
$1,000,
40.4%

More
than
$1,000,
10.0%

Which category below includes your age? (Optional)
Answer Options
17 or younger
18-20
21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or older

Response
Percent
0.0%
1.6%
17.2%
15.8%
17.2%
21.9%
26.4%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
0
7
73
67
73
93
112
425
129
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60 or older

26.4%

50-59

21.9%

40-49

17.2%

30-39

15.8%

21-29

17.2%

18-20

1.6%

17 or younger

0.0%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%
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Are you Mexican, Mexican-American, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban,
Cuban-American, or some other Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino group?
(Optional)
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
I am not Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino
97.4%
338
Mexican
0.3%
1
Mexican-American
0.3%
1
Chicano
0.0%
0
Puerto Rican
0.0%
0
Cuban
0.0%
0
Cuban-American
0.0%
0
Some other Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino
1.4%
5
From multiple Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino
0.6%
2
answered question
347
skipped question
207

Are you White, Black or African-American, American Indian or Alaskan
Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific islander, or some other
race? (Optional)
Answer Options
White
Black or African-American
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
From multiple races
Some other race (please specify)

Response
Percent
88.9%
1.1%
1.6%
1.6%
0.0%
6.8%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
338
4
6
6
0
26
27
380
174
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From multiple Spanish, Hispanic, or
Latino groups

0.6%

Some other Spanish, Hispanic, or
Latino group

1.4%

Cuban-American

0.0%

Cuban

0.0%

Puerto Rican

0.0%

Chicano

0.0%

Mexican-American

0.3%

Mexican

0.3%
97.4%

I am not Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% 100.0

From multiple races

6.8%

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
Islander

0.0%

Asian

1.6%

American Indian or Alaskan Native

1.6%

Black or African-American

1.1%
88.9%

White
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%
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Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 2, Q1. Safe Community: A community where all people are safe, valued and welcome.

1

Make it mandatory for landlords to inform renters of this program. I've been in
my rental unit over three years and did not know this program existed.

Oct 11, 2011 4:00 PM

2

Remind the community that the city is helping. An annual reminder, a letter or
something, would enhance the feeling that tenants are not on their own.. who
wants to go up against a landlord that could kick them out for complaining? That
worry makes me feel very insecure, especially being an owner of a dog breed
that is not welcomed by landlords.

Oct 11, 2011 2:40 PM

3

Don't see any connection between a Rental Housing Code and Community
Safety.

Oct 11, 2011 11:55 AM

4

I fail to see how the Rental Housing Code reduces crime or hateful attitudes
towards others. RHC may be able to help a person feel more secure in the rental
unit but is really unable to make an impact in the community itself.

Oct 11, 2011 11:26 AM

5

Good landlords do assist when tenants complain about possible illegal activities,
but landlords cannot issue citations or legally resolve the situation often without
police aid. This program is "pro-tenant" and undermines landlords, even when
the landlords do the best they can within the boundaries of the law.

Oct 11, 2011 11:21 AM

6

Change how fees are assesed to eliminate large surpluses so folks don't think
the COE is taking advantage of the Landloards. Assess the fees based on the
projected funds needed to operate the program. There is enough history to
figure it out. Put minimums and maximum on the fee; say $5 -$10, depending on
the fund balance.

Oct 11, 2011 10:12 AM

7

Eliminate it. It is an unnecessary cost and not a proper function of government.
The law provides relief and remedy without the city interfering.

Oct 11, 2011 9:36 AM

8

make sure tenants are aware of it

Oct 11, 2011 9:01 AM

9

information more available

Oct 11, 2011 8:58 AM

10

No. It focuses on housing only which is appropriate

Oct 11, 2011 8:38 AM

11

The public employees could get to complaints in a more timely manner. I had to
wait quite a while to get a response to my complaint, and then I did not think the
response to the land lord fit that person's mendacity and fraud. Rather toothless.

Oct 11, 2011 7:20 AM

12

It would help if people were more aware of it. I have always rented here, I've
lived in town for over 6 years renting 3 different apartments during that time, and
I'd never heard of this before I saw the survey ad in the Eugene Weekly paper.

Oct 11, 2011 6:21 AM

13

Let it sunset on 12/31/2011.

Oct 11, 2011 5:38 AM

14

Use some of that surplus to advertise/promote its services.

Oct 11, 2011 5:32 AM

15

Publicize it more. Perhaps have a flyer that each landlord must give each tenant
when they sign a new rental agreement.

Oct 10, 2011 11:28 PM

16

Way more than simple housing code can tackle. It is a good start, though.

Oct 10, 2011 11:22 PM

17

A safe communtiy consists of more than punishing those that own rental

Oct 10, 2011 8:58 PM
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housing.
18

You should advertise! I searched for housing a year and a half ago and knew
nothing of the code. 99% of the places I saw had problems. I leased a place
and discovered egregious problems and broke the lease.

Oct 10, 2011 7:54 PM

19

Raises for police and fireman if you want engaged safety workers.

Oct 10, 2011 7:37 PM

20

the code is about housing conditions, doesn't appear to affect whether people
are safe, valued, or welcome. One possible idea for providing emergency
temporary housing, tent housing, is prohibited by inflexible building codes. If it
weren't for inflexible building codes, housing could be provided for the
economically disadvantaged.

Oct 10, 2011 5:53 PM

21

Yes I think a copy of it should be given to each tenant when they sign an
agreement to rent from a landlord. I was unaware of it until I saw something on
yahoo. My partner and I have complained to our landlord about plumbing in the
house and was told pretty much it was our problem to solve it even though we
pay over 2000$ a month in rent.

Oct 10, 2011 5:33 PM

22

Shut down. Tenants are afforded immense opportunity to protect themselves
from legitimate landlord abuse, and the legal system favors the tenants in
fundamental ways. THIS program is a perfect example of governmental overreach and bureaucracy run awry.

Oct 10, 2011 5:12 PM

23

Allow the program to sunset. Its goals are sufficiently addressed by existing state
law.

Oct 10, 2011 4:45 PM

24

It would be helpful to somehow incorporate outside conditions into the code.
Although they don't affect the livability of the home from a strict sense of the
word, they set the tone for other residences, as well as for the condition in which
the rental is maintained by the renter.

Oct 10, 2011 4:22 PM

25

Information about Rental Housing code should be included in rental agreement
packets and required to be given to tenants. SOme of these funds should go
toward requiring maintenance on houses and yard appearance.

Oct 10, 2011 3:40 PM

26

More "marketing" should be done so that tenants know about this service.

Oct 10, 2011 1:54 PM

27

Most landlords are well aware of their responsibilities to maintain their property
and it improves the value, all your program does is shift the cost of this program
to the tenants, you need to have a program with stiffer penaltys for those out of
compliance and if it is money you are concerned about which that seems to be
the bottom line here you are going about it in the wrong way. All of my tenants
would like to have the money in their pocket not in the city of eugene coffers!!!!!

Oct 10, 2011 1:27 PM

28

When I read the Register Guard article wherein some parties argue that it's not
utilized enough to warrant the fees, I think that not enough tenants are aware of
it. As a real estate appraiser, I see many substandard properties and many
tenants don't appear to be aware of the program.

Oct 10, 2011 1:12 PM

29

Eliminate codes that support auto spaces and accommodations over livability,
density, mass transit, and walking.

Oct 10, 2011 12:57 PM
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30

It sounds good on paper, but the difficulty is in the enforcement of the code
(where landlords simply give tenants notice, raise the rent, etc if they complain
about violations), and a lack of knowledge of the rights of tenants.

Oct 10, 2011 12:46 PM

31

state regs and courts work city code not needed

Oct 10, 2011 12:37 PM

32

Make sure low income, young (students and others) and non-English speakers
are aware of the program

Oct 10, 2011 12:26 PM

33

Make sure everyone knows about the program, especially low-income, younger
renters, and non-english speakers

Oct 10, 2011 12:18 PM

34

It only responds to complaints, by that time the problem has usually gone too far
already.

Oct 10, 2011 11:56 AM

35

no

Oct 10, 2011 11:55 AM

36

This is a waste of money, and an extra unneeded tax against property owners.
People can easily move to another place, they are not chained. You already
have city inspectors who inspect code violations. Additionally, there are far more
renters, charge them, they get the direct benefit of an advocate.

Oct 10, 2011 11:52 AM

37

Public awareness. Maybe a disclosure about the program in the landlord tenant
agreement for the rental.

Oct 10, 2011 11:51 AM

38

Eliminate duplicative Rental Housing code. Post state laws and rules and local
ordinances with regard to rental housing online. Provide online
support/instructions on how to use the small claims process when existing state
and local laws are violated. Renters pay the $10 fee now through increased
rents and I think very few are in need of the services provided by the existing
program.

Oct 10, 2011 11:42 AM

39

Expand program so people could file complaints against tenants who violate city
codes such as noise ordinances, dog waste removal requirements, etc.

Oct 10, 2011 11:19 AM

40

Not with that $10. drudgery fee to landlords

Oct 10, 2011 11:18 AM

41

In my experience the problem is getting the owners or agencies to follow code
and not look for loop holes out of it. Diminishing as many loop holes would
improve any codes as will as having an "intent" clause to determine what the
intent of both parties was at the time of incident or incidents.

Oct 10, 2011 11:13 AM

42

wouldn't think so

Oct 10, 2011 10:37 AM

43

Abolish the Code. A solution in search of a problem. The Oregon Residential
Landlord Tenant Act, in force since 1973, fully addresses habitability issues and
protects tenants against retaliatory eviction. The $10/door fee is a classic
example of taxing tenants through increased rents for "services" that are rarely
used, not needed, duplicative and incredibly expensive on a per capita basis.

Oct 10, 2011 10:11 AM

44

Send information to rental addresses regularly informing occupants of the
program

Oct 10, 2011 10:06 AM

45

Keep the program in tact; don't be intimidated by the landlords and realtors and

Oct 10, 2011 10:02 AM
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property managers. increase follow-up inspections to make sure of compliance
or increase fines for repeat offenders.
46

More people need to know that this program exists. Maybe a panflit given to a
person when they are first renting a place. You don't hear from renters because
they don't always know about this protection they have against irrisponsible
landlords.

Oct 10, 2011 9:53 AM

47

be in writing on ALL lease agreements used by landlords.

Oct 10, 2011 9:49 AM

48

Better delineation and support of the mold issue - a huge one in this type of
climate, and one that landlords are often unwilling to address during a lease or
inform tenants of past problems prior to a rental.

Oct 10, 2011 9:45 AM

49

I think it's great - I only put Somewhat since I'm not familiar with all of it. Renters
need a non court option if they have balky landlords.

Oct 10, 2011 9:27 AM

50

Living conditions in many houses prior to enactment were not safe. Renters had
not value. How does that make all people feel welcome?

Oct 10, 2011 9:07 AM

51

The police education/workshops are good programs. Additionally, a
standardized rental contract that spells out the rights of, and protects both the
tenant and the landlord. I have seen various rental agreements around town.
California has a good contract.

Oct 10, 2011 9:07 AM

52

only charge problem landlords, not those who take good care of their rentals

Oct 10, 2011 8:59 AM

53

by making it's existence known. Renters may use the program more if they were
aware that they do have help, as a renter I have hesitated to push issues with
landlords because I believed court was the only option. It is an enforcement tool
and it's merit should not be judged based on the rate of violation but the rate of
compliance- and it's mere presence may be keeping violations at a minimum $10 a year is not too much, - less than $1 month

Oct 10, 2011 8:23 AM

54

Notation should be included in every rental agreement. My "mgrs" have ignored
my requests for more than a year. It is a safety issue following the rebuild after a
fire. No permits and shoddy work. I'd move, but that's just a little expensive.

Oct 10, 2011 8:22 AM

55

It's important that people, especially renters, know they have recourse for a
variety of health and social issues on their rental properties.

Oct 10, 2011 8:13 AM

56

More random inspections of apartments and home rentals. Every year my
apartment complex seems to do a prep for an inspection (which seems to be
when most work gets done).

Oct 10, 2011 7:22 AM

57

The city is double taxing landlords by creating a city code the exists at state
level. Also, the city represents tenants only, it does not resolve landlord issues
regarding tenant's failure to pay rent on time, keep premises clean, no
unauthorized pets, unauthorized guests, etc etc. Unfair!

Oct 10, 2011 5:39 AM

58

The Current Oregon landlord tenant laws meet this criteria already.

Oct 10, 2011 4:05 AM

59

The excess money could be used for a renter's legal aid program. This would
protect against things like landlord retaliation, and other shenanigans.

Oct 10, 2011 1:19 AM
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60

Just follow ane enforce the building codes and get out of the income producing
business

Oct 9, 2011 10:25 PM

61

have educational workshops and seminars for landlords about safety and code
requirements. More education and less emphasis on fee collection and
violations.

Oct 9, 2011 3:58 PM

62

No,we have enough beaurocracy in Eugene already.

Oct 9, 2011 3:47 PM

63

Enforcing the code...and a mechanism for renters to report sub standard living
conditions

Oct 8, 2011 8:49 PM

64

A ten dollar fee is merely an irritant. Either get rid of it or raise it to $100 and
actually do something meaningful with the resources. What a pathetic fee. It
makes you wonder whether it costs more to collect it than the income it
produces.

Oct 8, 2011 9:00 AM

65

Needs to be something Renters and Property Managers can both agree with.
Why pit one group against another and charge the property owner for it.

Oct 7, 2011 5:20 PM

66

Dump this program. It is oppressive, unnecessary, and fuels bad social
dynamics.

Oct 7, 2011 10:51 AM

67

Real slum lords, the people that we should be targeting, rent to poor people who
are not going to complain because they have no other options. A landlords will
eventually raise rent if they have to make major investments so these folks who
are the most vulnerable will lose housing. Landlords who are doing an ok job
given the rents that they charge, can find themselves with tenants who are
blackmailing them into giving them more than they are paying for. Even if they
know they can win, no one wants to get involved with enforcement.

Oct 7, 2011 10:44 AM

68

I THINK ALLOWING MORE SINGLE PARENTS WITH HIGH NEEDS
CHILDREN AN AREA TO LIVE WITH NO FEAR OF EVICTION WHILE THEY
ARE TRYING TO MANAGE WORK, DOCTORS, SCHOOL, MEDICAL ISSUES,
ECT WOULD BE NICE. I HAVE NEIGHBORS SO STRESSED THAT THEY DO
NOT WORRY ABOUT THINGS NEEDING FIXED IN UNIT AND MANAGERS
NOT CHECKING. IT IS SAD.

Oct 6, 2011 4:41 PM

69

Make sure owners and tenants are aware of the program.

Oct 6, 2011 4:16 PM

70

Not with the current staffing ... they are either incompetant, dishonest, or some
combination of the two.

Oct 6, 2011 12:04 PM

71

sunset it

Oct 6, 2011 10:26 AM

72

This is already being done by others agencies and laws.

Oct 6, 2011 9:46 AM

73

Continue the program.

Oct 5, 2011 11:10 PM

74

Publicity of the program, especially through partnership with University of
Oregon, would help. I am a renter but really didn't know much about the
program. A program such as this one is very important however, in a place like
Eugene which favors the landlord. It is remarkably difficult to find a rental
dwelling here; landlords know that and they take advantage.

Oct 5, 2011 10:26 PM
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75

? No, the Rental Housing Code (RHC) program is NOT the the correct program
to support this goal. All the RHC program does interject itself into normal and
proper communications between landlords and tenants. This program is an
unnecessary government intrusion. Rental Housing is already regulated without
the City of Eugene butting in and charging a fee for redundant services. The
University already provides legal services to students, and so does Lane County.
What does the City add? Help communicating with a landlord? No thanks, it’s
just not necessary. Worse, because the City charges landlords a fee for this so
called “service,” we have to pay higher rents. Please, eliminate this
unnecessary program.

Oct 5, 2011 11:46 AM

76

I think the Rental Housing Code is a duplication of other existing Local and State
programs and is not needed.

Oct 5, 2011 10:53 AM

77

flyer for investment property buyers linked to real estate transactions in city that
welcome the buyer to the Eugene community and outline why it is a great place
to live and opportunities to improve rental properties to maintain and improve
those standards - and resources for the property owner to seek assistance.

Oct 5, 2011 10:41 AM

78

This is one of the friendliest places i have ever lived. I feel very comfortable in
any part of town.

Oct 5, 2011 8:16 AM

79

Make the community aware that it exists and tell us about the services available.
Also, tell us what the rental housing code has done to make the community
better.

Oct 5, 2011 12:31 AM

80

n/a

Oct 4, 2011 11:54 PM

81

While the code itself may philosophically support these goals I am not certain
they are achieved. As a good landlord I resist yet another instance where
government feels the need to intervene and manage people. Too many times
using a stick and not a carrot. No reward for being a good landlord. Only more
costs to ultimately support full time positions that justify the fees, that more than
likely will never go down or go away.

Oct 4, 2011 10:28 PM

82

This goal is a couple of abstract steps beyond ensuring safe and functional
housing. Eugene needs to focus its energies more tightly.

Oct 4, 2011 8:38 PM

83

No, the Rental Housing Code is doing as good of a job as it can. If this speaks to
structural integrity, etc., then it is very good. If this speaks to potential reprobates
throughout the Eugene community, it is doubtful if the rental code could address
my concerns.

Oct 4, 2011 8:28 PM

84

Ensure that LGBT home seekers and renters have equal access.

Oct 4, 2011 12:50 PM

85

The State already has a department in place to handle these issues. The city
has created a duplicate and redundant program.

Oct 4, 2011 8:41 AM

86

This program is a waste of money and should be shut down.

Oct 4, 2011 4:47 AM

87

The rental housing needs to be inspected regularly. It can not be dependent
upon college students or property owners to ensure the codes are being met.

Oct 3, 2011 9:33 PM
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88

With ever growing structural-inequalities, "climate refugees" and compromised
economy... the numbers of homeless and home insecure are growing & will
continue to grow. The Housing code ( like other well intended policies) reflects
opinion from those in positions who do not have to rely on the "rules" they are
making. If one lives on a limited income, one puts up with the worst of
circumstances, just to have a roof. The planning and development of a rental
Housing Code needs to include those who are actually housing in-secure ( of
which there are many). The main weakness with these codes lies in the fact that
income challenged people ( a great percentage &growing in Lane
County/Eugene) have no way to see that the codes are enforced. Bureaucratic
red tape makes complaining impossible at worst and difficult,time consuming &
inconvenient at best - unless one is over a certain income level, in which case
they probably don't have much to complain about.Codes, and regulations need
to be congruent with the reality of the populations they are affecting, which
implies a range variety that the experience of a few committee members may not
have experience with.

Oct 3, 2011 7:20 PM

89

attention to landscape,lawn upkeep; trash in yards; upholstered furniture on
uncovered decks/porches; animals/pets

Oct 3, 2011 2:49 PM

90

As far as housing, that has to do with the landlords and them caring about
providing good housing.

Oct 3, 2011 2:21 PM

91

better publicity and education programs

Oct 3, 2011 1:52 PM

92

Yes. If a landlord allows his/her renters to consistently break the law, upset or
disrespect the neighborhood, cause disturbance and trash the house or
apartment they live in, the landlord is at fault for not demanding decent behavior
and should have some financial consequences. It is my observation that the
West University Neighborhood has been allowed to fall into disrepair without any
consequences to the land owners who are receiving rental income while the
neighborhood has suffered. That seems to me to be something the Rental
Housing Code could address so that that neighborhood could recover and so
that other neighborhoods with many rentals could maintain their quality of life.

Oct 2, 2011 8:05 PM

93

Let the state di it instead, like they have for the past 50 years.

Oct 2, 2011 7:08 PM

94

Let people start taking care of themselves. Have the city start filling pot holes in
the streets

Oct 2, 2011 5:57 PM

95

Business Owners that violate the existing housing Codes of the
City/County/State should be held accountable through that system and the LLTenant Act. All Owners should not be held financially hostage to an overlapping
& duplicate system.

Oct 2, 2011 4:12 PM

96

Keep the agency to watchdog the Owners of rentals. No-One else would or
could stay on track for fair housing.

Oct 2, 2011 12:13 PM

97

How about adopt a code for renters addressing if they partake in illegal activities
they'll be evicted. Use the enforcement code to not only maintain housing
conditions, but enforce renters to abide by the law. eg a meth lab might explode,
not making the neighbors safe.

Oct 2, 2011 11:46 AM
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98

good idea to have landlords responsible for safety for their tenants at least in the
housing shell; a

Oct 2, 2011 10:07 AM

99

There needs to be some system of routine inspection of rental properties - there
are people renting places that should be condemned, places that shouldn't be
"housing" of any sort. Perhaps a rating system for properties that undergo
inspection v. those that don't or don't meet certain standards. And what can YOU
do about the attitudes of surrounding homeowners, who seem to think renters
are vermin?

Oct 2, 2011 9:05 AM

100

I dont see a need for an entire program

Oct 1, 2011 2:25 PM

101

Eliminate it. Landlords and rental companies use is as an excuse to raise rents.

Oct 1, 2011 2:24 PM

102

Stiffer penalties, or more enforceable penalties for 'slum lords'

Sep 30, 2011 10:07 PM

103

Existing laws are sufficient. Program not necessary.

Sep 30, 2011 6:54 PM

104

Make more renters aware of the standards, so that they know when landlords
are taking advantage of them.

Sep 30, 2011 5:32 PM

105

Having a safe place to live is an essential component to this goal. Keep working
to get the word out so that new renters find out when they move in. Maybe work
with neighborhood associations to have flyers, etc. to distribute to new
neighbors.

Sep 30, 2011 4:49 PM

106

The Rental Housing Code program in unnecessary expense to taxpayers.

Sep 30, 2011 2:18 PM

107

The rental code could better apply responsibilities to renters as well as landlords
so not only are tenants considered among those "safe, valued and welcome" but
existing residents (owners and renters of nearby properties) are also conferred
this same consideration by itinerant residents, renters and landlords alike.

Sep 30, 2011 1:03 PM

108

include info about tenant responsibilities as well as tenant rights; provide tips for
dealing with tenant to tenant disputes

Sep 30, 2011 12:34 PM

109

Continued the efforts that have been created (i.e. continue to hold standards
such for things such as mold problems) Litter and ground upkeep should be
included! There should be standards that everyone must meet to keep this a
clean, well kept community

Sep 30, 2011 10:55 AM

110

monitor and inspect!

Sep 30, 2011 7:43 AM

111

They can make sure that "managers" actually "manage" the apartments, and
that the "managers" are not just troublemakers

Sep 29, 2011 11:09 PM

112

as a renter who has had my house inspected,i felt many obvious problems
needed more proof than the fact that they existed.for example,I pointed to
unfinished exteriors,gaps in the roof,and corresponding water damage inside
and was told that water damage inside did'nt prove leaks,they may have been
fixed,when clearly the exterior was unfinished and had holes,i was told"this is a
palace compared to some places" and that if when it rained water reached the
interior,that would show that the place needed work,but you can't fix a roof when
it's raining.like the old joke,it don't leak if it's not rainin',can;t fix it if it is.the

Sep 29, 2011 5:56 PM
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actions of the city served to fine the landlord,making money for the city,but did
nothing for me except anger the landlord,who boarded up a doorway to one of
our rooms.
113

Turn the rental housing tax surplus over to Lane County Legal Aid. They could
do far more with this money than the city's staff does.

Sep 27, 2011 10:20 PM

114

Car security could be a lot better. More well-lit areas near campus would help a
lot, especially during nighttime too.

Sep 27, 2011 5:51 PM

115

It is too difficult to make a complaint. Renters are discouraged from complaining.
Most rents are too high.

Sep 27, 2011 3:14 PM

116

More police presence

Sep 26, 2011 3:37 PM

117

We need more low-income housing. That vacant lot on 13th next to the fair
grounds and Cesar Chavez Elementary would be a good spot.

Sep 25, 2011 7:24 PM

118

the COE should remove essential services (police & fire) out of the general fund.
my portion of my taxes for police & fire should go directly to those departments

Sep 24, 2011 8:49 PM

119

Encourage new development and competition Among landlords to improve
housing conditions by being proactive rather than reactive.

Sep 23, 2011 5:12 PM

120

Renters who make complaints are not protected. I have been told in most cases
I can sue to get back renumeration after unfair eviction or in the case that my
housing is substandard, but that it is pretty legal for my landlord to get me kicked
out in the meantime. I would not complain because I would be afraid to be
homeless.

Sep 23, 2011 2:26 PM

121

Survey (anonymous) renters in areas of town known to have run down rentals.

Sep 23, 2011 1:50 PM

122

Before you try to address that, the City should address it's basic functions, such
as making someone feel safe walking down the street, which is not the case on
Broadway and Willamette and incarcerating criminals.

Sep 23, 2011 10:36 AM

123

should include pests

Sep 23, 2011 10:26 AM

124

Instead of depending on whatever enforcement methods are used now, actively
solicit feedback from renters and landlords. A website where people can 'rate'
their digs without having to actually make a complaint could help increase
understanding of the 'state of the rental union' while still providing a means to
seek redress where needed.

Sep 23, 2011 10:10 AM

125

It seems to be a high cost for each complaint registered, esp when there are
already laws that cover these habitability issues. I would rather have money go
toward increased public safety, esp in the Whiteaker neighborhood, not just the
W Univ, as is being discussed.

Sep 23, 2011 9:50 AM

126

make renters aware; encourage reports; make recommendations starting from
the worst or a least from the most frequently reported. I would like to see the
junkyard rentals be repaired but not at the cost of being badgered myself. I
spend a lot on maintenance clearly there are others who do not

Sep 23, 2011 9:05 AM
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127

more enforcement

Sep 22, 2011 10:31 PM

128

I really can't tell. I've never interacted with this program.

Sep 22, 2011 9:03 PM

129

Not sure

Sep 22, 2011 4:41 PM

130

Presentations on Renter's Rights and Landlord Rights.

Sep 22, 2011 2:42 PM

131

Take action more quickly, so renter can have problems resolved sooner rather
than later.

Sep 22, 2011 1:44 PM

132

Hire security for the West University neighborhood for fall weekends, or give
more power to campus police.

Sep 22, 2011 1:03 PM

133

I feel like it's so hard to find housing, and especially inexpensive housing, that
people will put up with a lot of code violations to have a place to live. I feel like
students are happy to live anywhere, and they'll pay for it, so the quality of
rentals is low for residents, while the cost is high. I feel like the rental agencies
I've used have a lot of violations, but they get away with it because everyone's
desperate. So, no, I don't think people feel safe, valued, or welcomed. Well,
unless they're students.

Sep 22, 2011 10:45 AM

134

Standards and codes already exist and it is unfair to charge responsible
landlords so the program can police landlords who do not provide safe housing.

Sep 22, 2011 9:25 AM

135

I recently had an issue tryed to find information from state and county agencies. I
did not think the city would cover renters issues. Maybe better communication
between other agencies would direct people to the right place

Sep 22, 2011 8:50 AM

136

Get the word out to tenants in the community that this program is available. I
work with tenants specifically and have never met one who knows about this
program and what it can do for them. This is an awesome program especially for
low income renters, a lot of whom do not know that they have a voice and there
is someone looking out for them.

Sep 22, 2011 8:42 AM

137

Surprise inspections of apartment buildings. You would be shocked by the
condition of my building.

Sep 22, 2011 5:19 AM

138

Hold tenants responsible for damage to the rentals that result in these problems.
Charge tenants a fee to repay landlords for tenant damage beyond security
deposits. It is very difficult to locate and sue a deadbeat tenant that has created
habitability issues. Do not always assume the landlord is the bad guy. Most are
not.

Sep 21, 2011 11:17 PM

139

Make the tenants be responsible for issues they have caused and enforce some
type of repayment to property owners for their losses. That would help property
owners feel valued and a little more willing to partner with tenants.

Sep 21, 2011 9:58 PM

140

Radio?

Sep 21, 2011 9:03 PM

141

The City of Eugene could make sure owners keep the grounds neat and clean.
Mine is upgrade units but the surrounding property and even the street owned by
the City of Eugene is a slum!!! And then as a property owner the City of Eugene
has the ..... to charge me $10 a unit to pay for this code. For the Taxes I have to

Sep 21, 2011 8:41 PM
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pay the City of Eugene I do not get the value in city services.
142

enforcement

Sep 21, 2011 7:46 PM

143

It's a fine line between enforcing a "safe" neighborhood and blatant
discrimination against anyone with prior convictions/misdemeanors

Sep 21, 2011 7:36 PM

144

Mandate landlords provide information about this service to tenants. Make sure
that landlords are also aware of this by advertising more.

Sep 21, 2011 6:20 PM

145

Being complaint driven makes it easy to abuse. I had the program used against
me as a property owner. A baseless complaint turned into a fishing expedition
for City Code Enforcement. They decided my triplex was an illegal conversion.
2 years (and $10,000 later) they decided it was, after all, a legal, non-conforming
use. This kind of abuse of the program was NOT supposed to happen. And I'm
afraid it will continue to happen if the program continues.

Sep 21, 2011 5:58 PM

146

While much of the program is redundant of other basic code requirements, the
security component is unique. However, one has to question the value of the
creation of a wholly separate taxation arm, in addition to the redundant
enforcement arm of this program

Sep 21, 2011 5:29 PM

147

There should be more inspectors that can come look @ situations in apartments
like black mold & weatherproof windows that are not single-paned. There is also
a huge waste @ our apts for having an ancient heating & air-conditioning units.

Sep 21, 2011 5:18 PM

148

To be welcome, people have to be able to afford the housing available. That is a
much greater issue than those addressed in the code.

Sep 21, 2011 5:11 PM

149

no need for more support- let us be responsible for ourselves. if tenants have a
problem, they can withhold rent etc etc...laws were already in place. no need for
mre tenant assistance

Sep 21, 2011 4:17 PM

150

Sunset the program. It is a redundant waste of money.

Sep 21, 2011 3:22 PM

151

Yes, I believe so, by making each tenant aware of the existence of this code,
along who, & how to contact in the event a question, or comment needs to be
addressed. It seems as though it would be a relatively simple procedure, to be
included with the 1st new billing through EWEB, at all rental properties.

Sep 21, 2011 3:09 PM

152

? Don't know.

Sep 21, 2011 2:32 PM

153

It could be stricter and more comprehensive - there are a lot of ways owners can
get around the requirements; we have a lot of "slum" apartment complexes in
Eugene. I don't think enough renters are informed about their rights and how this
code can help them.

Sep 21, 2011 1:48 PM

154

Domestic violence is always an issue. Not sure what to do about it.

Sep 21, 2011 1:41 PM

155

What about slum landlords who do not keep up their property to the detriment of
the neighborhood. For example, the duplex on the corner of Kincaid and 29th.
Many parties of neighbors have complained about that place for years. The
house across the street from it, saw it's property devalued because of that rental.
Over the years the tenants have told a few neighbors that this landlord has said

Sep 21, 2011 12:33 PM
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it would evict them if they complained about things.
156

We need to be careful both to value landlords as individuals whose places they
lease can have problems not intended by them (hidden surprises or tenant
damage) and who have limited means to address them, as well as people who
live in them not having any avenue of recourse for landlords who drop the ball
and are unwilling to take even basic steps without outside authority. Laws, if
crafted solely to meet tenant needs, can hurt all of us as a community by treating
landlords as the enemy or as rich-pocketed when they are the same value and
worth as a tenant, just on the other side of what are sometimes unfortunate
circumstances for all involved. We need to consider the means of the landlords
and work toward resolution, and do so creatively so that equal sympathy and
respect is shown to both. From this vantage point, it would be interesting to
have programs to assist landlords lacking means with creative loans they can
access to address their needs, loans they may not qualify for otherwise.
However, we do not want to be a nanny and involve ourselves in affairs that
should best be taken care of in our normal marketplace. Otherwise, we'll play
favorites to some and not to others. Just be compassionate to both, and make
the best decisions possible, even if some don't like them -- treat them as of equal
worth in each circumstance.

Sep 21, 2011 12:27 PM

157

Eugene has extremely high rent prices, leaving most people unable to rent in
locations they would prefer.

Sep 21, 2011 12:01 PM

158

Do Not Exempt the housing authorities. They run unaccountable to anyone.

Sep 21, 2011 11:44 AM

159

Cleaning up campus properties and helping with the noise and alcohol problems
in the University area.

Sep 21, 2011 11:36 AM

160

I think some things are a little vague. I also think not enough renters are aware of
what they can/need to do when they have problems and who to contact for help.

Sep 21, 2011 11:35 AM

161

The housing code is a duplication of other local and state building codes

Sep 21, 2011 11:14 AM

162

I believe there were/are existing mechinisms in place to achieve this goal without
adding another layer of government.

Sep 21, 2011 10:20 AM
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1

Eradicate the program and allow landlords to monitor their own properties. As
long as landlords comply with Oregon Landlord Tenant Law there won't be
problems. That is what the law is for, so please stop assessing fees to
owners/landlords when the problems are caused by tenants or non-existent!

Oct 11, 2011 11:21 AM

2

The tax has nothing to do with development.

Oct 11, 2011 9:36 AM

3

Other than the heating and weatherproofing I don't know how any rental related
code could meet this goal. Hopefully without undue burden to landlords.

Oct 11, 2011 6:21 AM

4

See previous response.

Oct 11, 2011 5:38 AM

5

Sustainable Development of a communtiy consists of more than punishing those
that own rental housing.

Oct 10, 2011 8:58 PM

6

Pay more attention to substandard buildings (mold, mildew, shoddy
construction). There's a lot of trash there.

Oct 10, 2011 7:54 PM

7

I don't see how the code has anything to do these stated needs.

Oct 10, 2011 7:37 PM

8

The housing program is not about sustainable development, why even ask this
question?

Oct 10, 2011 5:53 PM

9

There again I wish the city of Eugene would make tenants aware somehow, put
in in the paper or whatever it takes to let the public know more about the
program.

Oct 10, 2011 5:33 PM

10

This program has nothing constructive to add to sustainable development. If
anything, it constrains sustainable development by adding unnecessary and
repetitive costs to landlords, the vast majority of which abide by the rules . . . and
landlord abuses subject them to long-established legal recourse by tenants.

Oct 10, 2011 5:12 PM

11

Allow the program to sunset. Its goals are sufficiently addressed by existing state
law.

Oct 10, 2011 4:45 PM

12

It could be better articulated. Maintenance and routine care are much more
sustainable than the current let-it-rot, tear-it-down, start-over model we are
following.

Oct 10, 2011 4:22 PM

13

I fail to grasp a connection between sustainable development and the housing
code. Is this a smoke screen to drum up support for another city service?

Oct 10, 2011 3:05 PM

14

Public disclosure of information to help enforce compliance with problem
landlords.

Oct 10, 2011 1:54 PM

15

Yes by not charging the property owners

Oct 10, 2011 1:27 PM

16

state regs and courts work city code not needed

Oct 10, 2011 12:37 PM

17

work with landlords to encourage greener practices

Oct 10, 2011 12:26 PM

18

Aside from complaints, do the inspectors regularly inspect and check out all
housing units? No. Do they check the same components on standard housing?

Oct 10, 2011 11:56 AM
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No.
19

no

Oct 10, 2011 11:55 AM

20

This is an unneeded, additional layer of government that in the priority game is a
low priority.

Oct 10, 2011 11:52 AM

21

I knew of a woman who was abused in a trailer rental unit. The Judge did not
support her grievances because she lived and accepted the situation for too
long. Personal judgement and classism is rampant in Eugene.

Oct 10, 2011 11:51 AM

22

I see so, so many ways people need help in this community. There are other
solutions for slumlords--small claims court, etc. We need to put our resources to
use in other areas where they are desperately needed.

Oct 10, 2011 11:42 AM

23

How about literature?

Oct 10, 2011 11:18 AM

24

not sure what's being asked

Oct 10, 2011 10:37 AM

25

This mushy feel good goal is symptomatic of all that is wrong with Eugene. The
Code defeats economic needs by "taxing" tenants...is irrelevant to environmental
needs [since ORTLA] prevents unhabitable housing, toxic mold, etc., and
irrelevant to social needs, other than forcing more tenants to be homeless
because the cost of the "tax" increases rents.

Oct 10, 2011 10:11 AM

26

encourage maintainance of existing properties and green space association with
those properties

Oct 10, 2011 10:06 AM

27

It's a real concern that over 50% of the housing in Eugene is rental housing.
Rental housing should not be increased and the rentals that do exist need to be
kept in good shape so responsible clientele are not replaced with irresponsible
clientele.

Oct 10, 2011 10:02 AM

28

Some of us have to rent in areas that are not very safe and even if you think you
live in a safe area, these renters need to know that the locks work on windows
and doors and that other problems are going to be addressed and that the
standards are current for safe living. Why, just because a person rents instead
of owns, should they have to live in a substandard environment with no
protection and no accountablity from the landlord who doesn't care to maintain
there property. This program keeps some landlord from being irrisponsible.

Oct 10, 2011 9:53 AM

29

as stated, wasn't aware or told of this program by my landlord

Oct 10, 2011 9:49 AM

30

Perhaps if landlords make measurable or provable sustainable changes like
using low VOC paints, upgrading windows, etc., it can earn them brownie points
for something???

Oct 10, 2011 9:27 AM

31

No. The building codes and development plans should handle this.

Oct 10, 2011 9:07 AM

32

Inform all renters of this program.

Oct 10, 2011 8:23 AM

33

This tax does not promote sustainability. It has created a redundant level of
government.

Oct 10, 2011 5:39 AM
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34

The Current Oregon landlord tenant laws meet this criteria already.

Oct 10, 2011 4:05 AM

35

Pie in the sky concept

Oct 9, 2011 10:25 PM

36

see above

Oct 8, 2011 9:00 AM

37

THERE ARE MORE NEEDS THAN WHAT IS BEING MET.

Oct 6, 2011 4:41 PM

38

Neither group should be afraid of the code.

Oct 6, 2011 4:16 PM

39

No

Oct 6, 2011 12:04 PM

40

SUNSET IT

Oct 6, 2011 10:26 AM

41

Again, this is already being done by others agencies and laws. Little value is
provided by the program.

Oct 6, 2011 9:46 AM

42

No. Again, the Rental Housing Code (RHC) program is NOT the the correct
program to support this goal. City employees interjecting themselves between
landlords and tenants does NOTHING to support sustainable development. It’s
unsustainable because the program cannot possibly fund the retirement
packages for all of the City employees that will work in the program. I bet you
didn’t bother to calculate that cost when you told the City Council that this
program was entirely fee based. I’m sure you’ll get a lot of clueless survey
takers to click on these buttons saying RHC does meet the City’s sustainable
development goal, simply because they’ll think the two must be related if the
question is right here in your survey. Then you can take these survey results to
City Councilors and say, “see, this is a very good program! Keep this office
funded!” This survey is a very clever, but a dishonest manipulation by City staff.

Oct 5, 2011 11:46 AM

43

The Code is excessive government intervention.

Oct 5, 2011 10:53 AM

44

Offer consultation or resources for adapting universal design (accessibility)
features. Sponsor direct links between assessor's office, EWEB, and NW Natural
as well as local energy efficiency businesses to encourage rental property
energy improvements.

Oct 5, 2011 10:41 AM

45

If the city could offer subsidies for renovations that would decrease power usage
in a home, that'd be rad.

Oct 5, 2011 12:38 AM

46

Inform the community what it DID and DOES to truely develop the community's
rental property into being sustainable. What is the goal and what has been done
to achieve it in what amount of time.......?

Oct 5, 2011 12:31 AM

47

more compost

Oct 4, 2011 11:54 PM

48

Future generations meeting their own needs? How can they if government is
constantly stepping in to play the parent b

Oct 4, 2011 10:28 PM

49

The housing code could be expanded to require sustainable construction
methods. Specifically, it could require insulation and double-paned windows,
which would both reduce carbon emissions and renters' heating costs. Still, it
would be better to use city resources to enforce the current code.

Oct 4, 2011 8:38 PM
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50

more recycling bins on campus!

Oct 4, 2011 8:30 PM

51

Press for urban redevelopment, maintain Eugene within its natural (read:
topographical/geographical) boundaries; limit urban sprawl; promote urban
gardens.

Oct 4, 2011 8:28 PM

52

Shut this program down; it's worthless.

Oct 4, 2011 4:47 AM

53

There could be more done to ensure that the rental housing actually meets some
sort of environmental standard. The economic and social needs are generally
not being met with the gouging of prices for slum like housing that are unsafe.

Oct 3, 2011 9:33 PM

54

Yes, but the immediate answers would include incentives, i.e., funding available
to enable landlords to take care of issues. Also, a more realistic look at what
sustainable REALLY means, rather than using it as a popular phrase slapped on
the slightly modified but outmoded paradigm.

Oct 3, 2011 7:20 PM

55

This question is ridiculous. To vast. Can't answer it.

Oct 3, 2011 2:21 PM

56

See above.

Oct 2, 2011 8:05 PM

57

Let the market place decide what is sustainable or not.

Oct 2, 2011 5:57 PM

58

Planning & Development requirements & State codes satisfy this goal; the
Rental Housing Code is not relevant and it adds nothing toward attaining this
goal.

Oct 2, 2011 4:12 PM

59

This goal is better served by code enforcement, urban development and
planning of the owners of property - not rentals.

Oct 2, 2011 12:13 PM

60

There is a lot of student rental - or rentals for young people - but very little
available for families who may just want to rent for a short time until they can buy
a home here. Also families are priced out of the rental market - we can't compete
financially with 8 students who'll live in a two-bedroom. And they are who most
landlords - the vast majority - gear their prices toward.

Oct 2, 2011 9:05 AM

61

It seems clear that the kind of run-down, poorly maintained dwellings which are
the subject of this code are not energy efficient and have little hope of ever
getting there. I don't see a Sustainability connection to this program. Would a
success be a poor property living even longer?

Oct 1, 2011 4:49 PM

62

It seems that when utilities are paid for (via grants, low-income programs,
Catholic Community Services, etc.) that there is little incentive for low income
renters to be responsible stewards for the next generation. However, ensuring
that there are cleaner heating options and proper insulation/weatherizing would
help.

Sep 30, 2011 10:07 PM

63

Passing additional non-legislated costs untpo tenants is not sustainable.

Sep 30, 2011 6:54 PM

64

Rentals may contribute to the economy, but not in a way that's fair to the renter.
Paying someone else's mortgage and salary every month is pretty unsettling, but
renters don't have any other choice because of the current state of jobs (there
are none), and the credit system (it's a scam designed to keep people

Sep 30, 2011 5:32 PM
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impoverished). This isn't something that a rental housing code can do anything
to fix though, sorry guys.
65

Holding landlords' feet to the fire about environmental hazards is a very good
way that the RHC program supports this goal. Maybe provide information for
landlords about environmentally-friendly renovations, if this isn't done already.

Sep 30, 2011 4:49 PM

66

The Rental Housing Code program in unnecessary expense to taxpayers.

Sep 30, 2011 2:18 PM

67

This is not the purpose of the rental housing program.

Sep 27, 2011 10:20 PM

68

I would definitely like the Rental Housing Code to follow more environmentally
friendly and sustainable steps that UO has been exhibiting with their new
buildings.

Sep 27, 2011 5:51 PM

69

I don't see how this program does anything the Bld code does not already
require therefore adds little to sustainable housing. If anything the program
contributes to increasing the cost of rental hse, but the housing that is available
is of a better standard.

Sep 27, 2011 3:34 PM

70

We need to be allowed to build taller structures to increase density without
covering all green space.

Sep 25, 2011 7:24 PM

71

more walkable neighborhoods and rental housing close to public transit that is
connected to employment locations.

Sep 24, 2011 10:12 PM

72

not needed, isn't there already a building and planning department? ie building
codes, fire prevention, plan review etc

Sep 24, 2011 8:49 PM

73

I am scared that by raising environmental standards, affordable units for low
income families would be less available.

Sep 23, 2011 2:26 PM

74

Consider the negative impact of high density with no green buffers, no noise
protection, and no limits on crowding on people's ability to cope, to find
relaxation, to manage their behavior.

Sep 23, 2011 1:50 PM

75

Again, this is a noble goal, but you need to first provide the basic services in an
sustainably affordable manor. Those services being police, fire, roads.

Sep 23, 2011 10:36 AM

76

This sentence defies interpretation. Parsing out the structure of the survey, it
reads "Based on your knowledge of the Rental Housing Code program, how well
does it support the goal of sustainable Development: (A community that meets
its present environmental, economic and social needs without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.)". Enforcement of safety
standards does not intersect with sustainability, so the answer would appear to
be 'not at all', but it's more of a 'Not Applicable' than "It hurts the environment",
so hopefully y'all will consider that when interpreting the results.

Sep 23, 2011 10:10 AM

77

Better to streamline the program into the bldg enforcement department if need
be, as it doesn't seem to fit into sustainable development at all.

Sep 23, 2011 9:50 AM

78

be an advocate for improving infrastructure in the high density area for instance I
abut a gravel alley. I had no problems until the city dramatically incresed traffic

Sep 23, 2011 9:05 AM
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on that alleyway by allowing the construction of apartments who use the
alleyway for access. This is a little like allowing a new neighborhood to be built
without streets. NBow that the city has made this mistake should it be my
responsibility to pave and maintain the alley? My tenants don't even use it. Be
my advocate!!! to improve conditions for my tenants.
79

Overall I doubt if this makes much of a dent but I really don't know

Sep 22, 2011 9:03 PM

80

It may help to preserve existing housing.

Sep 22, 2011 5:36 PM

81

Outreach about sustainable rental policies.

Sep 22, 2011 2:42 PM

82

What does this have to do with rental codes?

Sep 22, 2011 1:44 PM

83

Include energy efficiency in the code to help lower tenants electriicty bills and
reduce greenhouse gas emisisons too

Sep 22, 2011 12:43 PM

84

Energy efficiency standards could be included

Sep 22, 2011 11:53 AM

85

Urban sprawl - our community needs more housing but the answer is 1,000
dollar apartments that only students around campus can afford? But the problem
is that they're not just around campus, they're slowly creeping their way into the
south hills and destroying local houses and housing that is affordable. So in the
long run we will have more apartments, less houses, and locals won't be able to
afford it. We'll all be pushed to the fringes of the city, like the African American
community in Portland (as per the latest census).

Sep 22, 2011 10:45 AM

86

By adding requirements or incentives for carbon reducing energy and
weatherization measures

Sep 22, 2011 10:07 AM

87

Better communication to the public of what is being addressed and how.

Sep 22, 2011 8:50 AM

88

Include energy efficiency standards and incentives.

Sep 22, 2011 8:30 AM

89

Allow owners to get information on heating energy consumption to give future
renters. If this is available, renters can find out how much it will cost them to stay
comfortable, compare different units on this score, and the long-term result is
that owners will have a stronger motive to insulate and upgrade windows to
conservation standards. Look for water damage in ceilings that would be an
alert for roof leaks, long-term damage. Be sure, shrubs, weeds, etc, are trimmed
back around entrances, and there's no broken concrete or other tripping
hazards.

Sep 22, 2011 6:55 AM

90

Stop the super dense growth. Creates congestion and unlivable areas. Destroys
vintage homes for ugly apt.s and pays developers for the privilege in the form of
tax breaks.

Sep 21, 2011 11:17 PM

91

Stop adding more costs to people who are willing to work and sacrifice to
purchase investment properties and provide housing to the community. I own
two properties and have worked very hard to keep them in a condition that I
would live in personally. Unfortunately my experience with renters is that they do
not consider it their property and do not treat it as such.

Sep 21, 2011 9:58 PM
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92

Mupte undermines small landlords to the advantage of those with large amounts
of capital available for new multiunit construction!

Sep 21, 2011 8:52 PM

93

affordable housing for low income that are nice, clean, controls on behavior of
tenants.

Sep 21, 2011 7:46 PM

94

Benefits for landlords to install efficient water heaters, appliances like
dishwashers and washing machines, insulation, maybe even solar panels atop
large apartment complexes, and GARDENS that tennants could share

Sep 21, 2011 7:36 PM

95

Perhaps, but only with an expansion of it's mission statement.

Sep 21, 2011 5:29 PM

96

They need to inspect air conditioners & other appliances given to tenants so
they're more efficient.

Sep 21, 2011 5:18 PM

97

No obvious connection, no GREEN standards!

Sep 21, 2011 5:11 PM

98

same as above

Sep 21, 2011 4:17 PM

99

Generally I'm one to complain, however, I have resided in a rental property for
11 years, during that time I have contacted EWEB at least 4 times inquiring
about having someone come to my residence for the purpose of evaluating my
energy cost, & educating me on way to conserve. I happen to know I have at
least 2 neighbors who have done the same, all of us with no results. I have
live/rent in the most beautiful area, this city has to offer, with a large number of
wonderful, long term neighbors, who also rent. We have all chosen to remain
here, due to the fantastic location, & neighborhood ties. However, we have
inadequate heating, virtually no insulation, substandard, 35 year old windows,
broken, leaking sprinkler system, disfunctional outdoor lighting,& broken,
hazardous fencing.

Sep 21, 2011 3:09 PM

100

Encourage/support multiple vertical housing units downdown, with quick transit
to municipal parking at the edge of town. The multiple housing to be surrounded
by a maintained park.

Sep 21, 2011 2:32 PM

101

Low-rent properties are always a big need. I heard about one community that
allowed "granny shacks" to be built in people's back yards. (Zoning would have
to change, but this would be perfect for students or single people.) Utilities are
already there, and many people could use the extra income. City could increase
revenue by charging for permits to do this.

Sep 21, 2011 1:41 PM

102

I would love to see more sustainability requirements on all the new projects by
campus. I haven't seen a single solar panel on one of those monster buildings.

Sep 21, 2011 12:55 PM

103

There must be. I just haven't taken the time to think about it. An educational
program would help.

Sep 21, 2011 12:33 PM

104

See answer for #2 above

Sep 21, 2011 12:27 PM

105

How does this have anything to do with rentals?

Sep 21, 2011 11:44 AM

106

No

Sep 21, 2011 11:14 AM
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107

Our community is regulating itself into bankruptcy. More emphisis towards
beneficial economic development should take precedence over creating more
city ordinances, fees, fines and laws.

Sep 21, 2011 10:20 AM
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1

It would seem that the crux of the argument is that it provides an underutilized
service. I posit that the low usage is more related to a lack of awareness of the
program. Regardless, if it did not exist then landlords would have less incentive
to remain honest. My best friend just got evicted after loosing a lawsuit in an
attempt to get his bathroom repaired. If we had been aware of this service the
court would not have had to be tied up with this affair, and an equitable solution
would have been easier to arrive at.

Oct 11, 2011 2:40 PM

2

This seems like more confusing government intervention into people's lives.
There are already city codes that address rental housing and city departments
that enforce these codes.

Oct 11, 2011 11:55 AM

3

The program is biased toward landlords but tenants are solely responsible for
the upkeep of their own units and letting landlords know when there are
problems. As a landlord I try to educate tenants about mold prevention but that
does not ensure the tenants will do anything to help prevent mold. Simple
techniques like not pushing furniture up against the walls to allow at least six
inches of space will help airflow and prevent mold. Tenants don't always put
these techniques to use and that is not my fault as a landlord since I have tried
to educate them. We live in the pacific northwest where mold is a problem. I
won't rent a property until things like mold are eradicated but that does not mean
I am to blame if mold comes back when new tenants move in. It is often tenant
caused and it is unfair that I will be fined when I did everything I could to assist
with mold prevention. How about personal accountability?

Oct 11, 2011 11:21 AM

4

The tax pays for unnecessary employees. Small claims court provides an
avenue for relief without city waste. The city is not accountable or efficient
because the tax is unnecessary, needlessly taking money from those who can
least afford it.

Oct 11, 2011 9:36 AM

5

Give better information to complainants about how their complaint was resolved.

Oct 11, 2011 7:20 AM

6

Once again, I'd never heard of this program before yesterday.

Oct 11, 2011 6:21 AM

7

This local government does whatever the he'll it wants regardless of what the
people want.

Oct 11, 2011 5:38 AM

8

Effective, Accountable Municipal Government is a joke. Where on earth do you
see this? Yes a government that works openly, etc.is great. However, how
does punishing those that own rental housing meet this goal?

Oct 10, 2011 8:58 PM

9

Advertise and enforce.

Oct 10, 2011 7:54 PM

10

Fast, efficient court system.

Oct 10, 2011 7:37 PM

11

Since I have never heard of anybody actually using this program to address
problems, it's hard to say. However, it should be a workable 'first look' at a
potential problem without the need to file in circuit court.

Oct 10, 2011 5:53 PM

12

There is NO way this program passes the common-sense test. Just the postage
and bookkeeping in billings amounts to a large portion of any receipts.

Oct 10, 2011 5:12 PM
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13

Allow the program to sunset. Its goals are sufficiently addressed by existing state
law.

Oct 10, 2011 4:45 PM

14

I'm not sure how many renter's in this community are aware of this program. I
think that maybe the city of Eugene need's to let the public know about this.

Oct 10, 2011 3:28 PM

15

What is fair about a mandated service that a majority of citizens don't want?

Oct 10, 2011 3:05 PM

16

Municipal Government is not working openly, they passed this without input and
a vote of the people.

Oct 10, 2011 1:27 PM

17

I'm not sure if the program requires landlords to provide information and contact
info for the RHC program. If not, they should be required to include it either in the
lease or accompanying it.

Oct 10, 2011 1:12 PM

18

I just read in the RG that the costs for each complaint is about $ 11,600. This is
totally outragous. Please let the program sunset. Renters have lots of cheaper
options to deal with land lords

Oct 10, 2011 1:03 PM

19

The rental Housing fee program seems very badly thought through and designed
to me.

Oct 10, 2011 12:57 PM

20

I don't see how doing such a few number of inspections is accountable at all.
Looks to me it is just another way to put someone on the public payroll and then
have them disappear but continue to get paid. Use the money to hire some
school teachers, maybe they can teach the kids to keep their houses in good
shape.

Oct 10, 2011 11:56 AM

21

no

Oct 10, 2011 11:55 AM

22

Again, this is an unneeded additional layer of government. You make the wrong
group of people pay for this service, not surprisingly.

Oct 10, 2011 11:52 AM

23

Extend the program for three more years by using the access funds for this use.
Represent your accounting of tax funds well. Oh well, you will need another
weekend retreat to figure the math out. What 20,000.00 that is usual.

Oct 10, 2011 11:51 AM

24

This is not a good bang for our bucks. I am pro-government, but want honesty
when prioritizing where our money goes. I'm not convinced the need is enough
to justify this. We have good and cheaper alternatives to achieve the same
thing.

Oct 10, 2011 11:42 AM

25

How about open meetings for tenants/landlords at beginning or each term?

Oct 10, 2011 11:18 AM

26

In my experience the problem is getting the owners or agencies to follow code
and not look for loop holes out of it. Diminishing as many loop holes would
improve any codes as will as having an "intent" clause to determine what the
intent of both parties was at the time of incident or incidents.

Oct 10, 2011 11:13 AM

27

The financially strapped City has far better uses of its resources than this
boondoggle.

Oct 10, 2011 10:11 AM

28

Same as #2. Increase staff.

Oct 10, 2011 10:02 AM
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29

Once again government wants to get rid of a program that works. If you haven't
gotten very many complaints I say GOOD that means the program is working.
Why don't you guys TRY to get it just once. The way things are going, soon
there will be more renters than owners, then see the slum grow with no
accountability.

Oct 10, 2011 9:53 AM

30

the program needs a consistent and reliable methodology for collecting data on
the existence of actual rental units.

Oct 10, 2011 9:08 AM

31

Dictating a $10 fee on every rental unit does nothing to support open
government, etc.

Oct 10, 2011 9:07 AM

32

More enforcement of violations, not less. Substandard housing and poor
management by rental companies continues to be a problem. Illegal "duplexes"
seem to be winked at.

Oct 10, 2011 8:06 AM

33

This code is one-sided.

Oct 10, 2011 5:39 AM

34

The Current Oregon landlord tenant laws meet this criteria already.

Oct 10, 2011 4:05 AM

35

tell tenants that if they have a cheap, unresponsive landlord, to move out and
next time get Landlord references!

Oct 10, 2011 3:40 AM

36

Government should not run the housing business but follow the building codes
instead.

Oct 9, 2011 10:25 PM

37

see above

Oct 8, 2011 9:00 AM

38

This program helps create increased conflict and suspicion between all the
players: tenants, rental owners and city government.

Oct 7, 2011 10:51 AM

39

See above

Oct 7, 2011 10:44 AM

40

I HAVE FOOD SERVICE FROM THE LANE FOOD PANTRY AT MY
COMMUNITY BUT WHEN I EXPRESSED A NEED FOR SOME CHANGE... ALL
WE GET IS ORGANIC YOGURT, ORGANIC COTTAGE CHEESE, ECT.. IT
GOES BAD IN A DAY AND IT IS NANCY'S MY KIDS DO NOT LIKE, I WAS
TOLS IT WAS OVER FLOW AND FELT LIKE I HAD A WHO CARES
ATTITUTDE. MANY OF NEIGHBORS ARE DISABLED AND HAVE NO RIDE
TO GO GET BOXES. O KNOW ONE IS ALLERGIC TO RICE SO WHEN WE
GOT RICE DREAM COULD NOT USE.

Oct 6, 2011 4:41 PM

41

Get the information out.

Oct 6, 2011 4:16 PM

42

Hire different staff that is honest and more competent. Make sure staff has read,
understands, and will enforce the code as written.

Oct 6, 2011 12:04 PM

43

stop wasting money

Oct 6, 2011 10:26 AM

44

Their has been very little accountability for this program. Little information has
been provided about what if anything it does. I have only seen limited info on
complaints acted on or work done.

Oct 6, 2011 9:46 AM
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45

Is there transparency about how this funding is employed? Are there metrics for
positive outcomes? Where is this information available?

Oct 6, 2011 8:05 AM

46

City is not open about the expenses of the program

Oct 5, 2011 12:30 PM

47

No. The City of Eugene is wasting resources and money by forcing landlords
(and therefore, tenants) to pay for a redundant “service” that interjects itself into
normal and proper communications between landlords and tenants. I realize that
City employees claim the $10 per rental unit fee covers this entire program, but
that’s simply not true. It may cover OPERATING COSTS for many functions. But
there’s no way that the fee covers all costs, especially office space, computer
upgrades, training and RETIREMENT BENEFITS for City employees who sit
around watching craigslist ads so they can try to find landlords to charge them
the $10 fee. What a waste of government resources! PLEASE stop wasting our
tax money.

Oct 5, 2011 11:46 AM

48

The Eugene city government is too invasive in the normal affairs of the populous.

Oct 5, 2011 10:53 AM

49

I think we first have to stop the huge crime problem we have in our community
before we can say the municipal government can really be effective in the rental
industry. We can't even keep our neighborhoods and our property safe so how
can we think the government is effective?

Oct 5, 2011 12:31 AM

50

more representation of underrepresented communities, inclusivity

Oct 4, 2011 11:54 PM

51

This statement simply justifys the program. The cost and the full-time
employees. Less government and more responsibility to individuals. This
program was created because no one was able to think of more creative
solutions to the perceived problem. A punitive program rather than any other
option.

Oct 4, 2011 10:28 PM

52

More publicity of the Code on UO campus, as part of neighborhood associations.

Oct 4, 2011 8:50 PM

53

This goal is meaningless bureaucratic gobbledygook. I hate to think about how
many of my taxpayer dollars were spent on the visioning sessions (or whatever)
where it was created.

Oct 4, 2011 8:38 PM

54

This is a good goal. It addresses open (i.e., accessible for all to communicate
their desires), collaboratively (i.e., public participation in the contemplation and
the development of code), and etc.

Oct 4, 2011 8:28 PM

55

Close this wasteful bureaucracy.

Oct 4, 2011 4:47 AM

56

When a few people who have business connections and agendas or desire to
remain in office and must keep the favor of a broad spectrum of opinionated
constituents are making policy & procedure decisions, it is challenging to be fair
and collaborate with the community. Measurable &positive outcomes for whom?
Effective and efficient services for whom? It depends on which members of the
community one asks. Collaberation - and democracy - would suggest a review of
a broad range of interests and perspectives and a synthethis of points that
addresses the needs of the many while including a variety of
perspective/incomes/ideologies.

Oct 3, 2011 7:20 PM
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57

support city noise ordinances in rental housing by holding landlords/owner for
tenant issues

Oct 3, 2011 2:49 PM

58

I deal with my housing keeping it in good repair and deal with any problems with
tenants. Often I find they do not want to take responsibility for damage they have
created. Don't know what you do, never dealt with you, just have to pay.

Oct 3, 2011 2:21 PM

59

See 1st statement

Oct 2, 2011 7:08 PM

60

The city doesn't need a housing code to work openly, collaboratively, and fairly
with the community to achieve measurable and positive outcomes and provide
effective, efficient services. That is what you should be doing now. Get real. Stop
blowing the tax payers money.

Oct 2, 2011 5:57 PM

61

Report annually the income and reserve/accumulated funds generated by the
program to date. Besides paying for salaries of the persons running the program,
what are the expenses of the program? Can the fees levied without
representation on the businesses be reduced or levied less frequent than
annually? Report annually what the program has accomplished in statistical
format. When will rental houses be added to the Program? The majority of the
abuses will occur in single-family dwellings and those are not being charged the
program-fees resulting in the effect that some businesses are subsidizing other
business' profit- not very American like, but typical Eugene.

Oct 2, 2011 4:12 PM

62

What does this really have to do with fair housing?

Oct 2, 2011 12:13 PM

63

Enforcement is all renter complaint driven. Landlords should have the code back
them up when the tenant mistreats or abuses the property.

Oct 2, 2011 11:46 AM

64

I think this is a good idea for the community as a whole and great for the City to
mandate this of all landlords. A great deal for the tenants if there is enough
affordable housing with this mandate for lower income students, singles and
families

Oct 2, 2011 10:07 AM

65

You need to not sunset this program at the end of this year. It is vital for
protection of renters!!

Oct 2, 2011 9:05 AM

66

To much government involvement

Oct 1, 2011 2:25 PM

67

Nothing efficient about this redundant, pointless program.

Oct 1, 2011 2:24 PM

68

This program is designed primarily to assist with abusive or negligent rental
owners and should not be funded by responsible owners. That is not dealing
fairly with the community. The program should be funded by fines to landlords
who fail to respond to legitimate tenant complaints and require
intervention/assistance from your program. I have no doubt there are repeat
offenders.

Oct 1, 2011 11:53 AM

69

Not fair to expect landlords to absorb costs that don't benefit them.

Sep 30, 2011 6:54 PM

70

I haven't lived here long enough to get a fair idea of how the city government
works. If I were to base my opinion on the few things I've seen the city doing, I'd
say it's not great

Sep 30, 2011 5:32 PM
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71

The RHC program balances the scales by providing protections for renters - so it
meets the goal well.

Sep 30, 2011 4:49 PM

72

State of Oregon/Eugene government programs are some of the most inefficient,
unresponsible, and unaccountable processes in America.

Sep 30, 2011 2:18 PM

73

Balance should be provided between the obligations of a landlord to provide
safe, code-compliant housing with their obligations - and those of their renters to maintain properties in a manner that supports neighborhood livability,
community values and property values of existing residents.

Sep 30, 2011 1:03 PM

74

Unnecessary duplication of existing laws and enforcement procedures. More
unnecessary government intervention. Work only to ensure keeping your jobs.

Sep 30, 2011 10:35 AM

75

Are we talking about the City of Eugene here? The city that spends too much of
its time making up unlikely solutions such as an income tax??

Sep 29, 2011 11:02 PM

76

Not sure how effectively the program works, since I have not had to use it.

Sep 29, 2011 9:17 PM

77

This program is not open to public involvement. The oversight committee (or
whatever staff chooses to call it) has no authority. The staff sets the agenda and
schedules to meetings. It is government manipulating the public process for
their own purposes. The members of the committee repeatedly asked for
reporting on how resources were being spent and call logs. Staff failed to
provide this information in any useable form. Stewart Ramsing scolded the
committee members and essentially told them to sit down and shut up.

Sep 27, 2011 10:20 PM

78

its nice that renter have an advocate when they need one. questionalble if this is
a effective and efficient service delivery mechanism.

Sep 27, 2011 3:34 PM

79

Reduce or elimate fees paid (that are ultimately paid by tenants!) until the
program better matches the amount charged to the amount spent and reduces
their ridiculously large surplus.

Sep 27, 2011 9:53 AM

80

The city's ordinances give rental companies all the power. Most keep the entire
security deposit unless the tenant sues them, which is ridiculous. There needs to
be another avenue for tenants to address grievances with property management
companies.

Sep 25, 2011 10:12 AM

81

COE is not effective or efficient

Sep 24, 2011 8:49 PM

82

I don't think a 10 limit for a complaint supports this goal. If the issue is a minor
repair, it's one thing...but if there really is mold in my house or the plumbing, etc.
does not work, I feel I should have support. This long wait supports landlords
more than tenants.

Sep 23, 2011 2:26 PM

83

Creating a method to seek feedback both good and bad (instead of just
complaint based) would help city government get a better picture of areas that
need improvement without relying on the squeaky-wheel theory of selective
problem reporting.

Sep 23, 2011 10:10 AM

84

At a cost of tens of thousands per complaint, not an effective use of services.

Sep 23, 2011 9:50 AM
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85

See above ! I have been rebuffed on numerous occassions as I try to resolve
this issue. I don't think the city cares to solve this error. Theuy are not really
even pleasant on the phone at this point.

Sep 23, 2011 9:05 AM

86

Don't know. Have never interacted with anyone in the program

Sep 22, 2011 9:03 PM

87

They need to follow their own rules, i.e. be a complaint (written) driven
organization. They abuse their power and investigate property owners without
having received any complaint. They use incorrect information (old insurance
maps) to insist that property owners have built illegal units. They do not come
forth with information in their possession which shows entries for building permits
issued. They lie and say there are no records of building permits having been
issued and then they tell the property owner they must pay $20/hour to have
them search for documents already in a file they have created. They threaten
innocent property owners with $100/day penalties if the property owner can't
come up with code compliance documents for a unit built legally in the 1940's. If
a property owner calls with an innocent question they launch an investigation
and assume the property owner is lying and doing something illegal, then they
say they want to come to the property and inspect it. They do this even when
the property is not currently rented! They have admitted privately that they will
investigate any property owner who telephones them for any reason. They use
the power and deep pockets of our City to intimidate and frighten citizens who
have done nothing wrong. There is no recourse for a property owner when they
are targeted. The Mayor turns a deaf ear and won't answer e-mails or telephone
calls.

Sep 22, 2011 3:41 PM

88

Confusing wording.

Sep 22, 2011 1:44 PM

89

Staff seem to be steering the program. Using Department Advisory Committee
to rubberstamp their agenda. It is hightime for open transparent reporting on
staff time and call volume related to this program. This program appears to be
little more than a "cash cow" for the cash strapped building permits departmen.t

Sep 22, 2011 12:06 PM

90

Some of these services are there, but most people don't know about them.

Sep 22, 2011 10:45 AM

91

Provide a forum for landlords to hold tenants accountable for their actions.

Sep 21, 2011 11:17 PM

92

The code could provide some penalties for tenants who cause damage to
properties that make them fail to meet the code. You have penalties for property
owners why not renters?

Sep 21, 2011 9:58 PM

93

Mupte disregards small landlords.

Sep 21, 2011 8:52 PM

94

Every time i request a service (traffic parking violations or garbage violationss) I
am told to do their job for them as they do not have time.

Sep 21, 2011 8:41 PM

95

There needs to be more out reach and education on renters rights and services.
.

Sep 21, 2011 8:23 PM

96

I don't think the City can be trusted to administer this program fairly. This is my
experience.

Sep 21, 2011 5:58 PM
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97

Yes. Complete disclosure of staff hours in the area of collections, enforcement,
marketing, and general administrative time. Other departments are already on
the public record as stating that the implementation of a separate taxation
function would be economically unfeasible, and yet that is exactly what this
program has created, a complete independent taxation and collection
department.

Sep 21, 2011 5:29 PM

98

10 days between written complaint to owner and complaint to City is very short
for practical solutions.

Sep 21, 2011 5:11 PM

99

same as above

Sep 21, 2011 4:17 PM

100

Perhaps try not to cater to the old boy business men better?

Sep 21, 2011 2:32 PM

101

Send new renters a sheet with guidelines so they know what the laws are and
can make informed decisions.

Sep 21, 2011 1:45 PM

102

It's hard to find the code and even harder to find away to make your landlord live
up to the code without fear of being evicted or having them give a bad reference
to your next land lord. I

Sep 21, 2011 12:55 PM

103

Encourage other city departments to respond to complaints faster. Some
already do, others don't.

Sep 21, 2011 12:33 PM

104

LTD has damaged government reputation in how it is handling the EmX situation
where they are pursuing it without community support and without any
accountability to the people affected because they are not directly elected. Lane
County Commissioners damaged government reputation by changing water front
laws without the property owners having what they felt was sufficient notice and
opportunity. Eugene City government has damaged government reputation in
how it cancelled the West Eugene Parkway against the wishes of the residents
there. The state department of transportation has damaged government
reputation by how it handle the Randy Pape' Beltline issue, running over the
desires of the community. Springifeld chops down all these trees on Pioneer
parking and all are surprised even though supposedly they should have known
all along. Centennial is taken for Martin Luther King Blvd instead of slating a
new street for the naming. In all cases, the people doing the governing seem to
feel that the people they are governing aren't really due the respect and say they
are expecting. Once in office, they feel they know best (and perhaps they due)
but knowing best is not license to do the best without the consent of the
governed. There is not a high presence of public officials being willing to bow
what they think best to let the people choose for themselves. The people should
be able to make poor decisions for their community without those who govern
overriding with what they think best. This is a difficult situation, but it is similar to
all relationships. Do you derive your ability to make decisions from the consent of
the governed at all times, or is the process really such that once you get into
office, you can do as you please and think best and unless recalled or kicked out
at the next election you feel that anything you do that you think is best is fine? I
would submit a bit more humility and submission by the governors to the
governed would go a long ways. Deference is a forgot word. Submission to the
will of the people is a forgot concept. It is one thing to make moral decisions
regardless of popular will. However, the West Eugene Parkway, the Randy

Sep 21, 2011 12:27 PM
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Pape Beltline, and other such things, are clearly not moral issues at all, and in
those cases, the governors must owe the people their choice and should never
override such things. Either they make their case and influence the people or
they fail and abide by the people's choice. To do otherwise begins a breakdown
in government that we should not travel upon.
105

How could this apply to private landlords?

Sep 21, 2011 11:44 AM

106

Again, great if you know about it.

Sep 21, 2011 11:35 AM
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1

If some of the excess funding were used to support an awareness campaign
then usage would certainly rise. As it stands, this seems to me to be a fair
expenditure of money.

Oct 11, 2011 2:40 PM

2

This seems like a backdoor way for the city to raise more general revenue at the
expense of renters and as such is dishonest.

Oct 11, 2011 11:55 AM

3

This program does not work and needs to be eradicated. Stop fining owners and
landlords for issues that are tenant caused. I was once fined for a unit that was
missing smoke detectors even though there were pictures and videos showing
that they were in place before the tenants moved in. The tenants took down their
own smoke detectors against Oregon Landlord Tenant Law and in violation of
their rental contract. I cannot understand why I would be charged when I did
everything I could to follow the law. I cannot control everything tenants do. The
tenants removed the detectors so they should be charged, not me.

Oct 11, 2011 11:21 AM

4

The tax is not needed as it is redundant. The courts exist for this purpose and
are ultimately the authority with or without the tax. The tax raises the cost of rent
in Eugene unfairly as compared with the surrounding area.

Oct 11, 2011 9:36 AM

5

If the program runs a long term cash surplus consider lowering the fee per unit
but keep the statute in place

Oct 11, 2011 8:38 AM

6

What a joke. There is nothing FAIR about this tax.

Oct 11, 2011 5:38 AM

7

Charge less to property owners?

Oct 10, 2011 11:22 PM

8

Punishing one facet of the community is not fair and equitable.

Oct 10, 2011 8:58 PM

9

Where is the $10 annual fee going? Is there a trust fund?

Oct 10, 2011 7:54 PM

10

There have been many new expensive mandates that have raised the cost of
housing the past few years: lead paint laws, new carbon monoxide detector
laws, new rental housing fees. Of these, the lead paint laws are ( I think) federal,
and will make many low income houses too expensive to maintain: They will be
torn down or sold to owner occupants. I've heard the rental housing program
has collected lots of money and not accomplished much, if anything. This
seems counter productive, but irrelevant because the program accomplishes so
little.

Oct 10, 2011 5:53 PM

11

Many of these questions don't really make sense in terms of 'answering'
concerns about the current system ... they seem to be self-serving, with an intent
to 'direct' the answers so that the city is put in a better light.

Oct 10, 2011 5:42 PM

12

There is no need for these services in the first place. How about assessing fines
to offending landlords rather than charging landlords who do what is required of
them without the government charging them.

Oct 10, 2011 5:12 PM

13

Allow the program to sunset. Its goals are sufficiently addressed by existing state
law.

Oct 10, 2011 4:45 PM

14

Pay for the program out of general revenue funds. If a majority of the citizens

Oct 10, 2011 3:05 PM
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don't want to support this program it should be ended. Let this program compete
against other city services.
15

Continue to save the excess funds to pay for enforcement or legal fees by the
city. The fact alone that there are so many apartments for rent alone shows that
there is plenty of $$ being made by property owners. As a percentage of rents
received, the $ 10 per unit fee is MINISCULE compared to the rental income. It
is a useful program that gives renters some recourse and leverage they
otherwise wouldn't have.

Oct 10, 2011 1:54 PM

16

This is not fair and never has been, all you have done is to shift the cost of this
over to the tenants, and not by just the $10.00, most owners that I know have
gone to $10.00 per month!!!!

Oct 10, 2011 1:27 PM

17

The $10 fee is fair, unless it is truly operating at a substantial surplus, then
reduce it to $5. Otherwise, any landords who claim they raise rents to pay it are
gouging tenants.

Oct 10, 2011 1:12 PM

18

A very wasteful program. This is what is wrong with government thinking, who
can we tax next.

Oct 10, 2011 1:03 PM

19

I believe that you should be charging rental owners who violate the code for its
enforcement, not those of us who are responsible landlords and provide quality
housing. Instead, we are each charged $10 per year, which is a waste of time
for us and the city, and unfair.

Oct 10, 2011 12:57 PM

20

These questions are not in normal english. They are very jargon-y. I'm not sure
how many people will read and reread these questions to try and figure out what
it's really saying!!! Simple english, please.

Oct 10, 2011 12:11 PM

21

How can $290,000 a year collected to take care of a few compaints that could
have been handled under normal conditions elsewhere ever be considered fair
and logical?

Oct 10, 2011 11:56 AM

22

no

Oct 10, 2011 11:55 AM

23

You only charge the owner, where does the tenant share in the burden? They
get the direct benefit of this program. Shut it down, or have the people who use
the service pay for the service. Novel idea I know.

Oct 10, 2011 11:52 AM

24

You need the funding to pay for all of your building that the taxpayers voted
down. We don't want it, but your needs always outweigh west Eugene, so the
funds will be requested by you "for the people who need representation". As
always, will not be allocated for the actual needs of the renters. Most of you
people own the rentals that are neglected. My family has lived the the area for
70 years. There is no leadership in Eugene. There is no reality in the leadership
in Eugene. It is no longer my town that I am proud of. Allocating this tax
properly would call for rolling up your sleeves and actually work.

Oct 10, 2011 11:51 AM

25

They are taking in more money than they need at the moment. I'm happy they
are not spending it when they don't need to, but I have questioned this program

Oct 10, 2011 11:42 AM
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from the start. I once took a landlord to small claims court when I was in college
before the Rental housing program was in effect....it wasn't hard and I got my
money!
26

The income from the assessment to landlords exceeds the funds necessary for
this program. The fee per unit should be reduced to $5/unit.

Oct 10, 2011 11:41 AM

27

$10 a unit is not a financial burden to any party if it means that all parties will be
held accountable for safety and responsibility of a unit.

Oct 10, 2011 11:13 AM

28

The program is necessary, however if $10 has proven to exceed the cost of
sustaining the program and there continues to be a substantial surplus of funds
at the end of each year, the annual fee to landlords should rightfully be reduced.
I have been both a landlord and a tenant in Eugene and see great value in this
program.

Oct 10, 2011 10:59 AM

29

Fee is a tax. Taxation without representation is despotism.

Oct 10, 2011 10:27 AM

30

This "tax" is neither "fair" nor equitable.

Oct 10, 2011 10:11 AM

31

Same as #2 and #4.

Oct 10, 2011 10:02 AM

32

I say if YOU want to use the revenues for something YOU want, there is plenty
of revenue. But to use revenue for somthing that actually is working for the hard
working people of this community, no revenue.

Oct 10, 2011 9:53 AM

33

The fee probably needs to be lowered, but the program should remain in place.

Oct 10, 2011 9:45 AM

34

I think $10 per unit is pretty reasonable.

Oct 10, 2011 9:27 AM

35

I recommend when a city code is developed that part of that development
include an enforcement component. I believe the city continue with a habitability
standard and then when there is a complaint the city will evaluate and if the
standard isn't met and the problem resolved the landlord or property
management agent would be fined and the repairs made by contracted services
charged to the owner of the property. I feel this method would more directly
address the offenders and the financial maintenance of the program would
match the actual # and severity of complaints versus just a general slush fund
that may not reflect the actual needs of the program.

Oct 10, 2011 9:08 AM

36

There may be a way to reduce the fee, maintain the program, and achieve the
same goals.

Oct 10, 2011 9:07 AM

37

Drop the $10 fee. If people don't like where they live they can move. How about
a democracy here? You can choose to shop at Safeway or Albertson's! The
$10 fee is an unfair tax. Laws are already in place preventing unsuitable
housing.

Oct 10, 2011 9:07 AM

38

Charge $5 per unit instead of $10

Oct 10, 2011 8:23 AM

39

I see in the paper there is a surplus, so maybe lower the $10 fee.

Oct 10, 2011 8:13 AM
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40

Data on how many phones call per day are answered to help back the $10 per
unit fee.

Oct 10, 2011 7:50 AM

41

I demand a refund!

Oct 10, 2011 5:39 AM

42

The Current Oregon landlord tenant laws meet this criteria already.

Oct 10, 2011 4:05 AM

43

Seems like an expensive program to maintain for the many people giving money.

Oct 10, 2011 1:58 AM

44

This type of government takes to many dollars out of a free society and socialism
will prevail

Oct 9, 2011 10:25 PM

45

see above

Oct 8, 2011 9:00 AM

46

I do not mind paying for some sort of enforcement as I believe that we should
supply good housing. It makes me angry that I am thrown into the same group
as slumlords and jerks and I would love to see them eradicated. But what I
resent like hell, is that tenants can/will use this process to bully landlords who
are doing a perfectly fine job of providing housing.

Oct 7, 2011 10:44 AM

47

AGAIN I DO NOT THINK THEY ARE AWRE OF THE STRESSES INVOLVED
WHEN SINGLE PARENTS HAVE SCHEDULES AND USE BUS SYSTEMS
AND ARE TRYING TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE WONDERFUL THINGS
OFFERED. IT DOES NOT WORK ALL THE TIME. THEN CREATES STRESS.

Oct 6, 2011 4:41 PM

48

Where a large segment of rentals (government owned, campus (dorms and
fratrenal type) are exempt, it is obvious that not all segments of the Eugene
rental population are supporting the system. It will become obvious that the
financial resources are not stable and adequate when the programmanagers , in
the near future, ask an increase in the "small" fees so they can "better" serve the
community.

Oct 6, 2011 12:04 PM

49

give me a break, it's instituionalized robbery which favors the rich

Oct 6, 2011 10:26 AM

50

Again, the limited info on how this money is being spent does not support this
goal. The little information provided clearly illustrates we are getting very little for
our money. Further, the areas it hopes to cover are already covered by State
and Federal laws.

Oct 6, 2011 9:46 AM

51

Provide code enforcement throutgh general fund. This funding mechanism is a
tax on all landlords (dilligent and negligent alike) and is simply passed through to
renters. Code enforcemet is in the best interest of the entire community and
should be funded as such.

Oct 6, 2011 8:05 AM

52

I suspect that offering assistance to renters whose landlords do not maintain
their properties adequately rewards landlords for bad behavior, in a sense. I feel
that it creates less of an incentive to adequately maintain their own property.

Oct 6, 2011 6:11 AM

53

No. This program is an unnecessary government intrusion. Rental Housing is
already regulated without the City of Eugene butting in and charging a fee for
redundant services. The University already provides legal services to students,
and so does Lane County. What does the City add? Help communicating with a

Oct 5, 2011 11:46 AM
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landlord? No thanks, it’s just not necessary. Worse, because the City charges
landlords a fee for this so called “service,” we have to pay higher rents. Future
generations will have to continue this absurd program because they’ll be locked
into paying retirement benefits for the current City employees who sit around
watching craigslist ads trying to identify landlords so they can charge them.
This is the kind of program that makes the average resident/taxpayer realize that
governments like the City of Eugene are a ridiculous waste of money. Please,
eliminate this unnecessary program.
54

This is an direct tax on landlords and thus becomes an indirect tax on tenants

Oct 5, 2011 10:53 AM

55

I am not sure how the city knows I am a rental property owner, and therefore if it
is adequately tracking landlord payments. Perhaps a registry of landlords so that
prospective tenants can check to see that a prospective landlord is listed would
be helpful.

Oct 5, 2011 10:41 AM

56

I really don't know what the community gets from the City's housing code. It is
not fare to answer a question when there is not enough information given to me
so that I can make an informed and fare analysis.

Oct 5, 2011 12:31 AM

57

Large fines for noncompliant landlords. Of course, that would ultimately be
passed along to renters, which would not be equitable.

Oct 4, 2011 8:38 PM

58

The only suggestion I have here is a 2% sales tax on select items (not for small
merchants, but possibly groceries, certain "fatty" shops like McDonalds) to help
pay for education.

Oct 4, 2011 8:28 PM

59

This program does nothing to improve the housing stock in Eugene; all it does is
fatten government employees' paychecks and pensions.

Oct 4, 2011 4:47 AM

60

Actually, I'd say between not at all and somewhat... that's a "kind of". The
housing code , I asume, intends to be fair to landlords AND tenants. This means
that it needs to be flexible, since not all landlords (or their properties) are the
same & not all tenants(finances, needs, family size...etc.) are the same.
Legislating parameters around a person's home, in a democratic society, ought
not to jeopardize their freedom or encourage housing insecurities. On the
ground, those who live with regulations may be (& in fact, are) negatively
affected as landlords adhere to codes and regulations or, conversely, ignore
them because tennents have no recourse for retribution.

Oct 3, 2011 7:20 PM

61

zoning issues in residential neighborhoods

Oct 3, 2011 2:49 PM

62

Seems the tenants should have to pay $10 for filing a complaint. Why does the
owner have to be the only one paying?

Oct 3, 2011 2:21 PM

63

The resources are inadequate but fair.

Oct 2, 2011 8:05 PM

64

This is a waste of taxpayer money. All of your codes are already in place at the
state level. This is a prime example of government waste

Oct 2, 2011 7:08 PM

65

Let this waste of money die a fast death, Get back to Basics. Stop, wasting our
money. Remember the Nuclear free zone? Total waste of taxpayers money,

Oct 2, 2011 5:57 PM
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thousands of dollars for signs at every entrance to the city. This is the same
thinking that caused Sacred Heart to move to Springfield. Way to go!!
66

If the program has been deemed productive & if it will continue in the future what
about the excess funds built up from the program? Are the funds generated by
the program only paying for the program or is it now another revenue source for
the City? Taxation without representation....

Oct 2, 2011 4:12 PM

67

What does this really have to do with fair housing?

Oct 2, 2011 12:13 PM

68

Is it fair that its the landlords/owners must pay for the rental housing program? I
don't think all the people of Eugene should be paying for this program, but I'd to
see a report on complaints, actions and follow up of the programs activities for
the year. I would also like a line by line accounting for the money collected and
precisely how it is spent.

Oct 2, 2011 11:46 AM

69

However, I would let private companies collect the fees and deal with the
problems, not the City employees. City employees, those that are left, their time
is much more valuable than this. Of course the city might have to do some
oversight of the private company, but that would be very little. I would like to
see the statistics of what types of trouble renters and landlords run into.

Oct 2, 2011 10:07 AM

70

Increase landlord fee

Oct 2, 2011 9:49 AM

71

You neeed to start a landlord registration and inspection listing and charge
landlords to be on the list and for regular inspections of their property. The list
would be public and available to all renters so they can make informed choices
based on landlord performance. It's far too easy - especially for students - to get
trapped by nutso landlords.

Oct 2, 2011 9:05 AM

72

Not fair or equitable or necessary. Now the good landlords pay a tax so that bad
landlords can be punished. They are already punishable under tort law by any
competent tenant. The enforcement program is unnecessary.

Oct 1, 2011 4:49 PM

73

See above note. Compliant property owners are supporting this program.
There is no need to send elaborate mailings with enclosures and return
envelopes...it is nice, but an unnecessary expense. You could save by emailing
notices whenever possible or add this cost to property taxes like LTD, etc. if
possible. Having a separate billing and accounting office is a waste of already
over-extended city resources.

Oct 1, 2011 11:53 AM

74

City has much bigger fish to fry.

Sep 30, 2011 6:54 PM

75

Yeah right. Make rent cheaper to reflect the fact that jobs here don't pay enough
to meet the cost of living? Not likely.

Sep 30, 2011 5:32 PM

76

The cost per unit seems very reasonable to me - I don't know how it could better
support this goal than it does now.

Sep 30, 2011 4:49 PM

77

I do not support Eugene maintaining or delivering any rental services.

Sep 30, 2011 2:18 PM

78

How much money taken in versus how many complaints investigated? Of the

Sep 30, 2011 10:35 AM
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investigated complaints, how many were valid? How much did it cost landlords to
investigate per justifiable complaint? It's a ridiculous number. Also ridiculous
that you send separate statements for properties managed at the same address.
Forty one cents for each one, what a waste of OUR MONEY.
79

I'm sorry.... Is there a relationship here between the financial resources of the
city and the rental housing code? As you can tell, I did not know of the existence
of the CODE..... However, since the city often claims that it's financial resources
are not in a positive state then the CODE must not be helping?? What kind of a
question is this? Why is it that Oregon is always in such financial trouble? Maybe
it is because people here are so self-righteous about the sales tax. High
property taxes do not seem to be doing the trick. What other resources could
there be? If I had known what a financial mess this city was I would not have
moved here. However, if I had not moved here I would not have experienced the
best library I have ever known.

Sep 29, 2011 11:02 PM

80

I'm starting to get a little annoyed with the survey! I thought you would ask
questions about the code itself, but the questions seemed designed to show how
much you like or don't like the City of Eugene as a government. Hmmm... what is
the purpose of this?

Sep 28, 2011 12:30 PM

81

This program is a giant waste of resources. This program should not be funded
off the backs of good landlords. Bad landlords should fund this program, or
better yet it should be canceled.

Sep 27, 2011 10:20 PM

82

The progream puts the burden on the program only landlords.If the $10 per unit
per year balances the cost of the program great.

Sep 27, 2011 3:34 PM

83

see above

Sep 27, 2011 9:53 AM

84

SDCs are too high to be able to feasible add on an additional dwelling unit to a
home. This greatly hinders Eugene in its efforts to increase density and affects
the homeowners ability to be more financially stable by earning income from
their home.

Sep 27, 2011 7:43 AM

85

Our state government financing is a disaster. Only generating most revenue
from income tax and paying out the 'kicker' instead of saving money means there
is not enough money set aside for the bad times when services are needed
most. Property taxes use to provide more stability to government.

Sep 25, 2011 7:24 PM

86

the COE has not been financially responsible with the tax payers money. there is
a lot of waste on special interest projects

Sep 24, 2011 8:49 PM

87

Seems like quite a bit of revenue happening for not that many complaints.

Sep 23, 2011 9:50 AM

88

The builders of "backyard" high density housing were shown great deference by
a city greedy for tax revenue but unwilling to expend tyhe energy to devise a
system where those structures paid their fair share for infrastructure. Like I said
those high density additions should have been charged for disruption of services
to streets, alleyways, sewers etc.

Sep 23, 2011 9:05 AM
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89

This program has a large reserve now. The fee should be lowered to reflect
actual cost of running this program.

Sep 22, 2011 9:03 PM

90

The question is whether this is the best and most cost effective use of those
funds, or are there other housing activities that are more critical.

Sep 22, 2011 5:36 PM

91

I don't understand the question?

Sep 22, 2011 1:44 PM

92

Prograrm consistently has had a significant surplus. Need to look at reducing
the door fee to match actual requirements.

Sep 22, 2011 12:06 PM

93

Charging is unfair. We do not need this program. It is redundant in light of
codes that already exist.

Sep 22, 2011 9:25 AM

94

Current economic situation has affect all areas of society and make it difficult to
meed financial goals.

Sep 22, 2011 8:50 AM

95

Charge $15/yr/unit

Sep 22, 2011 6:55 AM

96

Landlords have to pay for the program.

Sep 22, 2011 5:40 AM

97

Tenants should all contribute $10 too!

Sep 21, 2011 11:17 PM

98

Is there a way that some of the cost burden of the program could be born by the
tenants? I suspect the Housing Authority assumes that owners will just pass the
cost through to tenants. I have found it difficult to raise rents even 10.00 a month
in this economy. I don't know how other owners are doing but my vacancy factor
has been relatively high for the past 3 years.

Sep 21, 2011 9:58 PM

99

Why forgive real estate taxes for large apartment developers and not individual
landlords?

Sep 21, 2011 8:52 PM

100

enforce the city codes

Sep 21, 2011 8:41 PM

101

Fees are fair and reasonable. Program itself is capricious.

Sep 21, 2011 5:58 PM

102

This program has simply required those in the lowest economic group, the
renters, to fully support the cost of achieving the broader community based goal
of better housing stock. It represents establishing a set of housing standards,
that while applaudable, our not necessarily representative of what the market
can bear. As homeless housing advocates commonly recognize, not everyone
can afford the basic levels of housing that this code demands, meaning that they
either have housing that we all desire, but that they cannot afford, or they get
nothing. While we might desire as a community that everyone have at least the
equivalent of a new pair of Keds tennis shoes, the reality is that some can only
afford flip flops or a used pair of knock offs. This code effectively eliminates
those other choices, no matter how objectionable we might find them.

Sep 21, 2011 5:29 PM

103

And just how to you ensure that all landlords are paying the $10 fee?

Sep 21, 2011 5:11 PM

104

same as above

Sep 21, 2011 4:17 PM
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105

Government already takes a big bite out of income, and property taxes. Enough
is enough!!! Lets lay off some governmental workers and administrators particularly the latter.

Sep 21, 2011 4:09 PM

106

Again, catering to the in-club increases cost and selectivity, reducing community
input and action.

Sep 21, 2011 2:32 PM

107

I supported the city income tax that was proposed. Too bad it failed. I lived in a
city that charged a "use tax" on people who lived outside the city and worked in
the city limits. (Use of roads, police services, etc.) The tax was deducted from
our paychecks. It was very small, but created substantial revenue.

Sep 21, 2011 1:41 PM

108

If municipal services are basic physical things such as streets, utilities, etc. I
support this. If you are talking about social helps programs, I do not support this.
There is enough money in government to take care of the actual needs
government must and can only take care of. For instance, I can't get a gun and
play police, can I? I can't play judge or prison warden. I can't go out and pave
roads I find faulty. I can replace faulty wiring or lines, can I? What can I do? I
can give to the needy, support programs that support those who are
downtrodded and dealing with a bad situation, I can give to medical groups that
provide low-cost or no-cost care. When government gets into social helps
programs, it takes money from its prime duties and then cuts back on its prime
duties. This leaves us in a pickle. We don't want to vote for the government to
have more money because it it not doing its fiduciary duties with regards to the
physical structure of the city and general law and order. The more we give, the
more goes to social programs. This is another case where those who govern
don't want to be limited to the people's willingless or unwillingness to take care of
the needy and so the government "makes em" by forcing taxes and just
assigning money to needs program. Those who govern can't bear to see rich
people failing to help the poor and they actually violate their bounds by voting in
laws the people don't support, though some do, and thus they create a situation
where they mix their duties with their preferences. Our leaders should quit hijacking their government power and be the strongest leaders in the private
setting for taking care of the poor and indigent. You know, people who do that
on their own, while maintaining the city's physical structure and safety
separately, earn highest praise, because they are giving of themselves and their
time on behalf of the poor. Those who make the city do their private bidding
because they feel it is immoral for individuals to fail to help, they actually treat
citizens as slaves for the purpose of making them have to pay more to support
things they may not otherwise do. We have to respect our boundaries.
Government is not respecting them. It tries to do private things through public
means. There is no fault with the heart, but when you make charity a law, it is
not giving, it is taking. And, may I say, you have done nothing for charity or for
any person when in order to do so you took something out of another's pocket to
do your giving. So many people abuse the system, and so many suffer for it who
don't abuse it. Seldom do people abuse charity that is directly given because
they are known all too well and can't get away with it. Anyway, fair and equitable
has to do with your main mandates, not anything social. Social things should be
done privately. If you care and see things not going well, it will cost you your
time and resources to be a private leader. If you don't, you become a public
dictator and step on the rights and freedoms of others because you don't respect

Sep 21, 2011 12:27 PM
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their actions. You ought not do that. Let yoru compassion drive you to person
effort on private time, please. Then our city runs well and we do the best we can
privately, which I hope we do.
109

How could this apply to rentals

Sep 21, 2011 11:44 AM

110

The cost of this program appears to outweigh the gain on investment. The cost
to administer is excessive to the dollars that go to the cause.

Sep 21, 2011 10:20 AM
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1

Since there does seem to be a surplus, it might be politically wise to lower it at
this time.

Oct 11, 2011 12:08 PM

2

Program shouldn't exist.

Oct 11, 2011 11:58 AM

3

Change how fees are assesed to eliminate large surpluses so folks don't think
the COE is taking advantage of the Landloards. Assess the fees based on the
projected funds needed to operate the program. There is enough history to
figure it out. Put minimums and maximum on the fee; say $5 -$10, depending on
the fund balance.

Oct 11, 2011 10:14 AM

4

unfair to large landowners who maintain their properties

Oct 11, 2011 9:26 AM

5

A $5/year fee might be sufficient if reports of a surplus are true, and lessen
objections from some landlords

Oct 11, 2011 9:03 AM

6

cost should not be passed on to renters

Oct 11, 2011 9:01 AM

7

As it is ultimately paid by the tenent why should landlords care if there is a
surplus

Oct 11, 2011 8:41 AM

8

If the "program" cannot be sustained within the current city budget then it should
end on 12/31/2011.

Oct 11, 2011 5:45 AM

9

It might be as use grows, but right now the surplus is a black eye for y'all.

Oct 10, 2011 11:28 PM

10

Use the surplus for advertising and enforcement!

Oct 10, 2011 7:58 PM

11

REduce to $5/unit to eliminate surplus

Oct 10, 2011 5:48 PM

12

There is nothing reasonable about the notion that all landlords should pay for
problems a small fraction of them create. Further, there is long-standing judicial
relief for tenants without this program.

Oct 10, 2011 5:15 PM

13

Fees should be paid by users of the program, if there are any.

Oct 10, 2011 4:51 PM

14

Could be more.

Oct 10, 2011 4:23 PM

15

It should be decreased to $5 so as not to show profit.

Oct 10, 2011 2:55 PM

16

I think, considering the surplus, a $5 per unit fee would be more reasonable.

Oct 10, 2011 2:16 PM

17

$5.00

Oct 10, 2011 2:13 PM

18

Tenants are paying this!!!!!

Oct 10, 2011 1:29 PM

19

Unless it runs a big surplus. Better $5 than no program.

Oct 10, 2011 1:14 PM

20

Stick to the basics. Fix the Potholes.

Oct 10, 2011 1:06 PM

21

It probably costs you that much to collect it; and this income should come from
those who violate the rules; It isn't fair for those of us who comply to pay for
violation enforcement.

Oct 10, 2011 12:59 PM
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22

It's exceedingly high.

Oct 10, 2011 12:44 PM

23

$5 per unit would be better.

Oct 10, 2011 12:35 PM

24

You have an access of funding not being used as it is.

Oct 10, 2011 11:57 AM

25

Charge the RENTER.

Oct 10, 2011 11:55 AM

26

remove fee, go back to court claim for renters w. problems

Oct 10, 2011 11:21 AM

27

refer to item 5 spec.

Oct 10, 2011 11:03 AM

28

high cost for minimal return

Oct 10, 2011 10:30 AM

29

Ask the renters who end up paying the tax thru pass-thru cost

Oct 10, 2011 10:29 AM

30

see previous answer regarding funding of the program, don't tax all fine
offenders

Oct 10, 2011 9:15 AM

31

reduce to $5

Oct 10, 2011 8:24 AM

32

maybe a bit lower -$8

Oct 10, 2011 8:15 AM

33

More than reasonable.

Oct 10, 2011 8:11 AM

34

seems it could be lowered a smidge..........

Oct 10, 2011 7:29 AM

35

Reduce if surplus

Oct 10, 2011 2:41 AM

36

Should not be raised as all gvt fees usually do

Oct 9, 2011 10:29 PM

37

$3

Oct 9, 2011 9:49 PM

38

what is being done with the money? I don't know.

Oct 9, 2011 4:00 PM

39

It is more than enough.

Oct 9, 2011 9:45 AM

40

Who pays that fee?

Oct 8, 2011 8:52 PM

41

It is an irritant

Oct 8, 2011 9:02 AM

42

what is the cost / benefit breakdown?

Oct 7, 2011 5:21 PM

43

It seems punitive to charge landlords who take good care of their tenants (and
property).

Oct 7, 2011 12:36 PM

44

It should be enough so that inspections of slums can happen with out a
complaint to inicate. It should be enough to go into a pool to support housing for
poor people

Oct 7, 2011 10:47 AM

45

MAYBE IF IT WAS HIGHER MAMNAGEMENT WOULD DO MORE.. LIKE A
BONUS FOR PROGRAM NUMBERS OR SOMETHING.

Oct 6, 2011 4:44 PM

46

What do they do with it ... salaries for people that do not know what the code

Oct 6, 2011 12:04 PM
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requires (in some cases), and choose to ignore specifics of the code (in other
cases). A twenty dollar late fee for a 10 dollar initial charge is also completely
ridiculous.
47

Should be from general fund

Oct 6, 2011 8:08 AM

48

It could be scaled down for buildings with more units, and scaled up for buildings
with fewer units.

Oct 5, 2011 10:32 PM

49

Revenue exceeds program costs

Oct 5, 2011 12:32 PM

50

Question 7 comment – By interjecting itself between landlords and tenants, the
City of Eugene impedes proper and reasonable communication. What should be
a normal conversation about a problem with a rental turns into a high stress
experience for both sides, with the tenant approaching communication
aggressively instead of cooperatively. Question 8 comment: $10 is unreasonable
because the program itself is unreasonable and unnecessary.

Oct 5, 2011 12:04 PM

51

Unnessary

Oct 5, 2011 10:55 AM

52

This money is not being spent where the community can see the benefits.

Oct 5, 2011 12:39 AM

53

Didn't know I was paying! haha

Oct 5, 2011 12:38 AM

54

The ends Justifies the means. The fee was more than likely based in the cost of
the number of employees needed to run the program.

Oct 4, 2011 10:31 PM

55

what the hell am i pay for? i didn't even know there was a code

Oct 4, 2011 7:27 PM

56

But only if paid by the owner of the unit.

Oct 4, 2011 6:39 PM

57

If it increases then the price will become unreasonable. Anything above $10 is
unreasonable.

Oct 4, 2011 6:31 PM

58

The program and its fees should be scrapped.

Oct 4, 2011 4:48 AM

59

Don't know, insufficient information to judge it.

Oct 4, 2011 12:51 AM

60

I would be if it actually inspected the units.

Oct 3, 2011 9:36 PM

61

maybe $5

Oct 3, 2011 7:37 PM

62

fee needs to be assessed on ability to pay. if income is larger, should pay more,
small, less to free... it depends on the situation.

Oct 3, 2011 7:31 PM

63

should be higher (ex: $25.00)

Oct 3, 2011 2:50 PM

64

You have a stock pile of money from all the fees over the years and few
complaints. Would like a refund and for renters making complaints to have to pay
for the service.

Oct 3, 2011 2:26 PM

65

way to high for the need - look at #'s

Oct 3, 2011 1:45 PM

66

unnecessary taxes

Oct 2, 2011 7:09 PM
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67

Get out of the Nanny business.

Oct 2, 2011 6:04 PM

68

Base the fee on the true needs of the program; charge fees every 2 or 3 years.
How much excess funds are build up now?

Oct 2, 2011 4:24 PM

69

I did not know there was a fee

Oct 2, 2011 4:10 PM

70

don't think we need to pay at all, really

Oct 2, 2011 3:01 PM

71

The fee should be considerably higher for multi-unit dwellings

Oct 2, 2011 2:33 PM

72

See answer to #5

Oct 2, 2011 11:50 AM

73

Only if it covers expenses including health care and retirement benefits for the
City employee(s) assigned to it.

Oct 2, 2011 10:11 AM

74

Probably too little

Oct 2, 2011 9:52 AM

75

should be based on size, age, property tax

Oct 2, 2011 9:10 AM

76

Why a fee/ property taxes already pat for tons of programs

Oct 1, 2011 2:29 PM

77

Allow this absurd program to sunset

Oct 1, 2011 2:26 PM

78

I do not support paying any fee at all, even if it were to mean doing away with the
Rental Housing Program.

Sep 30, 2011 2:28 PM

79

The Rental Housing Code program in an unnecessary expense to taxpayers.

Sep 30, 2011 2:20 PM

80

Can't determine since I don't know how funds are allocated.

Sep 30, 2011 1:05 PM

81

0 - program should not exist as it does absolutely no good

Sep 30, 2011 10:37 AM

82

Only the person who pays it could answer that.

Sep 29, 2011 11:03 PM

83

could be more

Sep 29, 2011 5:59 PM

84

$0

Sep 28, 2011 4:33 PM

85

If this program were justified, a fee base system would be adequate.

Sep 27, 2011 10:24 PM

86

large landlords (8+ units) should be charged more than smaller

Sep 27, 2011 3:52 PM

87

don't know

Sep 27, 2011 3:19 PM

88

see above

Sep 27, 2011 9:54 AM

89

Anywhere from $20 to 50 would be reasonable.

Sep 27, 2011 7:45 AM

90

It should be raised/ or lowered depending on number of units and total income
from rent.

Sep 26, 2011 11:53 AM

91

seems very low

Sep 26, 2011 12:07 AM
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92

I am a homeowner who rents her house. I know about this program because I
have to pay the yearly fee. Other than than, I don't know or hear any news about
the program. I have never been challenged by renters. My property is in
excellent shape. So what happens with my money, I haven't a clue. I hope it is
being used for good of renters and owners.

Sep 24, 2011 9:42 PM

93

0

Sep 23, 2011 10:37 AM

94

That's just additional cost that is going to go to the renter...why should there be a
fee?

Sep 23, 2011 10:10 AM

95

It is too much without the group being an advocate for owners and renters. The
city should pay for this. Rental properties are one of the few classes of real
estate to have maintained their value for tax purposes. That should be
recognized by the city the beneficiary of those taxes.

Sep 23, 2011 9:10 AM

96

I would need to see some statistics on how the program worked and what needs
are identified.

Sep 22, 2011 5:42 PM

97

Especially given that the alternative is lots of rental disputes ending in court or
with one side losing money

Sep 22, 2011 2:53 PM

98

I guess, its just passed on to th renter

Sep 22, 2011 1:46 PM

99

$5 .... or in line with actual costs to operate the program

Sep 22, 2011 12:12 PM

100

Could easily be twice that, or more to help fund low interest loans for
weatherization and other energy saving measures

Sep 22, 2011 10:09 AM

101

Certainly. But program not wanted or needed.

Sep 22, 2011 9:34 AM

102

It can be increased to $20 to help support other community problems that are a
result from renters (e.g. UO student populations)

Sep 22, 2011 8:35 AM

103

If someone owns a lot of units, it becomes a lot of money.

Sep 22, 2011 5:42 AM

104

Should be paid by tenants too

Sep 21, 2011 11:21 PM

105

Let the tenants participate

Sep 21, 2011 10:00 PM

106

as an owner i do not get any service regarding enforcement of code violations by
renters and other property owners

Sep 21, 2011 8:43 PM

107

Should be increased for repeat violations

Sep 21, 2011 5:12 PM

108

silly that we have ti pay anything- get rid of it

Sep 21, 2011 4:23 PM

109

Fee is excessive and nothing is paid by tenants.

Sep 21, 2011 4:11 PM

110

Only those landlords having complaints should be charged

Sep 21, 2011 3:34 PM

111

I had no idea it is in existence, or that we as renters pay for the program.

Sep 21, 2011 3:12 PM

112

Would rather not pay anything

Sep 21, 2011 2:33 PM
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113

You could probably increase it to $20,

Sep 21, 2011 1:42 PM

114

$10 seems low, what does the fee do or go for?

Sep 21, 2011 12:29 PM

115

More than $10 per unit would be unreasonable.

Sep 21, 2011 12:18 PM

116

the number of conflicts resolved by the program is overshadowed by the cost to
administer so i don't see how it improved livability or communication.

Sep 21, 2011 10:33 AM
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1

safe stairs & stairways safe patio railings garbage & recyle bins kept in order
adequate exterior safety lighting debris control (leaves, branches, etc.) roof leaks
repaired abandoned vehicles removed help with noisey neighbors
communications de-ice sidewalks & stairs during freeze repair faucets make
repairs in timely manner

Oct 11, 2011 3:21 PM

2

All these requirements just drive up rents...people should be able to decide for
themselves what living condtions are acceptable for them.

Oct 11, 2011 11:58 AM

3

No it should be the landlord's job to maintain the condition of their own rentals.

Oct 11, 2011 11:22 AM

4

None

Oct 11, 2011 9:38 AM

5

rotting floors, leaking roofs, insulation,

Oct 11, 2011 9:01 AM

6

What a joke. Most landlords in Eugene are not "slumlords." You must be
confusing us with New York city.

Oct 11, 2011 5:45 AM

7

I would check them all off if I thought this would be feasible given the current
budget, but at this point pests/vermin (including insects) should absolutely be
included in the conditions addressed by the code.

Oct 11, 2011 5:33 AM

8

Removal of mold - in and of itself.

Oct 10, 2011 11:34 PM

9

I am a landlord, and happily pay into this system. I strongly support its
existence, unlike many other property owners. I believe that there are many
crappy landlords thoughout the City, and the lack of complaints does not reflect
the reality on the ground, which is that many rentals are in sorry condition. I
believe that landlords ought to be held accountable for more things having to do
with habitability, neighborhood impacts of the rentals and tenants, and the
behavior of tenants. I would like to see a nuisance property provision be added
to City code, like Corvallis has, which penalizes property owners when their
property is in repeated violation of the law.

Oct 10, 2011 11:28 PM

10

none

Oct 10, 2011 9:00 PM

11

Mold and mildew is a big problem in Eugene.

Oct 10, 2011 7:58 PM

12

Filthy tenants that leave the rental unit unfit for habitation and costing thousands
of dollars in rodent, house, yard cleaning and repairs.

Oct 10, 2011 7:41 PM

13

The west University neighborhood has several new multifamily units that seem to
have chronic trash collection problems: The trash in front of them seems to be
always spread all over the street.

Oct 10, 2011 5:57 PM

14

Again, you're assuming that someone WANTS the current code to continue ...
and you've phrased the question in an akward way (so that the results will
indicate that people want to EXPAND the program to include the above).
Whoever put this "survey" together should be ashamed of themselves for the
skewed format. Let's hope you pass this comment on in the public discussions
(but I doubt it will be mentioned).

Oct 10, 2011 5:46 PM

15

Yes, we have a neighbor who had lead pant chipping off their house, and the
same landlord as we have drug his feet to fix it, there needs to be quicker action

Oct 10, 2011 5:34 PM
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on these things.
16

You presumptious brigands! How about a check-box with NO as a choice?

Oct 10, 2011 5:15 PM

17

Existing state law addresses the minimum standards required.

Oct 10, 2011 4:51 PM

18

No, this is ridiculous. Appliances, energy efficiency, window screens should be
between a landlord and tenants.

Oct 10, 2011 3:55 PM

19

No

Oct 10, 2011 3:08 PM

20

UNLAWFUL LANDLORD ENTRANCE TO RENTAL PROPERTIES

Oct 10, 2011 2:25 PM

21

The functional appliances, but only when a broken appliance would cause a
safety hazard.

Oct 10, 2011 2:16 PM

22

Landlords required to provide inspection/walk through to tenants upon moving in
to note pre-existing conditions.

Oct 10, 2011 1:54 PM

23

If the property owners do not do this you should put in place a tax credit with
EWEB or with the State so it would invite change .

Oct 10, 2011 1:29 PM

24

let the market place deal with these issues

Oct 10, 2011 1:06 PM

25

none

Oct 10, 2011 12:38 PM

26

safety issues such as functioning lights in hallways, parking lots; working fire
extinguishers, fire alarms

Oct 10, 2011 12:22 PM

27

The second sentence on question #10 has 39 words in it! I had to read it three
times to figure out what the question was! "Should response time be reduced
from 20 to 10 days?"

Oct 10, 2011 12:16 PM

28

I don't think any of these codes have worked. How can someone have 50 cats
in a house and it not go detected. Sorry, wrong solution for this problem.

Oct 10, 2011 11:59 AM

29

Your current code allows a landlord to have homeless people live in trailers on
their property. Even across from a school. I've experienced it. Because it was
in West Eugene and not Kitty's U of O students that vote for her it was ignored.
Oh right the West Eugene Police station was cut, but you choose to use funding
such as this to build a new police station that is centralized and more expensive
other that smaller stations that would provide immediate services to
neighborhoods where crime occurs. This survey is not about taking care of
renters it is about more money. Face it you already have a surplus of funds that
are not being utilized.

Oct 10, 2011 11:57 AM

30

No, the tenant should communicate these to the landlord. If the landlord does
not fix them, then the tenant should move out. This will cause the landlord to fix
their property.

Oct 10, 2011 11:55 AM

31

up to date maintenance on things such as fireplaces (if applicable) wood-burning
stoves and furnaces.

Oct 10, 2011 11:47 AM

32

Rental contracts and state and local laws address much of the above.

Oct 10, 2011 11:47 AM
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Reasonableness should rule the day.
33

Neighborhood impact is difficult but it should be some what of a responsibility
especially in a apartment complex type of on environment. Codes that are voted
on may have impact too, and if an owner or agency is only making money on a
unit, the voting should be determined at least by vested interest parties such as
tenants or other.

Oct 10, 2011 11:17 AM

34

none

Oct 10, 2011 10:30 AM

35

existing ORS regulations are fine without Eugene mucking up the system with
their own version or state law - get real!

Oct 10, 2011 10:29 AM

36

Give me a break!

Oct 10, 2011 10:12 AM

37

Leaks, old water heaters replaced, attention to mold and rot inside and outside
homes. Keeping the exterior of the homes (lawns, gardens and outside
appearance) neat and tidy so property values in the neighborhoods are upheld.

Oct 10, 2011 10:08 AM

38

Insulation, many older rentals are not insulated from the cold. Heat and
electricity are very high now. Low to Medium income people have to go without
just to stay warm. I don't understand why landlords don't or can't participate in
the EWEB insulation program, it would help everyone involved.

Oct 10, 2011 10:08 AM

39

functioning sump pumps

Oct 10, 2011 9:52 AM

40

Nuisance standards: trash visible, repairs & maintenance (paint, overgrown
weeds, etc.),

Oct 10, 2011 9:22 AM

41

I would consider pests and vermin but this is a murky area as creatures like ants
and mice are a common intermittent problem in most households at times and
often the tenant can contribute to the problem by leaving food etc to encourage
them and the tenant needs to be responsible for purchasing ant traps etc. I don't
want to be called for every ant problem.But certainly a infestation of rats is a
problem

Oct 10, 2011 9:15 AM

42

My daughter rented some really lousy places as a student here at U of O. There
seems to be a lot of upscale student housing available for those who can afford
the high rents, and junk, poorly regulated near-slum conditions for the rest.

Oct 10, 2011 8:11 AM

43

asthetics: paint, landscaping, parking lot, etc. Having these items appear nice,
clean and adequete would assit in keeping the housing values at a reasonable
level and not lowered.

Oct 10, 2011 7:55 AM

44

ceiling heat should be tossed into the dustbin of history....

Oct 10, 2011 7:29 AM

45

Enforce rental agreement on both sides. Make tenants put the screens back on,
keep garbage service current and stop breaking appliances.

Oct 10, 2011 5:43 AM

46

Working air conditioners should be required for rentals within city limits.

Oct 10, 2011 3:53 AM

47

no

Oct 10, 2011 3:42 AM

48

Energy efficiency if utility records show a sudden increase in utility bills.

Oct 10, 2011 1:14 AM
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49

We need less government period.

Oct 9, 2011 10:29 PM

50

NONE

Oct 9, 2011 9:49 PM

51

Question below compromises integrity of your survey and cofidentiality of
responders

Oct 9, 2011 9:45 AM

52

Indoor Air Quality.

Oct 9, 2011 9:18 AM

53

Carpeting! Out dated nasty carpeting and other floor coverings are kept in place
decades after needing replaced... It is unsanitary.... and wall coverings there
needs to be an end of slapping up rough hewn boards on walls they pose a fire
hazard and cause splinters to the renters.

Oct 8, 2011 8:52 PM

54

Indoor air quality (carpet/paint off-gassing), refrigerator efficiency, electronic
thermostats

Oct 8, 2011 1:50 PM

55

This looks like the government designed "mouse" that is turning into an
"elephant"

Oct 7, 2011 5:21 PM

56

Covered & Secure Bike Storage;

Oct 7, 2011 10:31 AM

57

Heat is often not functional in the rentals I've seen and rented, and wood/pellet
stoves and fireplaces are not up to code or inspected for safety. I end up paying
high electric bills for space heaters or barely functional provided equipment, and
the structures have not been energy efficient or weather tight in the slightest.
Outdated electrical systems are also a dangerous but common problem.

Oct 6, 2011 8:33 PM

58

ALLOWING SEX OFFENDERS IN SECTION 42 APARTMENTS SHOULD BE
ALLOWED WHEN THEY ARE MEANT FOR FAMILIES THEN NOT NOTIFYING
THE FAMILIES LIVING THERE. MY OWN NEIGHBORHOOD HAS
SEVERAL!!!!! NO NOTICE OR NOTHING.

Oct 6, 2011 4:44 PM

59

All of the above. Before occupancy, for safety and save on maintenance.

Oct 6, 2011 4:17 PM

60

And let people who have pets keep them.

Oct 6, 2011 4:07 PM

61

No, this will result in even more work for the staff that cannot (or will not) handle
their current responsibilities. It will also result in staff asking for more resources
($) to do the work.

Oct 6, 2011 12:04 PM

62

No - we already have other laws that address these issues. Why would the city
waste money on something that is already covered.

Oct 6, 2011 9:47 AM

63

Life safety, fire etc. should be addressed. Vermin vectors appropriate
tocommunity health concerns. Neighborhood impacts too broad.

Oct 6, 2011 8:08 AM

64

The City should review housing design in the areas which house University
students and border the neighborhoods. The design of the dwelling can
significantly reduce the occurence of partying. Units should be required to take
forms which are less likely to encourage partying (possibly smaller courtyard
apartments facing one another?). 5 br w/mini front yards cause parties to
happen. There is a huge need for smaller apartments.

Oct 5, 2011 10:32 PM
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65

None. Just follow current State or Oregon law. Eugene doesn’t need extra,
gratuitous laws. This program is an unnecessary government intrusion. Rental
Housing is already regulated without the City of Eugene butting in and charging
a fee for redundant services. The program, and any additional codes that go
beyond current State of Oregon law are just an unsustainable waste of tax
money.

Oct 5, 2011 12:04 PM

66

None

Oct 5, 2011 10:55 AM

67

The code should address having a mandatory training every year for the
landlords. there are landlords and property managers that have no idea what
the codes are and many of them are in vialation of it.

Oct 5, 2011 12:39 AM

68

security

Oct 4, 2011 11:56 PM

69

Please eliminate the program. If you add to it you are adding to the inability of
people to manage themselves. More parts to the program will require more
employees and the good landlords get hit with a bigger stick.

Oct 4, 2011 10:31 PM

70

I'm not certain how these would be addressed in a cost-effective manner, but
they would be positive community improvements. They would greatly add to
Eugene's character, and make the town efficient.

Oct 4, 2011 8:32 PM

71

bars on windows...this city feels unsafe without barred windows

Oct 4, 2011 7:27 PM

72

While rental housing of competent quality is certainly a desirable goal, the State
of Oregon already has a very comprehensive and, frankly, adequate set of
provisions relating to landlord-tenant relations. Municipalities, such as Eugene,
would be better served spending their dollars to ensure that State law--superior
to local law--is enforced, rather than trying to "build a better mousetrap." In
addition, issues such as "neighborhood impacts" and "community livability" are
really beyond the scope of municipal codes relating to rental housing.

Oct 4, 2011 6:39 PM

73

Window should be converted to vinyl windows and all house should be insulated
well

Oct 4, 2011 12:53 PM

74

City government should not be involved in any of the above, which should be
negotiated contractually between landlord and tenant.

Oct 4, 2011 4:48 AM

75

Black mold, structural integrity, adequate locks, price of apartment, workability of
pipes

Oct 3, 2011 9:36 PM

76

As climate change and general national changes provoke migration, our city will
be one of the major refuges. We need to realize that shared housing and renting
rooms is already a growing portion of renting. We need to realize that some of
the existing rules around renting are actually creating housing insecurity.We
need to make decisions that include a variety of economic classes and are
based on friendliness for the renter, not administrative or bureaucratic
convenience. Individuals, human beings and their basic right to safe shelter,
rather than regulatory red tape that exacerbates discomfort. There are ways to
have economic viability and security for the city AND fairness for tenants &
landlords... it just takes brainstorming new,win win approaches and leaving
behind inequalities of administrative-heavy decision making.

Oct 3, 2011 7:31 PM
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77

I often have to deal with rentals affecting the neighbors. Dumping garbage in
their trash cans. Loud and lots of people at parties. Parking cars unconsciously
blocking others driveways.

Oct 3, 2011 2:26 PM

78

Free Kleenex with every rental property for all the Snivelers

Oct 2, 2011 6:04 PM

79

All housing conditions are covered by State OR LL-Tenant Act- the City does not
need to add anything to it's duplicate program.

Oct 2, 2011 4:24 PM

80

No, you should reduce the conditions you oversee not add to them.

Oct 2, 2011 3:14 PM

81

Better zoning insulating single homes for Mult-plexs

Oct 2, 2011 12:15 PM

82

Renters living in spaces that are not approved for occupancy...eg a garage or
garden shed.

Oct 2, 2011 11:50 AM

83

How many vehicles are parked and where for each unit. Excessive vehicles
parked on street and not in driveway in some neighborhoods makes driving
down those streets hazardous.

Oct 2, 2011 10:11 AM

84

appropriate parking

Oct 2, 2011 9:10 AM

85

No stop City from getting involved

Oct 1, 2011 2:29 PM

86

Only if paid by the individual property owner, not by all the responsible owners
who take care of these things.

Oct 1, 2011 11:56 AM

87

I would agree with energy efficiency, but not as a penalty for non-compliance perhaps with incentives?

Sep 30, 2011 10:10 PM

88

Grounds upkeep and litter on or around the property to help support
neighborhood livability and to help make it a clean, safe and welcoming
environment. Help build a culture of caring, respect and health/safety. If we can't
hold our long time community members accountable, how can we expect
students moving in and out of the neighborhoods to do the same.

Sep 30, 2011 10:58 AM

89

All habitability issues are currently addressed by existing law, including tenant
remedies.

Sep 30, 2011 10:37 AM

90

Enforce the Oregon state law that multi family dwellings must provide tenants
with an opportunity to recycle (provide co-mingled recycling alongside their
garbage service).

Sep 29, 2011 9:20 PM

91

landlord retaliation

Sep 29, 2011 5:59 PM

92

Perhaps obnoxious pests and vermin, the others seem 1) optional when
considering basic needs, or 2) very subjective and hard to administer

Sep 29, 2011 11:52 AM

93

Electrical wiring issues

Sep 28, 2011 4:33 PM

94

If you add these things you run the risk of making it impossible for small
landlords to own and maintain rental properties. With credit drying up, housing
values down and wages flat or declining, many small landlords will not be able to
stay in the market, given the risk of losing their home if the City imposes fines

Sep 28, 2011 12:37 PM
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and requiring expensive needed repairs. This will consolidate rental realestate
ownership in the hands of the few and corporate groups. Many tenants misuse
such poliicies to live for free for months. What if medical marijuana growers
threaten to turn in landlords for violations unless they let them live there and
grow. Be very careful before you stray too far from what Oregon Landlord Tenant
Law allows. Pests and vermin are already covered. Window screens are not
needed in Eugene. I've never used them and still don't, but my 2 rental homes
do have them. Functional appliances are covered by current Oregon law. Energy
efficiency is not something that should be covered as it involves real expense
and tax rebates given and other incentives are only for principle residence.
Neighborhood impacts are already covered under current zoning rules and
regulations. Please, do as little "regulating" as necessary.
95

You've got to be kidding !

Sep 27, 2011 11:20 PM

96

No!

Sep 27, 2011 10:24 PM

97

fleas, mice and rats should be included

Sep 27, 2011 3:52 PM

98

None

Sep 27, 2011 8:36 AM

99

don't get overly involved and try to police too much with resources you don't
have.

Sep 27, 2011 7:45 AM

100

Please don't add limits on the little black sugar ants that are everywhere in south
Eugene. That would force owners to use pesticides in a futile effort to stop them
and expose tenants to those pesticides.

Sep 25, 2011 7:29 PM

101

Really hard for me to answer this when I don't know how the program is working,
how many cases it solves, etc.

Sep 24, 2011 9:42 PM

102

My fridge freezes my food, I keep asking to have it fixed. I have to throw out
groceries. Basic appliances need to be in working order.

Sep 23, 2011 2:27 PM

103

yard and grounds

Sep 23, 2011 1:53 PM

104

Are you kidding me. Should government right standards for Window Screens?
Your not serious.

Sep 23, 2011 10:38 AM

105

I have no idea what you mean by "neighborhood impacts" but I support using
general property tax revenues to keep city infrastructure (sidewalks, streets,
parks, etc) in good shape. I do not support spending rental owner fees to do this.

Sep 22, 2011 9:09 PM

106

Providing referrals to optional, no- or low-cost energy efficiency resources.

Sep 22, 2011 2:53 PM

107

no

Sep 22, 2011 12:26 PM

108

The code should NOT seek to hold owners/managers accountable for resident
behavior or actions.

Sep 22, 2011 12:12 PM

109

-Accountability for walk-throughs. Haven't you heard some of the horror stories
about the local rental agencies lying, falsifying and being basically inhumane in
their effort to keep the deposit? IT'S TRUE. -Cleaning deposits: Many rental
agencies require a "cleaning deposit" before you more in. This is a "non-

Sep 22, 2011 10:55 AM
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refundable" deposit (totally an oxymoron). So basically every person they get in
and out of that unit, they're pocketing 200 dollars. Often times they don't even
use that 200 dollars to clean the unit. I have experienced this first hand. Moved
into a unit that required this cleaning fee, which they charged the previous
tenant, but they never actually cleaned it.
110

As I said, the $10 is reasonable, but I don't support this program in any manner,
NO EXCEPTIONS. Cheryl Neu 541-933-2221

Sep 22, 2011 9:34 AM

111

If they appliances were there when the home was rented it should be covered. If
the renters provided the appliances it should not be covered.

Sep 22, 2011 9:23 AM

112

The code should also address those landlords who do not follow the laws and
the rules for being a landlord. (Slumlords)

Sep 22, 2011 8:44 AM

113

How about a handout to renters who complain about pests and vermin? It's
almost always related to leaving food around. But advice on trapping, safe use
of poisons, etc. would be good.

Sep 22, 2011 6:57 AM

114

Internal housing structure issues that are unseen or unknown if not discovered in
a full inspection which won't happen if tenants are fearful of eviction for reporting
a condition such as this.

Sep 22, 2011 5:23 AM

115

Leave excessive government out of rental management. There are already laws
for housing codes. Small claims court is an option. Legal aidvalready helps poor
tenants. Good landlords are being asked to pay for slumlords.

Sep 21, 2011 11:21 PM

116

It would be nice to live in a low-income apartment while I am in school, but the
clientel and conditions can be chaotic. It would be hellpful if more property
owners would accept partial vouchers from students.

Sep 21, 2011 9:11 PM

117

enforce current codes

Sep 21, 2011 8:43 PM

118

cleanliness

Sep 21, 2011 7:48 PM

119

Rental owners often attempt to push yard maintenance onto tenants who often
fail to upkeep the property to the meoghborhood standard.

Sep 21, 2011 6:17 PM

120

I believe the rental code is sufficient.

Sep 21, 2011 6:00 PM

121

This question appears to be searching for additional justification for the growth of
this program. While that desire is understandable on the part of staff, such an
open-ended question refuses to ask the other side of that question, which is how
much additional rent would be reasonable to pay for these noble goals.

Sep 21, 2011 5:33 PM

122

We did not know your agency existed so we would be thrilled to have these
apartments attended to.

Sep 21, 2011 5:21 PM

123

No other issues.

Sep 21, 2011 4:43 PM

124

no- program should end

Sep 21, 2011 4:23 PM

125

Get rid of homless and bums rummaging through rental complex garbage cans
and leaving a mess

Sep 21, 2011 4:11 PM
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126

tall weeds, too many cars on the street, delapidated look of the property

Sep 21, 2011 3:34 PM

127

Don't need any of the above

Sep 21, 2011 2:33 PM

128

I don't know how the city deals with the pest and vermin issue. Tenants can
make or break it by simple means but many find them distasteful. How is the
landlord held liable for what only the "occupant" can resolve through diligence.
You can't keep vermin out permanently as they make come from a nearby
vacant house when it becomes occupied. This requires responsibility on the part
of tenants or else it becomes unreasonable financially for the landlord, in a
wrong way.

Sep 21, 2011 12:29 PM

129

How about a survey that applies to rentals and renters. This is all about getting
kudos for "a government"

Sep 21, 2011 11:47 AM

130

We currently monitor and correct problems promptly. Outside intermediary not
needed.

Sep 21, 2011 11:37 AM

131

I think it should have a stronger stance on mold and weatherproofing.

Sep 21, 2011 11:36 AM

132

i don't think this program should be expanded or continued. we have always
resolved any issue with our tenants and/or facilities without this program.

Sep 21, 2011 10:33 AM
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1

No as long as landlords abide by Oregon Landlord Tenant Law there should not
be a need for the city to intervene.

Oct 11, 2011 11:23 AM

2

focus on the small percentage of Landlords that do not follow the laws & not
penalize all of them with this $10 annual fee

Oct 11, 2011 10:43 AM

3

No really sure what I am responsible for. But I have always communicated with
my tenants directly and have worked out any problems that way.

Oct 11, 2011 8:42 AM

4

sidewalk repairs

Oct 10, 2011 10:06 PM

5

Stay out of our business

Oct 10, 2011 9:03 PM

6

No

Oct 10, 2011 8:37 PM

7

Fast, efficient court system plus the maintenance of a list of tenants that destroy
a rental unit. Of course, that last part sounds not legal.

Oct 10, 2011 7:44 PM

8

No, I suggest the amount of money w/the surplus you have is unwarranted for
this program. There were not enough fines assessed to warrant this program.
This should be a tenant/landlord issue. Not a city issue.

Oct 10, 2011 6:00 PM

9

infomation on weatherization rebate programs

Oct 10, 2011 5:50 PM

10

Don't wast my money ($10 annual fee) with self-serving surveys like this especially after you've been backed into a corner with negative press coverage.

Oct 10, 2011 5:48 PM

11

Not a property manager nor is my property leased.

Oct 10, 2011 5:33 PM

12

No

Oct 10, 2011 4:53 PM

13

Require informatiom to be disseminated by landlord.

Oct 10, 2011 3:41 PM

14

I don't want anything from the city except to be left alone. ORS 90 works well,
more regulation just encourages good landlords such as myself to liquidate
Eugene properties and replace them with properties in surrounding communities.
The properties that I have sold in Eugene since the ordinance went into effect
have turned into dumps. How is that helping anyone?

Oct 10, 2011 3:04 PM

15

Yes TAx credits or no interest loans

Oct 10, 2011 1:31 PM

16

RE: Question #16: I feel that some type of certification is too far-reaching and will
undermine landlord support.

Oct 10, 2011 1:15 PM

17

No I don't need the city's help, Please just leave me alone. I take care of my
renters so they won't move. If I don't take care of them by providing a nice
house, they will move across the street to the competitions house.

Oct 10, 2011 1:12 PM

18

I really wish the city would get out of my pocketbook. I run very clean rental
units, and have an excellent relationship with all of my tenants. This law is
completely unnecessary.

Oct 10, 2011 12:48 PM

19

pave the allays

Oct 10, 2011 12:39 PM
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20

no

Oct 10, 2011 11:58 AM

21

Yes, get rid of all of the extra programs and lower my tax bill. It is much lower in
Springfield.

Oct 10, 2011 11:58 AM

22

I, a responsible owner, really resent deeply paying $10. a property for some
owners' negligence. I have fine properties in good neighborhoods, which have
been maltreated by some tenenats. Let's teach tenants to care for property!

Oct 10, 2011 11:25 AM

23

No

Oct 10, 2011 11:20 AM

24

No

Oct 10, 2011 10:42 AM

25

ge out of rental business!

Oct 10, 2011 10:34 AM

26

Standardized rental contract, as mentioned before, protecting both the tenant
and the landlord.

Oct 10, 2011 9:11 AM

27

No!!

Oct 10, 2011 9:01 AM

28

No

Oct 10, 2011 8:53 AM

29

I do not rent my property.

Oct 10, 2011 7:25 AM

30

No, I don't need to be baby-sat.

Oct 10, 2011 6:58 AM

31

If you keep this code, enforce both sides!

Oct 10, 2011 5:44 AM

32

no

Oct 10, 2011 4:07 AM

33

Landlord Assoc

Oct 10, 2011 3:43 AM

34

No

Oct 10, 2011 2:00 AM

35

Charge renters rental fees not desperate over property taxes owners

Oct 9, 2011 10:31 PM

36

We are very attentive to our 2 rentals. It seems unreasonable to have to pay this
fee. I'd be curious to know how many landlords are so negligent that we must
have this rental housing program.

Oct 9, 2011 3:53 PM

37

Quit restricting parking in residential neighborhods, renters should be entitled to
free permits of say .5 per bedroom, rounded up.

Oct 9, 2011 9:47 AM

38

No. The Oregon Landlord tenant act covers all issues the Eugene program
addresses, making this a redundant program and waste of resources. Quality
owners and property managers address tenant complaits and never have any
contact with this program except the annual check we have to write. Despite the
stated goals, there is no benefit to owners and the program only creates a
greater feeling of antagonism, where my relationship with my tenants is one of
cooperation.

Oct 8, 2011 9:09 PM

39

Do something meaningful and quit nickle and diming owners.

Oct 8, 2011 9:03 AM
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40

Get out of the business that is already covered by the Landlord/Tenant Law.

Oct 7, 2011 11:37 AM

41

Consistent information about how to comply with the code

Oct 6, 2011 9:02 PM

42

no

Oct 6, 2011 4:29 PM

43

Knowing the legal rights if need them.

Oct 6, 2011 4:23 PM

44

Stop wasting my money on this ridiculous program

Oct 6, 2011 10:29 AM

45

No - Their are numerous resources available to rental owners already.

Oct 6, 2011 9:48 AM

46

None,

Oct 5, 2011 1:02 PM

47

Provide the small owners/managers mandatory knowledge on changes to the
law. Talk about foreclosure effects with the law, how long you have to give
notice to your tenant etc. Also, make fines heavy for those owners/managers
that do not stay up on the law and do not keep their property up to code. Don't
let the good property managers get a bad name and don't allow owners to
sidestep their responsability of maintaining the property and dealing with pets
that are left behind.

Oct 5, 2011 12:45 AM

48

Please end the program.

Oct 4, 2011 10:32 PM

49

More police patrols; more U of O involvement

Oct 4, 2011 11:30 AM

50

No.

Oct 4, 2011 4:49 AM

51

NO! the city should stay out of my business. Good property managers know the
law and abide by the law and earn a reputation of being good property managers
and should not be punished for those who are not.Education is available through
Rental Owners Association and Courses through LCC and police
education....the city did NOTHING for the money they took from me!

Oct 3, 2011 10:28 PM

52

No I care for my properties, they are my assets, my income.

Oct 3, 2011 2:29 PM

53

NO - but we could help them

Oct 3, 2011 1:47 PM

54

No, the city does not need to be involved. The market will force owners to
maintain their properties by making it easier to rent to qualified applicants if you
keep your property in good condition.

Oct 2, 2011 10:08 PM

55

no

Oct 2, 2011 7:10 PM

56

Leave me alone.

Oct 2, 2011 6:05 PM

57

Reduce the cost of doing business in Eugene by eliminating this program fee.
Make it a fine based program if the program is necessary- make those who
create the necessity of the program pay for it; i.e. those on whom the complaint
calls are made & those on whom the enforcement is necessary should pay for
the program.

Oct 2, 2011 4:30 PM

58

? don't know

Oct 2, 2011 1:49 PM
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59

What does this really have to do with fair housing? This sidetracks resources.

Oct 2, 2011 12:17 PM

60

I am apparently in the minority - my property and my responsibility as an owner
exceeds the norm. Likewise, my tenants are fantastic and very responsible. I do
not need the local government to help in my success.

Oct 2, 2011 11:54 AM

61

Information on the rental code

Oct 2, 2011 9:58 AM

62

Better info about city's role in assisting tenants

Oct 2, 2011 9:55 AM

63

Enforcement of Chapter 9, particularly regarding illegal infill would be nice.
(accessory dwellings/owner-occupant requirements/5 unrelated persons
provision, etc,)

Oct 1, 2011 4:52 PM

64

I take care of my tenants. The city has enough to handle with limited resources.

Oct 1, 2011 11:58 AM

65

Not that I can think of.

Sep 30, 2011 4:52 PM

66

No

Sep 30, 2011 2:29 PM

67

We do not need any city help whatsoever.

Sep 30, 2011 2:20 PM

68

provide my tenants resources for mediating disputes/disagreements with their
neighbors (rather than just calling the owner....)

Sep 30, 2011 12:37 PM

69

A program to educate tenants about THEIR responsibilities.

Sep 30, 2011 11:09 AM

70

no

Sep 30, 2011 10:38 AM

71

EPD should enforce the noise ordinance.

Sep 29, 2011 9:22 PM

72

no, property owner in Springfield

Sep 29, 2011 7:58 AM

73

I'm a successful rental property owner because I do my due diligence and I
follow Oregon Landlord Tenant law to the letter. I really don't see the need for
the Eugene statute. I do object to the $20 per month fee charged as a late fee,
whether you have 1 or 100 properties. Thus, a large landlord gets a much bigger
benefit by being penalized a lot less. Back when I only had 1 rental property, a
property I self identified for the City, went several month without being paid. In
the end I paid over $100 for an original $10 charge. That is a true weakness in
the law and should be changed to either a one time late fee, or a monthly fee of
$5 or less.

Sep 28, 2011 12:42 PM

74

eliminate MUPTE ! This is unfair competition for most landlords as those that
have MUPTE are able to charge less rent because their property taxes are less.

Sep 27, 2011 11:28 PM

75

template rental agreements bad tenate list for renters who have badly damaged
or trashed a rental unit. Could be used to screen renters

Sep 27, 2011 3:55 PM

76

More flexibility and economic incentives for creating SDU's, especially lowering
SDCs for SDU's.

Sep 27, 2011 7:46 AM

77

Police presence

Sep 26, 2011 3:38 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 4, Q7. Are there resources the city could provide to assist you with being a more successful property
owner/manager?

78

It would be nice to receive a notice about changes to rental laws. We aren't part
of any big rental organization but want to stay up-to-date.

Sep 25, 2011 7:31 PM

79

Mp

Sep 25, 2011 8:31 AM

80

Like what? Would be nice to have options here to choose from.

Sep 24, 2011 9:44 PM

81

dont know

Sep 24, 2011 12:20 PM

82

no

Sep 23, 2011 1:54 PM

83

no

Sep 22, 2011 10:34 PM

84

The city does not need to take on rental management duties. Providing safe
secure neighborhoods and well kept parks is where taxpayer resources should
be focused. It would be nice if the city did more to make sure broken sidewalks
were repaired but that should not be funded out of this program.

Sep 22, 2011 9:11 PM

85

no

Sep 22, 2011 4:41 PM

86

No. They withheld information.

Sep 22, 2011 3:43 PM

87

None that I can think of.

Sep 22, 2011 12:13 PM

88

I haven't really seen any resources or know what this code does.

Sep 22, 2011 11:58 AM

89

Not that I can think of

Sep 22, 2011 10:09 AM

90

None that I can think of

Sep 22, 2011 8:00 AM

91

See note on energy info being available. I vote for radical transparency.

Sep 22, 2011 6:58 AM

92

Contact tenants about being responsible tenants. Especially in the university
neighborhood.

Sep 22, 2011 5:44 AM

93

Easier to evict and collect from scummy tenants. Most are good, but the bad
ones are really bad. Kind of like landlords! Keep list of bad tenants on file for
landlord access. Not everything goes to court!

Sep 21, 2011 11:25 PM

94

Let the market work

Sep 21, 2011 10:01 PM

95

No

Sep 21, 2011 9:00 PM

96

It undermines small owners and denies the city much-needed resources to
arbitrarily forgive real estate taxes for large developers. Their buildings/tenants
are, after all, enjoying all city services while paying for none. How is this an idea
which benefits Eugene?

Sep 21, 2011 8:55 PM

97

just do your jobs don't leave us hanging because we are on the edge of the city
limits not downtown.

Sep 21, 2011 8:46 PM

98

The city has treated me very badly. My level of trust is low. I don't think the city
is capable of administering this program fairly and effectively.

Sep 21, 2011 6:02 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 4, Q7. Are there resources the city could provide to assist you with being a more successful property
owner/manager?

99

There should be an owner/manager rights group. At present, there are very few
resources for owners/managers.

Sep 21, 2011 5:35 PM

100

No, we use a local property manager who does a very good job.

Sep 21, 2011 4:45 PM

101

no- the city should stay out of it. there are lots of state laws in place

Sep 21, 2011 4:23 PM

102

No

Sep 21, 2011 4:12 PM

103

no!!!

Sep 21, 2011 3:35 PM

104

lease agreements (samples)

Sep 21, 2011 3:02 PM

105

Don't think so. Possibly doing a better job at enforcing street sweeping, in areas
lacking driveways.

Sep 21, 2011 2:34 PM

106

Do you have a brochure? Literature? I'm not sure what all you do.

Sep 21, 2011 1:43 PM

107

Is there a rental handbook that gives actual procedures on how to interview
prospective tenants and check into their references and background. What is
legal to ask them?

Sep 21, 2011 12:49 PM

108

Keep an eye on housing authorities

Sep 21, 2011 11:49 AM

109

Don't know what these might be.

Sep 21, 2011 11:38 AM

110

No

Sep 21, 2011 11:15 AM

111

communication is always good.

Sep 21, 2011 10:34 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q9. The Rental Housing Code deals specifically with the physical condition of rentals (plumbing, heating,
weatherproofing, smoke detection, security, and structural integrity). In the last three years, have you contacted
the City about this type of rental housing problem or question?

1

If aware of the program then the city would have gotten involved.

Oct 11, 2011 2:46 PM

2

not sure who to contact or where

Oct 11, 2011 9:04 AM

3

Landlord had a setup where my daughter's hot water heater was illegally and
without my daughter's awareness supplying another apartment in the house with
hot water. Landlord was also leasing the house as a three-bedroom with a
grossly inadequate unfinished basement room supposedly qualifying as the third
room.

Oct 11, 2011 7:27 AM

4

Didn't know about it. Property owners should be required to include a flyer in
their lease documents.

Oct 10, 2011 8:01 PM

5

I need to know my rights better, our landlord is an attorney and responds to us in
legal jargen we don't understand.

Oct 10, 2011 5:37 PM

6

Why should I contact the city of Eugene when there is already in place a very
tenant-friendly Residential Landlord and Tenant Act?

Oct 10, 2011 5:24 PM

7

I was not aware of the Rental Housing Code.

Oct 10, 2011 3:55 PM

8

I contacted my landlord directly after showing them the code. They agreed to fix
everything without me ever having to resort to contacting the City. Even though
the City may be experiencing less people reporting violations, it doesn't mean
that the code is no longer needed. The fact that there is a code in place means
problems are resolved quickly without the need to even report violations to the
City.

Oct 10, 2011 12:28 PM

9

I have used the code as a reminder in the past three years to get conditions fixed
however.

Oct 10, 2011 11:26 AM

10

health conditions. horder living below my unit. landlord didn't disclose this
problem.

Oct 10, 2011 10:50 AM

11

My roof was leaking really bad. I couldn't get ahold of my landlord I tried several
times over a month. So I called rental housing to find out what my options were.
They sent me some info and forms. Then my neighbor who has the same
landlord gave me a new phone number to call. Thank God because the water
started coming through the light fixure.

Oct 10, 2011 10:25 AM

12

no but I would have had I know I could

Oct 10, 2011 10:09 AM

13

still trying to work it out with landlord with little success.

Oct 10, 2011 9:57 AM

14

I informed the owner and requested repairs, which I was assured required no
written notice.

Oct 10, 2011 8:29 AM

15

I WAS NOT AWARE THEY WOULD DO ANYTHING

Oct 6, 2011 4:47 PM

16

Have thought about doing so regarding an issue with the heat, but it was 'fixed'.
That is, not really but the weather got warmer so it was a moot point. If the
problem persists this winter, I will be calling.

Sep 30, 2011 1:19 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q9. The Rental Housing Code deals specifically with the physical condition of rentals (plumbing, heating,
weatherproofing, smoke detection, security, and structural integrity). In the last three years, have you contacted
the City about this type of rental housing problem or question?

17

But I have contacted the landlord

Sep 29, 2011 6:00 PM

18

I live in senior HUD housing and we have no one trained for emergency aid, until
ambulance arrives in the evening from about midnight to 7:00 a.m.

Sep 26, 2011 12:02 PM

19

I was not aware that this was covered by the city.

Sep 22, 2011 9:27 AM

20

Fearful of another rent increase or eviction if I were to report the major structural
issues with my building.

Sep 22, 2011 5:26 AM

21

We would have contacted you many years ago if we knew you existed!

Sep 21, 2011 5:31 PM

22

I have not, only because I had no idea of it's existence, however I have
contacted EWEB, a number of times, as have my neighbors. We were never
made aware of this program.

Sep 21, 2011 3:21 PM

23

Sadly my biggest problem was with an apartment in Springfield- where rent is
much cheaper- but you pay the price without having a code like Eugene to help
when things are a mess.

Sep 21, 2011 12:58 PM

24

Closer to 4 years

Sep 21, 2011 11:41 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q10. If yes, was the problem resolved?

1

n/a

Oct 11, 2011 9:43 AM

2

The landlord supposedly fixed the situation, but there was no follow-up or
communication with us about it. We were rather disappointed.

Oct 11, 2011 7:27 AM

3

Yes I had to fix the plumbing myself.

Oct 10, 2011 5:37 PM

4

Never contacted the city.

Oct 10, 2011 3:55 PM

5

Once I reminded the agency that there is a housing code in Eugene for a
standard, I had the heaters fixed the next day rather than it being pushed off.

Oct 10, 2011 11:26 AM

6

broken pipes under house for years and the landlord didn't take care of it until it
was brought to court. the judge still sided with landlord and didn't care about
smell I had to deal with for 8 months. between the broken pipe and the horders I
had to contend with.

Oct 10, 2011 10:50 AM

7

I moved because of it.

Oct 10, 2011 10:09 AM

8

I was assured that written notice was unnecessary.

Oct 10, 2011 8:29 AM

9

but took several weeks to fix ( outdoor lighting, security )

Oct 10, 2011 6:04 AM

10

N/A

Oct 10, 2011 1:26 AM

11

N/A

Oct 2, 2011 4:11 PM

12

partialy

Sep 29, 2011 6:03 PM

13

Apparently, live electrical wires sticking out of holes in the ceiling and walls is not
deemed dangerous.

Sep 28, 2011 4:36 PM

14

I filled out a complaint form, but don't remember much as it was a few years ago.

Sep 27, 2011 3:23 PM

15

n/a

Sep 27, 2011 9:55 AM

16

N/A

Sep 21, 2011 12:48 PM

17

To some degree.

Sep 21, 2011 11:41 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q11. In the future, if you had a problem with your rental that is covered by the code, would the
requirement to communicate in writing to the owner/manager before you can file a complaint with the City prevent
you from informing the owner/manager about your problem?

1

Probably a good idea

Oct 11, 2011 11:43 AM

2

Requiring such communication could open the door to abusive retaliation on the
part of the landlord. People should be able to file complaints concerning public
accommodation such as rental units.

Oct 11, 2011 7:27 AM

3

You MUST be kidding. Now I am getting mad . . .

Oct 10, 2011 5:24 PM

4

Sometimes those resources are not readily available and the phone is. It just
delays the process even longer creating a method to a loop hole for agencies to
extend the process.

Oct 10, 2011 11:26 AM

5

stupid question. In other words you're asking, "if you had to tell your landlord
about a problem, would you not tell your landlord about the problem?"

Oct 10, 2011 10:36 AM

6

I can foresee that being a problem for some people

Oct 10, 2011 7:39 AM

7

Many owners would end the rental if you complained.

Oct 8, 2011 8:55 PM

8

Calling or talking to an owner/mgr to fix a problem should be enough. Having to
put the complaint in writing to them and having to wait for a response, just waists
time.

Oct 7, 2011 10:36 AM

9

I live in a HUD building. I'm not sure if I would need to contact the city, since my
bldg. mgt. is very responsive to my requests.

Oct 7, 2011 8:20 AM

10

I HAVE SSEN OTHERS COMPLAIN AND NOTHING TO OWNERS AND
NOTHING HAPPEN..

Oct 6, 2011 4:47 PM

11

it could because of disabilities

Oct 5, 2011 7:14 PM

12

Maybe, I'd rather just go straight to the city.

Oct 5, 2011 12:40 AM

13

It might not prevent me from filing, but it would make me much less likely to do
so.

Oct 4, 2011 6:34 PM

14

but i can understand that some renters might feel threatened by this step, for
fear of being evicted. is there some "whistleblower" provision...that is amde
public ahead of time?

Oct 4, 2011 11:12 AM

15

Possibly

Oct 2, 2011 4:11 PM

16

Yes... possibly. I have a recurrent problem with a leakingceiling and I would not
want to wait too long to get it fixed. What I will likely have to do is ask the
landlord to fix it over the phone, and he will again fix it only temporarily, and I will
have to file a complaint that he will not fix it permanently.....

Oct 2, 2011 11:31 AM

17

owners/managers are unwilling to deal with any deficiencies

Sep 29, 2011 11:13 PM

18

an email should be accepted as "in writing"

Sep 29, 2011 6:49 PM

19

but I would be very afraid of getting evicted. Living on a $670.00 a month

Sep 26, 2011 12:02 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q11. In the future, if you had a problem with your rental that is covered by the code, would the
requirement to communicate in writing to the owner/manager before you can file a complaint with the City prevent
you from informing the owner/manager about your problem?

complaining would make me homeless.
20

I live month to month rental. I would expect an eviction if I did not have
paperwork on file to protect me.

Sep 23, 2011 2:28 PM

21

They are absolutely biased and untrustworthy at my apt and have ignored
several requests from us for any repairs, upgrades, mold inspection and
weatherproofing.

Sep 21, 2011 5:31 PM

22

It might, because of fear of potential retribution from the owner.

Sep 21, 2011 1:51 PM

23

My current landlord (who rents in both Springfield & Eugene) has a number
where you call and leave a message when there is a problem. There isn't a
formal process for submitting a written communication about a problem.

Sep 21, 2011 12:58 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q12. Are there any reasons why you would not want to report a housing problem to the owner/manager?
(check all that apply)

1

Being a pet owner, there are few concepts more terrifying than being evicted.

Oct 11, 2011 2:46 PM

2

This program just causes rents to increase, especially in low income rentals. If a
landlord is forced to make improvements to a cheaper rental, they will then
definitley raise the rent. If people want lower rents and are fine with less
services and upgrades, the city should leave people alone.

Oct 11, 2011 12:05 PM

3

None

Oct 11, 2011 9:43 AM

4

Yes, I feel our landlord is threatening he drives by all the time, and again uses
legal jargen when we try to complain about a problem.

Oct 10, 2011 5:37 PM

5

Again, you need another check-box with the choice of "No, because I already
have tons of tenant rights granted me by the Residential Landlord and Tenant
Act and should not hesitate to exercise those rights."

Oct 10, 2011 5:24 PM

6

Property Management company should NOT tell the renter that the OWNER
DOE'S NOT want to put any money into fixing the unit up

Oct 10, 2011 3:55 PM

7

Cannot prove conditions were pre-existing; loss of security deposit.

Oct 10, 2011 1:57 PM

8

These are issues I have encountered in the past.

Oct 10, 2011 12:50 PM

9

An owner may try and charge you for the problem and pay the most expensive
person in town to fix the problem.

Oct 10, 2011 11:26 AM

10

If I was in the country illegally, and didn't speak English, and was on the public
dole, or was abusing and trashing the property, or carrying on some illegal
activity in the rental . . .

Oct 10, 2011 10:36 AM

11

none

Oct 10, 2011 10:27 AM

12

he uses inept workers who can not resolve issues professionally

Oct 10, 2011 9:57 AM

13

doesn't apply to my current landlord, but many landlords freakout- especially
when presented with papers- thinking that the tenant is out to sue or somehow
'get over'. perhaps easier would be for the tenant to have available a list of
compliances that they can then show to the landlord

Oct 10, 2011 8:33 AM

14

They seem to think it's legal for "them" to enter my home with no notice.

Oct 10, 2011 8:29 AM

15

Owners usually say they want to know about problems and will fix them, but they
usually blame the tenant when it happens.

Oct 6, 2011 8:40 PM

16

I HAVE ALREADY TRIED AND BEEN WROTEN UP FOR SOMETHING
ONSITE MANAGEMENT DOES TYHEMSELVES DAILY. MORE THAN ONCE. I
AM DONE ASKING.

Oct 6, 2011 4:47 PM

17

Maybe these don't understand.

Oct 6, 2011 4:10 PM

18

The landlord won't do anything to fix it.

Oct 5, 2011 10:35 PM

19

None

Oct 5, 2011 12:09 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q12. Are there any reasons why you would not want to report a housing problem to the owner/manager?
(check all that apply)

20

None of these are relevant - the Landlord/Tenant Act, from what I remember,
precludes any of these punitive measures by owners. Managers constantly pull
it, and when I interviewed people Language Barrier, Possible Eviction (especially
the dreaded 72 hr notice to cure for something asinine), and Tolerate problem
were the largest problems.

Oct 4, 2011 8:39 PM

21

landlady is very mean and vindictive.power imbalance

Oct 4, 2011 12:56 PM

22

not applicable

Oct 1, 2011 11:17 AM

23

I have been told nothing can be done.

Sep 30, 2011 9:45 PM

24

"managers" play favorites. When you complain, you get on the "hassle list"

Sep 29, 2011 11:13 PM

25

Have recently changed from having direct contact with owner to dealing with a
property manager/ and new owner. The threat of 'increase in rent' is always
there in any thinking persons mind.

Sep 29, 2011 11:11 PM

26

typically,if the problem is fixed,he makes the rental worse.for example,removing
insulation from wall while "fixing" roof leak.

Sep 29, 2011 6:03 PM

27

I tolerate it for the above checked boxes.

Sep 26, 2011 12:02 PM

28

no.

Sep 24, 2011 10:16 PM

29

None

Sep 23, 2011 10:38 AM

30

You never know for sure how they would react. So one takes the risk to speak
out.

Sep 21, 2011 7:52 PM

31

he doesnt fix things I ask for anyway

Sep 21, 2011 6:48 PM

32

Pets

Sep 21, 2011 6:23 PM

33

not worth it when you know it won't be fixed no matter what you say

Sep 21, 2011 6:13 PM

34

We had to hire a lawyer twice to get to the bottom of a "shared" (without our
knowledge!) hot water heater w/the upstairs neighbor that they kept ignoring us
about!

Sep 21, 2011 5:31 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q13. What is the best way to inform renters about the Rental Housing Code program? (check all that
apply)

1

When rental or lease agreement is signed. Possibly provide a pamhlet to new
renters.

Oct 11, 2011 4:04 PM

2

free classified ads church notifications annual notifications at schools

Oct 11, 2011 3:23 PM

3

Require landlords to include a brochure with new tenants.

Oct 11, 2011 2:46 PM

4

eliminate the program

Oct 11, 2011 12:24 PM

5

Students at ASUO and ASLCC could be helpful in reaching out to renters on
campus!

Oct 11, 2011 12:02 PM

6

like UO's rental housing programs

Oct 11, 2011 11:43 AM

7

None

Oct 11, 2011 9:43 AM

8

A flyer in the packet with rental forms signed at the time of lease (contract,
smoke alarm signoff, lead based paint, etc)

Oct 11, 2011 8:45 AM

9

Require that landlords print the notice on every rental agreement signed

Oct 11, 2011 7:27 AM

10

e-mails or posters up at businesses on E. 13th or on UO Campus

Oct 11, 2011 1:02 AM

11

In other counties, local ordinances are advertised by mandatory written notice of
such rules.

Oct 10, 2011 8:01 PM

12

The .program is adequately informed now

Oct 10, 2011 6:00 PM

13

Put an ad in the Register-Guard saying that the program is closing because it is
an over-reaching intrusion and a genuinely lame-ass idea from the start.

Oct 10, 2011 5:24 PM

14

A renter should recieve a letter or brochure from owner/manager with their lease
agreement.

Oct 10, 2011 3:55 PM

15

All of the above. Especially throught the Department of Human Services Office
(where people go to get food stamps) and the Unemployment office, etc.

Oct 10, 2011 12:50 PM

16

Since a large majority of renter's are students, I think partnering with the
University to publish the information would be great. Also, having it readily
available and easily found on the website was very helpful.

Oct 10, 2011 12:28 PM

17

Use the surplus funds to supply landlords with a flyer that is reuired to be
initialed by the renter,explaining the program,and require the landlord to keep it
on file until the renter leaves...

Oct 10, 2011 11:27 AM

18

It would be great for it to be given when either people fill out a rental application
or sign a rental agreement.

Oct 10, 2011 11:26 AM

19

Read the rental contract. There are ample sources of information without being
breast-fed by another city bureaucracy.

Oct 10, 2011 10:36 AM

20

Through the newspaper (i.e. RG, Emerald Weekly)

Oct 10, 2011 10:17 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q13. What is the best way to inform renters about the Rental Housing Code program? (check all that
apply)

21

as stated, require it be included on rental agreements

Oct 10, 2011 9:57 AM

22

Should be required information to be distributed at time of lease.

Oct 10, 2011 9:47 AM

23

Renters should be given this information along with the renters/tenants law at the
time of signing.

Oct 10, 2011 8:53 AM

24

Other = through brochures at St Vincents - or the other food banks. Or include a
page with the lease.

Oct 10, 2011 8:33 AM

25

It should be in any rental or lease agreement.

Oct 10, 2011 8:29 AM

26

should be notified when signing rental papers.........

Oct 10, 2011 7:39 AM

27

Local news affiliates. For one week offer a 3 minute segment, on the local news,
and discuss a different topic of the code and how it affects a renter. Raises our
awareness of the the code, it's intent, our rights, and how to properly address it
as it applies.

Oct 10, 2011 7:29 AM

28

the mail should say "Attention All Renters" so it's not mistaken as common junk
mail

Oct 10, 2011 6:04 AM

29

`brochures would be best. Possibly as a welcome to Eugene package for rental
properties.

Oct 10, 2011 1:26 AM

30

Have the landlord or property management company be required to provide it,
with signature by renter(s) that it was received. If tenant reports to you that this
has not been done, and landlord/property manager cannot show it was done, the
landlord/property manager should be fined. I'd say $500. And the rent cannot be
increased for the remainder of that tenancy.

Oct 10, 2011 1:20 AM

31

Craigslist - where people look for rentals. Maybe facebooks posts on commonly
used community pages.

Oct 9, 2011 9:21 AM

32

Ads in the Eugene weekly

Oct 8, 2011 8:55 PM

33

EMPLOYER MEETING/ MY OWN WELCOMES COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
AND KNOWLEDGE FOR EMPLOYEES

Oct 6, 2011 4:47 PM

34

And the tv and newspaper.

Oct 6, 2011 4:10 PM

35

New Media is by far the best way to reach younger people and University
students (facebook, myspace, twitter). Other than that, resources distributed
from institutions people pass and where people gather is the best method.

Oct 5, 2011 10:35 PM

36

Owners should have this with the lease agreement.

Oct 5, 2011 11:32 AM

37

Having a table on campus! Maybe during Street Faire?

Oct 5, 2011 12:40 AM

38

e-mail

Oct 4, 2011 8:57 PM

39

It would be good to inform students through the institutions they attend, through
email.

Oct 4, 2011 8:41 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q13. What is the best way to inform renters about the Rental Housing Code program? (check all that
apply)

40

Making a partnership with major paper concerns to print a website link on ZigZags or with Ninkasi to do a similar promotion on their newest bottles. (Pardon
for the flippancy, but I have heard someone say they wished to prevent their
landlords boyfriend from entering the rental property where they lived with their
landlord because the boyfriend was creating a "bad energy." Education would
be a good start)

Oct 4, 2011 8:39 PM

41

Contact the University of Oregon, LLC, NWCC etc. They have the administrative
positions already to deal with this. They can use mass emails, which the City
cannot access. It would be a waste to attempt to contact students- the majority of
renters- through the above listed methods.

Oct 4, 2011 8:26 PM

42

Tabling at University events throughout the year will increase a large portion of
the city's renters knowledge base around their rights.

Oct 4, 2011 7:09 PM

43

Duck Games - advertise at the game/on tv during a game. Easy place to reach
a substantial number of people in Eugene.

Oct 4, 2011 6:34 PM

44

Included with lease paperwork

Oct 4, 2011 6:27 PM

45

hand out from landlord at time of rental social media? grocery stor
handouts...everyone buys food

Oct 4, 2011 11:12 AM

46

I think direct mail is great. Would be great if a program brochure was included in
lease materials issued by the landlord at time of signing...

Oct 2, 2011 11:31 AM

47

It would be nice if the Self Sufficiency Program had this information available.

Sep 30, 2011 9:45 PM

48

University

Sep 30, 2011 11:00 AM

49

This works to let me know there is such a thing. Had no idea. My contact with
my landlord has always been effective in the past. I think posting a notice in a
conspicuous place would be the most effective. like minimum wage posters in a
place of business. Required by law etc.

Sep 29, 2011 11:11 PM

50

Maybe at every move-in the owner/manager could give the new renter a
brochure explaining the Rental Housing Code Program

Sep 29, 2011 9:20 PM

51

As part of the rental agreement

Sep 29, 2011 6:00 PM

52

Today a University official delivered information in person, which I really
appreciated, because he seems like he actual cares for the well-being of
students.

Sep 27, 2011 5:55 PM

53

Facebook

Sep 27, 2011 9:55 AM

54

An insert in the eugene weekly, would be great.

Sep 26, 2011 12:02 PM

55

EWEB and NWNatural

Sep 25, 2011 10:56 AM

56

Newspaper ads

Sep 24, 2011 10:16 PM

57

None

Sep 23, 2011 10:38 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q13. What is the best way to inform renters about the Rental Housing Code program? (check all that
apply)

58

Require landlords to give information packets to each new tenant.

Sep 22, 2011 10:59 AM

59

Radio

Sep 21, 2011 9:15 PM

60

Human rights commission, neighborhood associations.

Sep 21, 2011 8:27 PM

61

tv and computer are good resources

Sep 21, 2011 6:48 PM

62

email, website

Sep 21, 2011 6:13 PM

63

Television. We heard about you for the first time tonite on KVAL's newscast.

Sep 21, 2011 5:31 PM

64

It seems simple, & obvious. All renters pay an electrical bill, & eweb is aware
when a change in renters takes place, due to responsible billing party changes.
A notification can be included in all 1st time eweb bills, & verbal notification can
be made at the time of transferring from one party to another.

Sep 21, 2011 3:21 PM

65

PM/owners required to provide city information upon signing of lease/rental
agreement.

Sep 21, 2011 12:34 PM

66

Facebook - I bet you would reach a lot of people that way, and once your name
is out there, it is cheap.

Sep 21, 2011 11:41 AM

67

a form that is required as a legal rental contract just like is a smoke detector form
etc...

Sep 20, 2011 2:23 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q14. Other rental housing issues, like housing discrimination, may be covered by other local or federal
regulations like the Fair Housing Act.
Rental housing discrimination occurs when landlords take actions based on a person’s race, national origin,
color, religion, sex, age, source of income, sex...

1

No but feel we have been chided on repairs for our house due to our sexual
orientation.

Oct 10, 2011 5:37 PM

2

Better question might have been: Have you ever been late paying rent, given
your landlord a bad check or left a rental property in worse condition than you
entered it?

Oct 10, 2011 5:24 PM

3

My perception is that it's difficult for single non-students to find quality, affordable
rentals in Eugene.

Oct 10, 2011 1:57 PM

4

I have been denied because of my race, my age, my family size, and where I
work (not my pay).

Oct 10, 2011 11:26 AM

5

But not recently and not in Eugene.

Oct 10, 2011 9:41 AM

6

I'm a single woman with no children. I have met many landlords who used family
status, a certain religious or personal tendency, or other criteria to rent a place.
Sometimes that works in my favor, sometimes not.

Oct 6, 2011 8:40 PM

7

Family status/

Oct 6, 2011 4:10 PM

8

It would be easy for a landlord to discriminate however without anyone knowing.

Oct 5, 2011 10:35 PM

9

I think it is standard practice to charge more rent if there are more people living
in a space. (familial status) Especially if the landlord is paying water or utilities.

Sep 29, 2011 11:11 PM

10

All young people are discriminated on by agencies. The requirement of past
rental experience often keeps them from getting rentals.

Sep 22, 2011 10:59 AM

11

How can a person prove that.???

Sep 21, 2011 7:52 PM

12

Income

Sep 21, 2011 1:09 PM

13

Was in one situation where the landlord harassed us because we were vocal
about asking for things that needed repaired and denied my fiance's application
to move in with us but gave no reason for denying it.

Sep 21, 2011 11:41 AM

Page 5, Q15. Have you been discouraged from living in a particular apartment or neighborhood or steered to
another apartment or neighborhood based on one of the above characteristics?

1

Under what authority is the city of Eugene enforcing federal law? That is not your
job.

Oct 10, 2011 5:24 PM

2

I was shown a place and was told the owner wanted it. Then, they were very
happy to rent it to me.

Oct 10, 2011 8:29 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q15. Have you been discouraged from living in a particular apartment or neighborhood or steered to
another apartment or neighborhood based on one of the above characteristics?

3

Based off of college age kids.

Sep 29, 2011 8:55 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q16. If you or a member of your household has a disability, has your landlord refused to make a
modification to make your rental unit more accessible?

1

N/A

Oct 11, 2011 6:24 AM

2

This is a fair question.

Oct 10, 2011 5:24 PM

3

Not applicable.

Oct 10, 2011 12:28 PM

4

doesn't apply to me

Oct 10, 2011 10:25 AM

5

but I had to pay for the "hand hold bar" to help me in and out of the shower,
under $20. but was told I can't remove it if I move out.

Oct 10, 2011 6:04 AM

6

Doesn't apply.

Oct 10, 2011 3:57 AM

7

I have aggressive RA and walk needing a cane. My current landlord (a private
individual) has been fantastic, even installing a hand-rail on a back porch
stairway to make it more safe. However, my previous landlord ( a management
company) actually made a modification that made my apartment more safe
which caused me to move to my current residence.

Oct 10, 2011 1:26 AM

8

n/a

Oct 10, 2011 1:20 AM

9

Won't allow a prescribed companion animal.

Oct 8, 2011 10:55 AM

10

n/a

Oct 4, 2011 6:27 PM

11

Didn't wanted to allow a service dog to live there

Oct 4, 2011 12:56 PM

12

na

Oct 4, 2011 11:12 AM

13

No disability for me

Sep 30, 2011 1:19 PM

14

NA

Sep 30, 2011 9:54 AM

15

does not apply.... Perhaps the landlord should remove the stairs to my
apartment. I am getting too old to climb them now.

Sep 29, 2011 11:11 PM

16

n/a

Sep 27, 2011 9:55 AM

17

Does not apply

Sep 25, 2011 10:56 AM

18

no I have never been discriminated against but a friend of mine just found out
that she had to make her own ramp. She has cerebral palsy. recently she
contacted her Dr. and her Dr. filled out her complex's paperwork for having a
modification done.a small ramp on her porch.. when she took the completed
form to her managers office she was told thanks for getting the paperwork done,
the manager made a copy of the paper and then he told her now it was up to her
to either hire and pay for someone to build it, , build it herself, or have a friend
build her ramp for her. She needs the ramp because there is a three inch height
difference between her door and the porch. she cant lift her grocery cart up over
it anymore and she is on crutches and stumbles when stepping down to her
porch or up into her home. I thought it was the landlords responsibility to make
ramps for rental units, thats what the form is for right but she was told differently.
she ended up building her own ramp due to lack of money to hire someone, not

Sep 22, 2011 3:22 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 5, Q16. If you or a member of your household has a disability, has your landlord refused to make a
modification to make your rental unit more accessible?

any easy thing to do when you have cerebral palsy.
19

havent asked yet

Sep 21, 2011 6:48 PM

20

Asked for grab bars in bath, landlord refused.

Sep 21, 2011 6:11 PM

21

But I also haven't asked, since the building I live in is very old and the problem I
have would cost a significant amount of money to fix. So far it's only an
inconvenience. If I were to get very sick, and the elevator breaks down at an
inopportune time (again) I'm going to have a serious problem. I'm gambling.

Sep 21, 2011 12:48 PM

22

N/A

Sep 21, 2011 12:34 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 6, Q17. Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the Rental Housing Code program?

1

Just discovered this, so not sure what the code entails yet.

Oct 11, 2011 3:25 PM

2

Expand the program to allow for reasonable pet-deposit requirements. There is
no reason why a deposit can't cover the risk of owning a pet, and our city would
not have such a homeless pet problem if owners could expect to keep their
animals when they move.

Oct 11, 2011 2:50 PM

3

This program is a waste of money for a property manager. There has been no
positive impact for us in any way. The cost that we pay each year has zero
return. Waste of our money! Thank you.

Oct 11, 2011 1:12 PM

4

dump the program

Oct 11, 2011 12:25 PM

5

This is the type of government program that makes people dislike government.
It is an unnecessary intervention in people's lives and leads to higher costs,
especially for people in low rent situations. There are already codes on the
books and departments that can enforce them if someone is serious about
pursuing a violation of some kind. Most people would prefer to decide for
themselves if a rental situation meets their needs and they don't need the city
deciding for them and driving up rents.

Oct 11, 2011 12:11 PM

6

I think it's a waste of money. Seems like these things are covered under state
laws, so it's probably repetitive.

Oct 11, 2011 11:45 AM

7

Please eradicate this program. It does nothing positive for the community, but
fines landlords and owners for problems caused by tenants. And you need to
hire employees who have knowledge of Oregon Landlord Tenant Law, not just
anyone who was available. I have seen many incompetent people sent to do
inspections. This is not adequate.

Oct 11, 2011 11:26 AM

8

I would not mind paying the $10 if it went to Homes for the humanity or local
Food Bank.

Oct 11, 2011 10:45 AM

9

Change how fees are assesed to eliminate large surpluses so folks don't think
the COE is taking advantage of the Landloards. Assess the fees based on the
projected funds needed to operate the program. There is enough history to
figure it out. Put minimums and maximum on the fee; say $5 -$10, depending on
the fund balance.

Oct 11, 2011 10:16 AM

10

I pay a property manager and feel I should not have to pay the city a fee

Oct 11, 2011 9:44 AM

11

Allow the tax to sunset it is a waste of tax payer money.

Oct 11, 2011 9:43 AM

12

You should know the problem landlords by now, don't just maintain another
bureacracy

Oct 11, 2011 9:30 AM

13

The reason land loards don't want this program is that renters don't have the
money to take people to court, when the landloards dont get taken to court they
don't have to fix anything, and the renter suffers.

Oct 11, 2011 9:07 AM

14

I have been both a renter and a landlord. This service is, unfortunately,
necessary to protect tenants from irresponsible landlords. I don't see why some
property owners are complaining about $10/year. That's less than $1/month.

Oct 11, 2011 9:05 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 6, Q17. Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the Rental Housing Code program?

15

I have been a renter, a rental manager (campus and Whitaker areas) and a
member of the Landlords Asso. As a member I found that all landlords are not
created equal and that the organization generally takes an adversarial (rather
than cooperative) approach to tenents. The current code balances the playing
field. Since landlords pass the fee through to tenents their "cost or cost/benefit"
argument is completely hollow. Good landlords (and most are) make repairs
quickly and willingly. Current code is a necessary "stick" to get the rest of the
landlord population to act respondsibly

Oct 11, 2011 9:02 AM

16

Please keep it going. It is pretty weak-kneed from my experience, but it provides
some help at least against predatory landlords

Oct 11, 2011 7:29 AM

17

Get the word out there that you even exist. Don't make relations between
landlord and tenant more potentially fraught; there's no need and everyone
should be able to just get along except in cases of obvious abuse by one side.

Oct 11, 2011 6:25 AM

18

As if you'll (city council) actually let it sunset. The program is unnecessary
because tenants already have recourse through the state (if necessary). If all
this program is good for is "mediation" then the cost of running it should not fall
on the shoulders of the landlords.

Oct 11, 2011 5:52 AM

19

I think soliciting input from the community about what to do with the surplus
would be a good idea (maybe that's, at least in part, what this survey is about).
However, you have to promote this service much more actively. Moreover, LLs
are apparently complaining about the $10/door fee. Why on earth is this a
supposed burden if (as they claim), they simply pass this on to the tenants? It's
a wash for them. And since they all have to pay it, no LL is disadvantaged as a
result. Their arguments are bogus.

Oct 11, 2011 5:35 AM

20

To the City Council: I am a member of the Rental Owners Association, yet I
don't support their official stance that this program is unnecessary and too
expensive. $10 per living unit is a minimal cost, and they know it. They are just
using what they can to react in a knee-jerk fashion. They perceive this program
as being anti-property owner and pro-tenant, and so often take an adversarial
stance toward tenant rights that I have a hard time stomaching it. I don't see any
need to be against programs that protect renters. Conscientious, caring
landlords should not oppose this.

Oct 10, 2011 11:35 PM

21

It would be nice if owners were required to post information about the program at
the complex -- say, in the mail area or rental office.

Oct 10, 2011 10:28 PM

22

Let this program sunset. The council passed this as a test and said it was only
to last this short time. Please follow, for once, the political promises that were
made.

Oct 10, 2011 9:05 PM

23

The program is not a burden to unit owners (except that it discourages them
from ignoring the problems of their renters).

Oct 10, 2011 8:53 PM

24

There seems to be little or no concrete benefit to renters from this program ,
and I fail to see the point of the city enforcing state laws.

Oct 10, 2011 7:37 PM

25

Another program just to take our money. Again with the surplus you have with
the amount of fines levied, complaints. There are fewer irresponsible landlords

Oct 10, 2011 6:02 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 6, Q17. Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the Rental Housing Code program?

than there are responsible landlords. I don't like being gouged in this poor
economy. Give us our money back.
26

See earlier comments ... I see fees like this as just another money grab by local
government - in exchange for limited or questionable services.

Oct 10, 2011 5:49 PM

27

Keep the fee to $10 so that you can stave off resistance by landlords to fund this
program.

Oct 10, 2011 5:44 PM

28

I feel like we have been at the mercy of our landlord since we have lived here.
We ask for unreasonable things and are promised solutions that happen in a
slow manner, for example he built a shed that still isn't complete and its been
months, the windows have large openings and when the rains come I'm sure our
things will get wet. He left debris in the yard, that we had to clean up, after being
left there for weeks.

Oct 10, 2011 5:41 PM

29

The housing code has forced owners to become more active in proactively fixing
problems when they arise instead of waiting. This code allows renters to not
have to use their time and money to go through the court system (especially
students who don't have a lot of either). It forces owners to maintain their
properties to the benefit of their renters.

Oct 10, 2011 5:36 PM

30

Just close the program. Work on legislation authorizing fines for landlords who
actually violate the law, and then use the funds created by those fines to provide
relief for tenants who truly have been impacted by abusive landlords. Charging
EVERY landlord, the vast majority of whom obey the law and do their best to
provide safe, sound and sanitary housing at a fair price, is simply not fair.

Oct 10, 2011 5:26 PM

31

It seems like this survey was put together to 'justify' the continuaiton of the
current program. Many folks are tired of programs like this that accomplish very
little but suck money out of the public's pockets. This is just another
government layer that ALL of us have to pay for but don't see much in the way of
results.

Oct 10, 2011 5:00 PM

32

Heather Hannah Buch is a crook; check out her tenant reviews online.

Oct 10, 2011 4:46 PM

33

Make the public aware that there is help available.

Oct 10, 2011 3:58 PM

34

The Oregon Landlord Tenant Law covers all of these provisions. The Univeristy
of Oregon offers tenant assistance. Why does the city of Eugene believe it
should get involved in this issue? Let the market determine the outcome of any
disputes. This program was designed around rental housing experiences in
Corvallis. Information available at the time showed that the program received
very few calls once the program was in place for a short period of time.
Eugene's experience with the program only reinforces the fact that it wasn't
needed in Corvallis and it's not needed in Eugene. The city doesn't provide
mediation services for retail purchases so why is it necessary to provide this
program. Saying it's related to sustainability is a joke. The city has more
important functions than this program.

Oct 10, 2011 3:18 PM

35

Do whatever you like. I have already made the decision to continue liquidating
my Eugene properties.

Oct 10, 2011 3:10 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 6, Q17. Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the Rental Housing Code program?

36

tHERE NEEDS TO BE SOME STIFF FINES FOR LANLORDS WHO DO NOT
REPORT THAT THEY ARE RENTING A PROPERTY AND ARE NOT PYING
THE MANDATORY FEES

Oct 10, 2011 2:28 PM

37

the rents in eugene are so high, I feel the landlord should be able to provide
good livable housing for the tenants. I have had to live in substandard houses in
the past. There was no one to turn to when the landlord chose to ingnore a
problem, mainly because he/she did not want to put any money out.

Oct 10, 2011 2:28 PM

38

As the story appears in the Register Guard, the current debate appears to be led
by the property owners, who have the time and the $$ to get involved. Many of
the local renters are disenfranchised people who do not have the time or the $$
to fight their landlords. The service is low-cost to the community, and helps level
the playing field for the renters.

Oct 10, 2011 2:02 PM

39

Can we have some kind of specific requirement to inspect for mold in hidden
surfaces/ie. under carpets.

Oct 10, 2011 1:58 PM

40

Make sure all tenants are made aware of the program for disputes upon leasing,
especially for college rentals. Although I see many irresponsible tenants, that's
no excuse for much of the property neglect I observe.

Oct 10, 2011 1:17 PM

41

I wish I had as much money to blow as the city Rental Housing Code Program
has. I wouldn't have to work. Get real.

Oct 10, 2011 1:16 PM

42

The administration is sloppy. I got a bill for someone else. Billing for and
collecting a $10 payment probably costs the city that much, so what is the
money for? Asking those of us who comply to pay for a program to police
violators is poor policy; violators should pay for the cost of policing this.

Oct 10, 2011 1:00 PM

43

I should be able to keep a part of every dollar I earn. I re-invest a lot of money to
keep my rentals up to date and in good condition. For landlords like me, and
most of us are as diligent as I am, this code is an undo punishment. Please take
your hand out of our pocketbook.

Oct 10, 2011 12:53 PM

44

Please keep this code in place. People need to know it exists....

Oct 10, 2011 12:51 PM

45

sunset it

Oct 10, 2011 12:40 PM

46

I was glad to find out this program exists. I think it will do a lot of good over time.
Please continue it with some modifications.

Oct 10, 2011 12:40 PM

47

I think it is imperative that the program stay in place; when I was a student, I
lived in some places that were awful but I was too young to know that something
could have been done. Faulty plumbing, mold and in one case mushrooms
growing out of the carpet, no heat during the winter, I and my friends suffered
through things I would never think of enduring now. Landlords need to be held
accountable, and renters need advocates because often they are too naive,
young or otherwise disempowered to make changes or stand up for themselves.

Oct 10, 2011 12:31 PM

48

I strongly believe the code should remain in place. If tenants were required to
use the existing state and federal laws to require landlords to provide adequate
housing, they would be at a huge disadvantage. Furthermore, I believe the

Oct 10, 2011 12:31 PM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 6, Q17. Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the Rental Housing Code program?

Eugene community would suffer as housing complexes could become even
more rundown than they currently are. I was proud that the City of Eugene had
taken this step to protect some of its most vulnerable people.
49

Sounds like another unnecessary government bureaucracy. The fact that it's
operating at a profit is shameful. Government isn't supposed to make a profit. It
only operates this way, as it polices the landlord, and since nobody ever likes a
landlord, nobody complains. But in the end, the tenants end up paying for this
with rent increases, so who gets screwed in the long run?

Oct 10, 2011 12:30 PM

50

I live in the S University area, and have seen the devestation renals leave in the
community. I would like owners to be held accountable for the condition of the
OUTSIDES of the property, as well!

Oct 10, 2011 12:20 PM

51

No

Oct 10, 2011 12:17 PM

52

I feel confident there is no ambiguity in how I feel about the program.

Oct 10, 2011 12:01 PM

53

extend it

Oct 10, 2011 11:59 AM

54

I own my home now, but when I was renting a different home a few years ago,
this program was instrumental in forcing my landlord to fix a leaky roof in my
rental house that she had no intention of addressing ever.

Oct 10, 2011 11:46 AM

55

I do believe it is necessary to have a program to force irresponsible landlords to
provide safe, clean, properties with adequate facilities. But, of course, those of
us who are responsible landlords end up having to pay for those who aren't.
Because the income from the program exceeds the costs of the program, I
believe the fee should be reduced by at least half.

Oct 10, 2011 11:46 AM

56

Yes. Give tenants a code! Let negligent owners put money in the pot for their ill
care! Take us, who try to keep rental prices affordable and who take good care
of our units, off that miserable $10. change. I dislike it & resent paying it every
year. It really makes me unsympathetic to the board.

Oct 10, 2011 11:30 AM

57

Let it expire. It is just another tax that makes it harder for landlords to keep up
their properties. The city does not even use most of the funds it collects for its
stated purposes.

Oct 10, 2011 11:22 AM

58

Need more accountability on the part of tenants.

Oct 10, 2011 11:21 AM

59

no

Oct 10, 2011 11:05 AM

60

perhaps do annual inspections of rental properties to ensure that the
management/landlords are doing what they are supposed to do. Not all tenants
are aware of these codes.

Oct 10, 2011 10:46 AM

61

Absolutely Ridiculous Program Make the tenant be more responsible> A “Google
Search” for Oregon Landlord tenant Law will bring up lots of sites with good
information and solutions, course of action FREE:
http://www.osbar.org/public/legalinfo/tenant.html
http://www.leg.state.or.us/ors/090.html
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/states/oregon/renting/tenantrights

Oct 10, 2011 10:45 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
Page 6, Q17. Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the Rental Housing Code program?

http://www.oregonlawhelp.org/documents/178412010%20Landlord%20Tenant%
20Booklet%20-%20English%20PDF.pdf?stateabbrev=/OR/ Novel idea, how
about having the user, the renter pay the fees for the program, or at least make
the renter be more responsible. Didn’t they view at the rental unit before hand?
From what I see, the majority of the program users are “short term” resident U of
O students. Finance the program through fines against the “bad”, the “guilty”
landlords if it’s such a large problem. What’s next, motels, hotels, restaurants,
department stores, rental cars, where is it going to end? If the complaining
tenant will take the time and make the commitment to write a letter, quoting the
laws regarding the problem, normally they’ll get a response from the landlord
correcting the problem before legal action needs to be taken. Landlords don't
want to lose the sell, the tenant.
62

kill the worthless program that just costs renters money.other housing codes and
laws are adequate!

Oct 10, 2011 10:41 AM

63

Stop the waste

Oct 10, 2011 10:37 AM

64

Please Don't do away with this valuable program. Its absolutely necessary in our
community. More now than ever.

Oct 10, 2011 10:31 AM

65

don't let this expire

Oct 10, 2011 10:28 AM

66

There's a reason it has a Sunset Clause. If you can't let this boondoggle lapse, it
won't be long before Eugene is Vallejo[see November, 2011 Vanity Fair article]
and we have a staff of 2 in City Hall, but world class pensions and health care for
those City workers who had the good sense to retire, or still have their jobs.

Oct 10, 2011 10:15 AM

67

I know of a case where it was only when this was first implemented that the
landlord upgraded the wiring which was very dangerous. Please keep this code
in place or even strengthen it.

Oct 10, 2011 10:00 AM

68

Please continue it & not let it expire

Oct 10, 2011 9:58 AM

69

I think the code should remain and surplus funds used to provide information and
outreach to renters to utilize it more effectively. Also, neighborhoods should be
made aware of it so homeowners can contact the City when rentals are in
disrepair and are a visible nuisance.

Oct 10, 2011 9:25 AM

70

I suggest a habitability code continue and the city set an enforcement policy
along the lines of the yard mowing enforcement , set fines for those who are out
of compliance and have repairs made at owners expense if not done in a timely
manner. I also want to know that someone is auditing this program for financial,
staffing and actual service accuracy and effectiveness. I can't see how this
funding collection can correlate with the actual service and where does the extra
money go ?

Oct 10, 2011 9:23 AM

71

Assess only the problem landlords as evidenced by legitimate, unaddressed
complaints. Use the remaining existing funds (RG says code is "rarely used") as
seed money which is replenished by assessing the probloem landlords.

Oct 10, 2011 9:07 AM

72

It's a complete waste of time and money. All it does is make politicians like the
City Council feel better about themselves. Eugene wastes too much time being a

Oct 10, 2011 8:56 AM

Rental Housing Code Survey Open Ended Responses
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support group for whiners and enablers.
73

I believe this ordinance is effective, because just being there lets landlords know
they have to take care of their property and that is to their benefit also.

Oct 10, 2011 8:52 AM

74

Let the code expire. It's a tax on renters and we have other proven remedy's in
place to address the problem.

Oct 10, 2011 8:41 AM

75

Cute little law. Too bad it's such a secret.

Oct 10, 2011 8:30 AM

76

More inspections, stricter enforcement.

Oct 10, 2011 8:12 AM

77

It is a great, low-cost program that helps protect the interests of both renters and
property owners. It is essential in a town like ours, where we have a highly
transient population that may or may not have access to information and
resources to enforce existing rental laws.

Oct 10, 2011 8:02 AM

78

Maybe use the excess money to advertise the program more. I wonder how
many tenants are aware of the program. Since there is an excess of money,
maybe have a couple of specific days to travel around some rentals and just
survey what is out there; possibly mailing a letter to the landlords if the rental is
noncompliant.

Oct 10, 2011 7:57 AM

79

I am a homeowner. I believe that the Rental Housing Code program helps
maintain neighborhood housing standards.

Oct 10, 2011 7:54 AM

80

If the fees are consistently resulting in annual surpluses, then maybe you could
drop the fee just a little. I've rented a lot over the years, all over the NW, and I've
been surprised by some shady rental practices here in Eugene. It seems to me
that property owners are complaining about the law, so it must be a threat to
their bottom line. The 10$ fee is minimal since they say it gets passed on to
renters, so why are they complaining? I'm guessing only the large rental
companies are the one that mind this fee since it adds up over multiple units, but
I hardly think they're having problems making a profit. Overall it seems very
necessary for renters to have options aside from taking the landlord to court....

Oct 10, 2011 7:51 AM

81

I am truly appalled that landlords are arguing to eliminate such a small fee for an
important program. Even if the program results in only infrequent fines, for each
of those people who levied the successful complaint, it could have been a
financial hardship or impossible to pursue their complaint through the courts. If
the revenues exceed the budget need for the program, maybe a change should
be made where during such times the fees are on hold for a period of time and
then resume when the program once again needs the revenue. It is not a
reason to throw out the program! It is an economic equalizer, which is a rarity.
Such arrogance!

Oct 10, 2011 7:28 AM

82

This is obviously a push pull. I feel as if you were trying to manipulate me rather
than honestly evaluate the program. Result will be artificial support and
questions by some if this is how you manufacture all your data.

Oct 10, 2011 7:20 AM

83

fair treatment / comparison surveys to large apt. complexes I am in a 300 unit
complex next to Bi-mart on Royal ave.

Oct 10, 2011 6:08 AM
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84

Let me make this clear: if th city isn't going to enforce both sides and improve the
level of tenant responsibility, then you are engaging in taxation without
representation.

Oct 10, 2011 5:47 AM

85

I think it is a great resource a lot of people don't know about. I have friends who
live in apartments with terrible mold problems, structural problems and the
landlords refuse to do anything about it and threaten them with eviction if they
complain. It is great to have another resource renters faced with this dilemma
can do.

Oct 10, 2011 5:28 AM

86

Landlords raise rents yearly in order to pay these costs. In an already stressed
economy,this places a undue burden on the renter to have to pay extra money in
order to live in Eugene. The current Oregon landlord tenant law meets these
criteria that the city of Eugene feels it must have in place for renters. This is a
duplicate so to speak.Why punish the renters and the landlords by making them
pay for something that is free service through the current landlord tenant laws?

Oct 10, 2011 4:12 AM

87

Yes, I ask that that the law be extended on a permanent basis with the changes
I've outlined.

Oct 10, 2011 3:59 AM

88

Stop the fee

Oct 10, 2011 2:00 AM

89

I think this is a fantastic program, and based on my, and my friends', experience
with landlord companies I would be worried that abuses would happen if this
program were canceled. Landlords complain (according to article) that they
charge an annual $10 to their renters. Fine. That is no burden to have decent
rentals, and a means of keeping them livable and negotiating disputes.

Oct 10, 2011 1:30 AM

90

$10 per year is nothing! It is an empty threat for landowners to say they are
passing it along to tenants. But it it would make the landowners feel better, and
the program could be continued by doing so, lower the annual amount slightly.
Also, is there anything that can be done about cracking down on people who are
renting out space in their home without paying this fee? My landlady didn't get
the permits required for a separate unit when she created one within her home
(by not putting in an outlet for a stove), so she is not contributing to this program.
I would appreciate a response to this question: jddojo@yahoo.com. Thank you.

Oct 10, 2011 1:30 AM

91

We are coding and regulating property owners out of existance.

Oct 9, 2011 10:35 PM

92

The program is of little value. I have seen only statistics showing it takes in great
amounts of money and addresses few complaints. Where does the rest of my
money go? Please publish detailed accountings of how you are spending the
peoples' money.

Oct 8, 2011 9:11 PM

93

Require houses to be inspected for livability before they can be rented. If they
are not in compliance the unit cannot be rented until the unit is in compliance.

Oct 8, 2011 8:59 PM

94

The last thing we need is new government programs that are not cost effective.
How is this program a win/win situation

Oct 7, 2011 5:21 PM

95

It seemed like a good idea in 2005. However, the one and only time I ever heard
about it after implementation was an incident of tenants being made homeless
(by the City) after reporting violations in an attempt to get the landlord to fix

Oct 7, 2011 12:44 PM
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problems.
96

This is a terrible program. Perhaps well-intentioned but poorly executed. It is not
only redundant of the Landlord/Tenant Law but encourages conflict between the
players. It is too often used by complainants whose real purpose is not to
improve a bad rental situation but to harass or cause harm to the rental owner.
In a case I was involved in, the tenant complained to the city of water intrusion in
a legal basement living space after an unusually bad storm (it was a puddle
about 24 inches in diameter--it hadn't leaked before or since in my 10 years of
ownership) not because the puddle was troublesome but that he wanted to break
the lease since he was not getting along with his roommates (he told me this
himself). Then the city got involved not on that issue but because they found
there was six bedrooms in the campus-area house (but rented to 5 students) and
declared four to be illegal though county records showed it to be a 4-bedroom
house. They then declared the basement bedrooms to be illegal, causing the
tenants' parents to become concerned and move all out of the house. It then
took months (while the house is vacant) for the city to finally decide that indeed
the basement bedrooms were original and legal and could be used. In the
meantime, it cost me many thousands of dollars and ultimately I sold the house,
it was razed and redeveloped into a couple 5-bedroom houses renting for $600.
per bedroom. My previous rent had been a very reasonable $350. per bedroom
for what was a very well-kept and comfortable house. Now it may be that the
city likes it better from a tax revenue point of view that it has been redeveloped.
But I can tell you from a student's point of view (and I worked myself through
college with a very limited budget) that the loss of conveniently located and
relatively affordable housing is not a good thing. Rich kids can afford to live
where and how they want but poorer and/or working students should have
affordable options too. Having a wider spectrum and diverse student population
in the campus area is a good thing --as indeed in all of Eugene--and this is
encouraged by more affordable housing. Being affordable does not mean that it
is poor quality. The city should not allow itself to be used as a mechanism for
retaliation or a means of. manipulation or harassment. Right now the Rental
Housing Office is being used that way and it would be better to rely on the
Landlord/Tenant laws which already protect and provide for both parties in a fair
way. If it is true, as Rachelle, told me in response to that same statement by me,
that tenants are ignorant of the Landlord/Tenant law then I would feel fine about
the city trying to educate tenants of their rights under the law but I see only
disadvantages in the city trying to actively participate in the process of
enforcement. I was told by city staff that in the first 8 months of this program
there were only 8 complaints. This in itself says there is no great need for this
program, nor the staff and expense. Like most agencies of government it will try
to justify itself and its cost and will undoubtedly grow, but what about the cost to
society even beyond the financial cost, which is being borne by the rental
owners. It is not wholesome for a society to provide an easy avenue for people
to complain about each other and bring trouble on each other for personal or
petty reasons. This is an agency that wants to justify its existence and therefore
goes out of its way to find problems that really weren't that important to the
complainant (usually the tenant or a neighbor or ex-lover, or ex-spouse, etc.,etc.)
but were merely the vehicle to bring trouble. The State Landlord/Tenant Law is
mostly fair to both sides and has all the provisions necessary to protect both
sides. We don't need and shouldn't have the Eugene Rental Housing
Code/Agency.

Oct 7, 2011 11:38 AM
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97

No I don't, I just like to complain

Oct 7, 2011 10:50 AM

98

I had a terrible experience with the receiving a rental code violation that was
eventually withdrawn because it was completely invalid. When I was contacted
by the renter regarding an issue she was having, I immediately offered
professional intervention, and even contacted the Rental staff to assure that I
was following through in the appropriate manner. The rental code staff came in
to the situation, listened only to the renter (who had moved out, and turned off
the heat to the house), as well as denying me access to correct the origin "mold"
problem. Which was actually condensation from her inappropriately heating the
house. This was an extremely costly experience for me, and if this was any
indication of how this department operates, I would be in favor of not renewing
this program.

Oct 6, 2011 9:10 PM

99

I think we have a lot of run down and expensive housing in the city and it's
generally regarded as the way things go. Right now, rents are much higher than
a mortgage would be on the same house at market value. If I don't want it, they
have no problem finding someone who will because the standards are so low. I
lived in ghettos in Chicago as a college student and when I moved here, I was
really astounded at the rental options and rights. The sink fell off the wall at my
first rental and the heater didn't have a grill and put off sparks. I was told it was
because the last renters had ruined it and I would just have to deal. I found
another place and moved within the month but it was really sad to know
someone else moved right in and nothing was fixed. Usually, there's something
major wrong with any rental I get, and I'm paying 1000 a month or more in rent
for a small 2 bedroom home.

Oct 6, 2011 8:49 PM

100

Dear Rental Housing Code, I think it is good that you are doing this but there is
one problem, some these landlord have out for some people that had a bad time.
There one code that should let people keep there pet, that are over 75 pounds. I
had to give up many pets because I what landlord said. You need more
emergency housing for disability, older people, some people with kids. Maybe
they need to take rental course that is through St Depaul. It call second chance.
You need more housing that is people price range. Some of the deposit are out
of mind. The electric deposit is nuts. I own my own place but the deposit was
more than my diability check. Thank you.

Oct 6, 2011 4:14 PM

101

Many of us who have rentals see them as assets and take good care of our
investment. The tone of the code seems to imply that housing is routinely badly
managed. What in the code addresses the behavior or actions of a tenant who
damages, destroys, ignores agreements, or disturbs the neighbors? Is there a
mechanism to assist the landlord? I am not aware of such mechanism. The
Rental Housing Code seems to be designed to support only the renters. If it is
supposed to help "both sides" please keep in mind the many smaller landlords
who are not slum lords.

Oct 6, 2011 3:45 PM

102

No, not at this time. If I state what the specific problems are, then the
information would only be used, in the short term, to figure out a way to spin
things, cover up staffs incompetence, and try to make the program look like it
had already addressed the inadequacies.

Oct 6, 2011 12:04 PM

103

No, but FYI this survey could have been written better, in plainer English - the
first page especially was rather dense.

Oct 6, 2011 11:05 AM
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104

cancel this ridiculous program

Oct 6, 2011 10:29 AM

105

Sunset the program. It adds very little, if any value for the dollars spent. I have
seen no justification for the program or any documentation showing how the
money is spent, let alone any benefit tax payers are getting for the money.

Oct 6, 2011 9:50 AM

106

My landlord is on the attentive side yet still will not put in basic improvements. I
also believe my apartment goes against code as it has no air circulation, which
makes me worry about radon, but I have no other choice that is as good (my
apartment has a shaded outdoor space and reasonably sized windows,
unfortunately on the North side of the house). I am thankful that no one has
reported my home because it has many assets- if I could find a better place I
would, and I can't! My place is MUCH better than most other apartments near
campus. There is a large need for low-cost housing with south-facing windows of
reasonable size and small outdoor space. I am so tired of leaving my apartment
to go to the park just to get some sun. Apartments should be designed
appropriately for the location; gigantic 5 br apts near the university should be
prohibited for reasons of community relations(they incur partying- have you been
there at 1 am?); plenty of small apartments are needed badly.

Oct 5, 2011 10:39 PM

107

Creates a bureaucracy to hold the hands of under or unmotivated individuals. A
complete duplicate of effort and existing State of Oregon Laws. A Socialist
society like program. Allows retaliation by tenants, dead beat or otherwise, to
field their unfounded trouble causing complaints. Will have to admit there may be
some cases the Eugene program may help, but the detriments far out weigh the
benefits, a better program would be to offer advice how to handle or where to
turn for help for both tenants and landlords.

Oct 5, 2011 1:25 PM

108

more sustainability opportunities

Oct 5, 2011 9:13 AM

109

I think the best things you could do are to make people more aware of the
program and reduce to response time it takes for someone from the City to
evaluate the situation.

Oct 5, 2011 7:21 AM

110

Accomplish more and if you are then make it known in the community. Give
examples of what has been accomplished and how much money it took to
accomplish it. Has the renter or landlord made changes that are going to be
long term or was there a band-aid that was applied to a dirty wound, so to
speak?

Oct 5, 2011 12:50 AM

111

I have said all I can say about this.

Oct 4, 2011 10:33 PM

112

Keep the program narrowly focused on improving conditions for renters. Require
energy efficiency in new units, and slowly phase it in for older units.

Oct 4, 2011 8:42 PM

113

No. Keep up the good work.

Oct 4, 2011 8:40 PM

114

Not for the program in its official capacity, but i do have issues with the survey. It
has some structural errors that should be addressed. Confusing phrasing was
the main issue, convoluted questions are a less severe issue but should still be
addressed.

Oct 4, 2011 7:53 PM

115

why didn't i get a pamphlet when i moved to eugene?

Oct 4, 2011 7:30 PM
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116

While a rental housing code is a good thing to have, I cannot help but question
why Eugene has or is seeking to maintain a set of regulations that appear to
duplicate (peremptory) State law.

Oct 4, 2011 6:46 PM

117

Make a way to report that makes tenants feel safe and protected

Oct 4, 2011 12:57 PM

118

It is very difficult to navigate the City of Eigene government. As "Mom & Pop'
owners and managers of 8 university apts. we found the City of Eugene very
difficult and unbending in a building project. A small example: when we wanted
to put in sustainable, native plants that would not need watering the city still
made us put in a sprinkler system which is not being used. In contrast when we
have built in Springfield and Lane County officals there have been much more
reasonable.

Oct 4, 2011 11:31 AM

119

I hope that the city council will close this program, which actually hurts rental
housing and renters more than it helps.

Oct 4, 2011 4:50 AM

120

The man who answers the phone for landlord questions is: Rude Uneducated
Presumptuous

Oct 3, 2011 10:32 PM

121

A university student can not rent from any of the rental agencies providing
student housing based on their grants, scholarship, loan packages... even if they
are volunteering (on top of full-time classes) 20 to 30 hours a week, with out a
cosigner. This is an example of a policy that is built on assumptions: all college
students are young and have parents that qualify as co-signers. That
assumption, however, is inaccurate,and doesn't reflect reality "on the ground".
Students with parents that can qualify for co-signing are, actually, in the minority,
and most of those are affording to pay for classes(or at least living expenses) out
of pocket With all the student housing the city has approved of recently, I'd
assume someone recieving a paycheck within the city has honestly looked at the
reality of the next decade in terms of sustainable economics and probabilities. In
addition, I observe that the student population is not the only population in need
of housing.

Oct 3, 2011 7:43 PM

122

Yes. I take great issue with the excessive late fees applied if the annual payment
is late.

Oct 3, 2011 4:49 PM

123

The idea of the city subsidizing wealthy huge housing projects in town is
repulsive. The university has added a lot of units. For the first time ever this year
it took months not weeks to rent my 5 places. You are allowing too much
housing to be built.

Oct 3, 2011 2:33 PM

124

I don't think we need it any more. I understand that the fees have provided a
surplus since there really isn't a need for as much mediation as anticipated. The
cost, if the the program is going to continue, should be reduced to $5 per unit.
There is no need to expand the code since it is already law through the landlord
tenant law provided for in the legislature and in the lease documents.

Oct 2, 2011 10:11 PM

125

Read the landlord tenant act, it covers everything you do allready at no cost to
anyone.

Oct 2, 2011 7:11 PM

126

Trust Oregonians to have the common sense to be able to solve there own
problems without the city getting involved. Have you ever considered moving if

Oct 2, 2011 6:12 PM
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the land lord is a jerk? That's what keeps landlords honest, the free market
system
127

If the Program will continue to exist; add single-family homes to the Program &
levy the fees on those LL too, make the program fine-based instead of fee-based
so the offenders pay for the program & the enforcement, reduce the frequency of
when the fees are charged and allow the program to run from the funds it
generates -meaning don't put the money into the City general fund.

Oct 2, 2011 4:44 PM

128

The South University neighborhood is being trashed - literally - by students and
absentee landlords. If the city doesn't step it up RIGHT NOW in terms of
enforcement you're going to lose a whole lot more in property tax revenues than
you're collecting by this fee. Hold owners and renters accountable - trash, noise,
destruction and theft of property, and other destructive behaviors. South Eugene
is moving down a slippery slope toward West University status. That can't
possibly be in the interest of the city as a whole. Now is the time to make a firm
statement about how things should be around here, please advocate on behalf
of this area!

Oct 2, 2011 2:37 PM

129

not a lot is widely known about this program and/or it's benefits to both renters
and property owners/managers. Not sure how to get the word out more about
this, but it could be helpful if more folks were aware of it.

Oct 2, 2011 1:51 PM

130

The code should register owners. They should have to sign an on-line or paper
copy of the code to properly and legally rent their properties.

Oct 2, 2011 12:20 PM

131

I've said my peace.

Oct 2, 2011 11:55 AM

132

During turnover is a great opportunity for energy efficiency upgrades.

Oct 2, 2011 9:59 AM

133

There needs to be a registry of rental property owners/managers and you need
to inform them of your standards and programs - and State laws - annually. We
just moved from a rental - we'd rented for the first time in 25 years while looking
for a house to purchase here - and our landlord (who lives out of the city) had
NOT A CLUE about either your programs and oversight OR STATE LAWS. And
he violated pretty nearly every one during our tenancy. It was appalling! You
have a MAJOR problem here with landlords who do not even live here, where
their properties are, and don't believe anything that goes on here has anything to
do with them.

Oct 2, 2011 9:16 AM

134

Totally unneeded, Uour survey is directed to produce a result that justifys your
existence and expansion. This is totally a biasaed survey

Oct 2, 2011 7:39 AM

135

No need for program at all its a redundant service

Oct 1, 2011 2:30 PM

136

End it.

Oct 1, 2011 2:28 PM

137

I know of a number of tenants who have no idea this program exists and several
large property management companies who do not maintain their properties to
the extreme. What price do they pay for repeated violations? Why is this
organization funded by landlords only? A large percentage of landlords are
compliant. Shouldn't it simply be a city tax if you are going to run this program?

Oct 1, 2011 12:02 PM
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138

Low income families and individuals are reluctant to complain about issues that
the code addresses, for fear of losing affordable housing. Any way to offer them
security?

Sep 30, 2011 10:13 PM

139

It would have been nice to know about this before the survey.

Sep 30, 2011 9:46 PM

140

Kill it.

Sep 30, 2011 6:57 PM

141

This is a very good program and helps many in my neighborhood.

Sep 30, 2011 4:52 PM

142

Please do NOT raise the $10 fee!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sep 30, 2011 2:29 PM

143

Don't allow parts of the Code to sunset (ie mold standards)! This code barely
meets the miniumum needs of what makes "quality" living and in turn, "quality"
neighborhoods. This code needs play a part in increasing neighborhood livability!

Sep 30, 2011 11:03 AM

144

I was not aware of the program. More Outreach is important.

Sep 30, 2011 10:51 AM

145

Eliminate it completely. Duplicates existing laws and remedies, it's just more
wasteful government at a time when our economy is in the toilet.

Sep 30, 2011 10:41 AM

146

yes. SUPERVISE LANDLORDS/MANAGEMENT COMPANIES!

Sep 29, 2011 11:15 PM

147

no

Sep 29, 2011 9:22 PM

148

There should be policies in place that can prevent home owners from raising rent
when a renter requests repairs to the home. If not a full out prevention, there
should at least be limitations. My rent was raised by 90 dollars this year after i
requested some basic repairs.

Sep 29, 2011 6:13 PM

149

yes

Sep 29, 2011 6:06 PM

150

Thanks for doing such a great job!

Sep 29, 2011 11:53 AM

151

Administer through the University and easy access to mediation services would
be helpful.

Sep 29, 2011 8:57 AM

152

good program

Sep 29, 2011 8:00 AM

153

Shut down. You're useless.

Sep 28, 2011 4:37 PM

154

I do object to the $20 per month fee charged as a late fee, whether you have 1
or 100 properties. Thus, a large landlord gets a much bigger benefit by being
penalized a lot less. Back when I only had 1 rental property, a property I self
identified for the City, I went several months without being paid. In the end I paid
over $100 for an original $10 charge. That is a true weakness in the law and
should be changed to either a one time late fee, or a monthly fee of $5 or less.

Sep 28, 2011 12:44 PM

155

Don't renew the housing code as it is not worth the money that is being spent to
keep it running. It was modeled after Corvallis with one person to administer the
program. So why does the city of Eugene feel it's necessary to have 3
employees to administer the program?

Sep 27, 2011 11:33 PM

156

I referred a friend to the rental housing program. He had very valid concerns

Sep 27, 2011 10:42 PM
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regarding faulty wiring and his garage had been made into an bathroom and
family room by the owner with unlicensed contractors without permits. The
rental housing program staff were inept taking weeks to respond and finally
doing nothing to benefit my friend. He ended up moving. And Rachelle Nicholas
allowed this landlord to re-rent this property to another tenant without fixing the
violations. Rachelle ignores the code anytime it doesn't fit her agenda. She
allowed another tenant to suffer at the hands of a bad landlord in an unsafe
house without occupancy permits. The city council should not tolerate her level
of laziness and her disregard for safety of tenants. Also, when was the last time
she provided you with anything you have requested from her in council
meetings? And when she has... did her reports look like something a 5th grader
could have produced? We deserve better.
157

You should thank the University of Oregon for sending out information about this
survey. I would have otherwise had no idea of its existence.

Sep 27, 2011 5:57 PM

158

The $01 per year fee is unreasonable when charged to landlords only.

Sep 27, 2011 3:56 PM

159

I do not think it should be expanded to include more than it includes, with the
exception of pests. I am afraid it will end up costing tenants even more as
landlords use an expansion as a reason to increase rents.

Sep 27, 2011 9:57 AM

160

I keep my rentals in good condition and do not appreciate having to pay for the
city to police owners who are not conscientious about taking care of their
properties. If a renter is having a problem with a unit, there are tons more in
Eugene they can move to. They don't have to stay in a place that is plagued by
livability problems. I already do not make much of a profit and this fee is just
another that eats into what little I do make.

Sep 27, 2011 8:42 AM

161

Low income housing is very expensive because of what you have to pay by
keeping quiet and being afraid about conditions like privacy, emergency help at
night and your safety. Use of subtle clues that you can be evicted and never get
low-income housing again if you act up. The elevators are constantly breaking
down and there has never been an emergency drill. Some of the people are in
wheelchairs and could never make it down the stairs. We can't keep our
windows open because there are not enough window screens for everyone.
This is a tall building that gets very hot. It would be good if you could make it
mandatory for every rental building to post this code...visably for all tenants to
see.

Sep 26, 2011 12:19 PM

162

Way too expensive for the results.

Sep 25, 2011 8:32 AM

163

I think this survey is fairly biased. Who received it? Is it reaching every
demographic segment of the Eugene population? Fairly? Equally? Are the
results going to be skewed because of this?

Sep 24, 2011 10:18 PM

164

I am a homeowner who rents her house. I know about this program because I
have to pay the yearly fee. Other than than, I don't know or hear any news about
the program. I have never been challenged by renters. My property is in
excellent shape. So what happens with my money, I haven't a clue. I hope it is
being used for good of renters and owners. So maybe tell me, what all do you
do?

Sep 24, 2011 9:46 PM
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165

it doesn't work, it is a waste of time and money. COE should focus on better
police and fire services

Sep 24, 2011 8:53 PM

166

no

Sep 24, 2011 12:21 PM

167

Renters may be reluctant to push on a landlord while they are tenants. Maybe,
somehow, renters who are leaving a rental could be surveyed?

Sep 23, 2011 1:57 PM

168

It seems to protect the renters while doing nothing for the owners, such as
damage to premises and skipping out on rent and last month's rent etc..

Sep 23, 2011 1:18 PM

169

Drop the program it is a waste. Trying to create problems where none exist

Sep 23, 2011 10:40 AM

170

I am a broken record. I cannot believe we are spending money to operate this
program when we cannot affor to currently maintain our roads, adequately police
our community and address the excessive problem of "Drifters" who have taken
over our downtown. The City of Eugene really needs to evaluate its top priorities
and then fund them adequately with the limited resources they currently have.

Sep 23, 2011 10:40 AM

171

Let the program sunset as it is scheduled. These issues are already dealt with as
part of state laws. They do not need to be duplicated on a city level.

Sep 23, 2011 9:53 AM

172

more enforcement

Sep 22, 2011 10:34 PM

173

It is important to assess the cost benefit of all these ideas. Getting the
government in on negotiating between tenants and landlords who is responsible
for mice or ants could eat up thousands of dollars of city staff time for a problem
either party could solve with a few dollars for an ant or mouse trap. More "don't
know" options would have been very useful in answering this questionnaire I
nearly gave up after the first couple questions. Only a tiny percentage of city
residents have had any interaction with this program other than writing a check
to pay the fee.

Sep 22, 2011 9:14 PM

174

We are renting our house. We had to relocate for jobs. Hard for use to see how
some renters treat a porperty - bias though because it's our house and hope to
move back - reluctant renters

Sep 22, 2011 6:19 PM

175

I keep my rental units up to a high standard. I wonder how many violators there
are and if the code is really needed. Could the same funding be directed at
other problems, such as homelessness, and be a better use of the funds? I
think that data should have been provided before asking these questions.

Sep 22, 2011 5:49 PM

176

No

Sep 22, 2011 4:43 PM

177

no

Sep 22, 2011 4:42 PM

178

I hope you will let them sunset at the end of the year. My experience with them
was a nightmare.

Sep 22, 2011 3:44 PM

179

This is an important function and service the City provides

Sep 22, 2011 12:46 PM

180

This program was instituted with the understanding that there was a significant
problem with sub-standard rental housing realated to the original code. The
problems with rental housing have proven out to be far less than proponents of

Sep 22, 2011 12:17 PM
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the program thought. This program needs to sunset. We tried it, it was
expensive, and largely unnecessary.The benefits to the citizens of Eugene are
inadequate to justify the costs to the citizens of Eugene.
181

If something goes wrong with the rental unit, the tennant calls and we fix it. We
really don't need the city to get involved.

Sep 22, 2011 12:02 PM

182

It's an important component in helping maintain a good quality of life for Eugene
residents.

Sep 22, 2011 11:02 AM

183

no

Sep 22, 2011 10:10 AM

184

Again, Landlords like myself have repair people listed in the rental agreement
paperwork in case the heat, plumbing, etc. have a problem so the Tenant
doesn't have a delay if I am unreachable. I don't want to pay for you to police
less responsible landlords. I want to spend my money on my own units.

Sep 22, 2011 9:35 AM

185

Maybe have a couple of form letters that tenants can use to send the required
written notice to landlords. That requirement is a barrier. If it were a somewhat
standardized form with room for text, and with a copy remaining with the city,
maybe more people would be willing to take action. People also fear being
evicted for a complaint. Is there a safeguard for this?

Sep 22, 2011 9:02 AM

186

This program does many things that just do not happen if there is not some over
site. I realize that there are laws and that works if you have money. Fact is low
income people do not have the resources to fight causes. When low income
people make a mistake it can be devastating to their finances and they can loose
housing, cars, jobs etc. When you have a cushion to fall back on, you can take
time off of work, pay filing fees and take someone to court. Low income
individuals do not have that luxury.

Sep 22, 2011 8:53 AM

187

The 20 day max for fixing verfied problems is pretty long. It seems that if an
owner/property manager is not responding to their clients needs there is little
remedy other than moving out, which is a last resort (and financially unfeasble)
for many folks.

Sep 22, 2011 8:37 AM

188

Some people need minimal or very cheap housing and there's very little of it
available here, esp. in family type areas. How can you encourage infill, small
units, simple living without ending up with negative outcomes?

Sep 22, 2011 7:01 AM

189

I have seen tenants use this program to try to break a lease. Not my unit, but a
friends. There were no code violations, but the owner was harassed and
stressed by the rental housing people. Please abolish this program. It is
government duplication at it's worst! I would gladly support paying $10 per unit to
support deposit funds for low income tenants. That would benefit everyone!

Sep 21, 2011 11:33 PM

190

Let the market work. If a tenant feels they are not being fairly treated they have
the option to move. I for one would prefer to keep a good tenant and do
everything I can to keep them comfortable. I do not like vacancies.

Sep 21, 2011 10:04 PM

191

As a property owner I support the current system and don't mind paying the $10
per unit. I think it encourages the bad landowners to improve. Most of us take
pride in our properties and maintain them well.

Sep 21, 2011 9:02 PM
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192

Mupte has not stimulated any much-needed neighborhood building. Rather, it
has underwritten developers with large pools of capital who have built high-end
units for wealthy students. This has aided no families and has undermined
smaller landlords by diluting demand and giving unfair financial advantages to
large investors.

Sep 21, 2011 8:57 PM

193

get after the city to do their jobs

Sep 21, 2011 8:48 PM

194

More outreach to the community please!

Sep 21, 2011 8:29 PM

195

I live in a fairly new building for low income, but the tenants are destroying the
complex and the rental agency does nothing about it and it is quickly running the
property down so that I am looking to move. Agency does not keep clean,
garbage builds up.

Sep 21, 2011 7:55 PM

196

more tv about renters and owners

Sep 21, 2011 6:49 PM

197

no

Sep 21, 2011 6:45 PM

198

I don't believe I should have to pay a fee, granted it is a small fee, to pay for the
manpower to deal with other landlords that don't keep their properties up to
code. I think that they should have to pay it all if they are found in violation.

Sep 21, 2011 6:30 PM

199

mold problems and an open sewer in back yard for 10 days.

Sep 21, 2011 6:17 PM

200

There needs to be a lot more housing for low income and handicapped people.

Sep 21, 2011 6:12 PM

201

While it is true that the options for renters may be confusing with regard to
potential code violations, clarifications of these issues could be more reasonably
supplied to the public through entities such as legal aid, etc. I would propose
that the large sum of unspent money be used in establishing an endowment to
help offset the cost of providing Eugene's Rental community with assistance in
combating the egregious violation of current building, plumbing and electrical
code violations.

Sep 21, 2011 5:38 PM

202

We desperately need an inspection at our apartments! They are really
uninhabitibal w/ the problems I've listed. Who do we talk to? Jade West
Apartments @ 871 W 8th, #24, Eugene My name is Karen Selden

Sep 21, 2011 5:38 PM

203

No

Sep 21, 2011 4:46 PM

204

end ii when it sunsets

Sep 21, 2011 4:23 PM

205

CIty Government should stay out of the rental regulation business.

Sep 21, 2011 4:20 PM

206

keep up the good work! this program is very needed

Sep 21, 2011 3:41 PM

207

only the slumlords should be charged!!!

Sep 21, 2011 3:36 PM

208

Please work in conjunction with eweb, to inform renters of this housing code, &
ways to contact the correct department to deal with rental housing problems,
such as electrical, plumbing, & energy conservation.

Sep 21, 2011 3:25 PM

209

Waste of money! Rents are high enough, Eugene is just going to regulate me

Sep 21, 2011 3:10 PM
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into backruptcy!!!
210

No.

Sep 21, 2011 2:36 PM

211

I love the program in that it acts as an insurance policy for renters. If something
goes wrong, they get to get some help with the landlord.

Sep 21, 2011 2:19 PM

212

I only know about the program because I was informed as a student at the UO.
Thankfully I've not had to utilize it because I was able to move. Others are not so
lucky and there is a great deal of fear in the lower income community - complain
and possibly be evicted. There are a lot of slum apartment complexes in Eugene
and sketchy property owners!

Sep 21, 2011 1:53 PM

213

I once did a survey (when I ran the heating assistance program 18 years ago in
Linn, Benton and Lincoln counties). Among our non-subsidized clients, more
than 75% were paying more than 75% of their income toward housing. This did
not include utilities. It's probably worse now.

Sep 21, 2011 1:46 PM

214

Would love to see you work with Springfield so there is equality in the code.

Sep 21, 2011 12:59 PM

215

I've lived here for years and had NO idea this program even existed. It needs
higher visibility. I've lived with appliances that don't work, plumbing that's in
constant need of repair, bad wiring, lack of weather stripping leading to colonies
of mold around my windows, a broken shower door that made for overly
interesting showers, and one property management company that put so many
obstacles in the way of getting a simple help for my physical disability (a bar in
the shower) that I simply gave up. Not all at one time, of course. I had no idea
there was a program that might be able to assist me.

Sep 21, 2011 12:51 PM

216

Just thank you for taking the time to solicit our advice. Now, if we heed it, we'll
have good responsive government. Thank you.

Sep 21, 2011 12:30 PM

217

This is a commercial, a joke.

Sep 21, 2011 11:52 AM

218

It has shown that there isn't a need. The number of valid cases does not justify
the program.

Sep 21, 2011 11:17 AM

